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Executive Summary 
 
 
 

Measuring the performance of traffic on surface streets is one of the many tasks 

traffic operations centers carry out.  Signalized intersections are difficult to measure 

performance because of the variation in traffic volumes, vehicle speeds, queue build up, 

vehicle delays, and the degree of saturation.   Currently there are several methods to 

measure the performance of surface streets, but their capabilities in dynamically 

estimating vehicle delay are limited.  The objective of this research is to develop a 

method to automate traffic delay estimation in real-time using existing field traffic data 

collection technologies.  While most automated travel time studies in the past have 

focused on inventing new technologies to estimate traffic delay, this research has focused 

on method and algorithm development that can be applied to existing technologies.  

Without real-time traffic delay data, traffic engineers lack the tools to quickly and 

accurately identify when delay times reach an unacceptable level.    

The algorithm development used computer models using VISSIM traffic 

simulation software.  Data collection points were set up in the model to collect vehicle 

identification number and a simulation time stamp at each collection point in the model.  

Exact travel times of simulation vehicles in the models were collected by matching 

vehicles with their upstream and downstream sensors and subtracting the downstream 

time stamp from the upstream time stamp.  The results for each of the vehicles were 

averaged to determine the average travel time.  T he average delay obtained in this 

manner represented the ground-truth delay.  The ground-truth average delay was 

compared to the average delays determined by the algorithms developed in the study. 

 The initial trial in this study was a through-lane-only test.  Vehicle sensors were 

located upstream of the queue and downstream of the signal stop bar.  Single lane, double 

lane, and triple lane models were run each with three different approach volumes; 700, 

800, and 900 vehicles per lane per hour.  The next test added a midblock driveway to the 

simple lane test.  Vehicles could freely enter from the driveway or exit onto the driveway.  

Extra sensors were placed at the driveway entry and exit points.  I n order to test the 
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ability of the algorithm, high in and out driveway volumes were considered.  Five in-and-

out volume configurations were tested for each lane configuration.  Another test was 

completed using the same criteria as the mid-block driveway, except without driveway 

sensors.  T he same simulation runs were used for this test as the previous test.  T he 

driveway sensor data were deleted in order to test the ability of the algorithm to obtain 

accurate results with differences in the in and out traffic volumes.  The algorithm adjusts 

for variable driveway volumes without driveway sensors since driveway sensors are not 

typically feasible at most driveway locations.  The last test considered thru traffic with a 

left turning bay.  T he configuration used for this test was typical to most signalized 

intersections in Utah.  T his configuration was similar to the through-only case except 

with a left turning bay.  This example has a sensor at the turning bay entry.  Turning bay 

volumes considered for this test were large to test the performance of the algorithm.   

Two algorithms were developed in this study.  The algorithms were referred to as 

Method 1 and Method 2.  Both algorithms were developed to work for various roadway 

geometries and require generic information about the geometry to be entered as variables 

into the algorithms; i.e. speed limit, length between sensors, number of lanes, distance to 

the turning bay from upstream sensors, and distance to the driveway from upstream 

sensors 

In order to calculate vehicle delay, the algorithms ran through a series of 

processes to remove data which could not be factored into the delay calculation.  T he 

initial process required the same number of vehicles entering the test zone as leaving the 

test zone.  T his was the same initial process for all configurations tested.  As the 

algorithm runs, there were slightly different processes for each of the lane configurations.  

For the driveway configuration, the next step in the algorithm was to account for 

the driveway by first eliminating all data associated with vehicles exiting the system 

through the driveways.  O nce this was complete, the algorithms manipulated the data 

from vehicles entering the system from the driveway.  This data set was salvaged and 

used for the delay calculation in a later process.  For the driveway configuration without 

driveway sensors, there was no practical way to tell which vehicles entered or exited at a 

driveway.  Because of this, the algorithm proceeded to process the data similarly to the 

through-only data with a few exceptions.  For the turning bay with sensor approach 
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configuration, the algorithms used the same process used to remove data associated with 

exiting vehicles through the driveway.  

Following the processes to account for each lane configuration, the algorithms 

balanced the entering and exiting data again.  Method 1 and Method 2 balanced the data 

slightly differently at this point in the process.  

Once the entering and exiting vehicles were balanced, the data were then 

organized by the sensor location.  The next step in the process was the removal of single 

sensor vehicle data.  S ingle sensor vehicle data refers to data from vehicles that only 

passed one sensor during the test period.  T he procedure for single sensor vehicle 

removal from the upstream sensor was the same for Method 1 and Method 2. Vehicles 

which did not meet a cer tain time criteria were removed based on the unlikelihood that 

the vehicle would have passed more than one sensor.  The calculation for downstream 

sensor vehicle removal was different for Method 1 and Method 2.  E ach followed a 

different criterion to determine which vehicle ought to be removed due to the 

unlikelihood that the vehicle was able to pass more than one sensor. 

The next process in the data manipulation of the algorithms was a final vehicle 

balance.  T he previous processes could create another imbalance between entering and 

exiting vehicles which could cause large errors in the delay calculation.  M ethod 1 

balanced vehicle data using a series of six steps to create data pairs out of enter and exit 

times beginning with the last vehicle out.  Any data that ended up without a match was 

removed from the total data set.  After this six-step process, there had to be the same 

number of data in the upstream sensor and the downstream sensor.  Method 2 balanced 

vehicle data using a process of four steps. This four-step process paired the enter and exit 

times beginning with the first vehicle out of the test zone during the test duration.  Any 

data that ended up without a match was also removed from the total data set.  After this 

four-step process, there had to be the same number of data from the upstream sensor as 

from the downstream sensor.   

The final process of the algorithm was calculating delay time.  First, a summation 

of the vehicle entry times at the upstream sensor was calculated along with a summation 

of the vehicle exit times at the downstream sensor.  Next, the summation of the vehicle 

times from the downstream sensor were subtracted from the summation of the vehicle 
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times from the upstream sensor.  This subtraction resulted in the total travel time for all 

vehicles passing through the test zone.  The total travel time was then divided by the total 

number of vehicles that passed through the test zone.  The quotient was an average travel 

time for all the vehicles passing through the test zone. Finally, the average travel time 

delay was calculated by subtracting the ideal travel time (the time it takes vehicles to pass 

through the test zone going the speed limit with no stops) from the average travel time.  

The result was an average delay time for all vehicles passing through the test zone.  

This entire process was automated using Visual Basic and Excel software and 

takes only seconds to process.  U sing this computer automated algorithm, travel time 

delay results could be calculated within seconds after data collection.  Results from this 

study indicated the algorithm produced an accuracy level that could be used in practical 

application.  The algorithm provided results with acceptable tolerances that could be used 

to determine a Level of Service or to obtain travel time estimates.   

Results for the through-only type of facility offered the greatest level of accuracy, 

as expected.  Delay values obtained from the through only configuration were all within 3 

seconds per vehicle of the actual delay time.  Results for the roadway configuration with 

a driveway with sensors also showed reliable results.  T here were more outliers in the 

data, but overall the data provided reliable results that could be used for a L evel of 

Service determination or signal timing evaluations.  In the configuration with the 

driveway sensors, 93 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 

seconds per vehicle.  Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with no 

sensors also showed accurate results.  In the configuration without the driveway sensors, 

84 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per 

vehicle.   T he algorithm in either driveway configuration provided reliable results that 

could be used for a Level of Service determination or signal operations evaluation.   

Lastly, the results for the roadway configuration of a turning bay with turning bay 

sensors provided accurate results.  94 percent of the turning bay results had averages with 

errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.  There were again a few outliers in the 

data but overall the algorithm provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of 

Service or signal timing evaluations or travel time estimation. 
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1 Introduction 

Measuring the performance of traffic on signalized intersections has been one of the 

many tasks that a traffic operations center (TOC) carries out. It is difficult to measure 

performance of signalized intersections because of the variation in traffic volumes, vehicle 

speeds, queue build up, vehicle delays, and the degree of saturation.   Currently there are several 

methods to measure the performance of signalized intersections, but their capabilities in 

dynamically estimating vehicle delay are limited.   

Estimating traffic delay using the method found in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 

2000 (TRB 2000) is a time demanding process that requires field measurements of geometric, 

traffic, and control data.  Results from the HCM method reflect only the small window of time 

when the data were collected and do not necessarily represent the current conditions.  The HCM 

method requires two observers and is difficult to perform for time periods longer than 15 

minutes.  Researchers have worked on creating a process to automate delay and travel time data 

collection to obtain accurate and reliable information within minutes instead of hours or days. 

With real-time traffic delay data, traffic engineers have the ability to make adjustments to 

traffic signal timing when delay times become unacceptable.  A nother advantage of real-time 

traffic delay data is the ability it gives traffic engineers to make travel time estimates for 

signalized corridors.  Although several dynamic methods have been developed to estimate traffic 

delay in real-time, no method has produced results reliable and accurate enough to use at city-run 

or state-run TOCs. 

Hence, there is a n eed for a new dynamic delay calculation method that uses current 

signal detection infrastructure and can be implemented easily on a signalized corridor.  T his 

study fulfills the need for developing a new delay calculation method that can be implemented 

on signalized corridors using existing traffic sensor technologies.    
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1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to develop a method to automate traffic delay estimation 

in real-time using existing field traffic data collection technologies.  T he purpose is not to 

estimate every leg of a signalized intersection, but to estimate the delay for through vehicles.  

Delay and travel times for through vehicles on a major arterial could then be pieced together to 

estimate the travel time and delay time through an entire corridor.  While most automated travel 

time studies in the past have focused on inventing new technologies to estimate traffic delay, this 

research has focused on method and algorithm development that can be applied to existing 

technologies.   

1.2 Scope 

This research completes Phase I of a three phase study. The three phases to this study are: 

Phase I, algorithm and method development using computer modeling; Phase II, hardware-in-

loop testing of the method developed in Phase I; Phase III, field testing and calibration of the 

method developed in Phase II.  Phase I of this study focused on the development of an algorithm 

to calculate traffic delay.  Several approach roadway geometries were analyzed using VISSIM 

software in the algorithm development.  The analysis in Phase I used only data collected from 

VISSIM.   

1.3 Report Organization 

This report is organized into six chapters.  Chapter 1 includes the introduction, objective 

and scope of the study.  Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the available research relating to 

the topic of automated delay estimation.  This chapter summarizes four different research studies 

that have shown some success in automated delay estimation.  C hapter 3 includes the study 

methods of the research and the roadway configuration cases that were analyzed for the study.  

Chapter 4 presents the concept and mechanism of the delay estimation algorithms developed in 

this study, explaining in depth how the algorithms that were developed in the study calculate 

vehicle delay.  Chapter 5 discusses the results of the analysis and presents results of the delay 

analysis in graphs that were created from the delay estimation processes for the different lane 

configurations.  Chapter 6 then provides the conclusions of the study and recommendations for 

future studies.  
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2 Literature Review 

A literature review was conducted to identify current and forthcoming automated real-

time methods of calculating vehicle delay on surface streets. This chapter presents the findings 

from the available research that has shown some success in determining traffic delay using real-

time technologies.  This chapter is divided up into sections that correspond to previous research 

studies to address each of the automated delay calculation methods that have been developed.  

The sections include the following:  1)  vehicle re-identification, 2) still-image analysis, 3) 

maximum queue length, 4) vehicle event based method, and 5) literature review summary. 

2.1 Vehicle Re-identification Method 

Several technologies have been tested to determine whether or not they can provide a 

feasible way of determining travel-times along a roadway segment.  This section identifies two 

studies that have used a vehicle re-identification method to determine the travel-time of a given 

segment of road.  The first technology utilized is inductive loop detectors capable of identifying 

vehicles upstream and downstream. Each is time-stamped and the two are matched in order to 

determine the travel time of vehicles passing.  The second technology is a Bluetooth technology 

that detects Bluetooth wireless devices in passing vehicles.  Each Bluetooth device is uniquely 

identified at two locations on a route.  Travel times are calculated by the time difference when a 

Bluetooth device was identified at both detection locations. 

2.1.1 Vehicle Re-identification with Embedded Sensors 

A study conducted by Liu et al. (2001) used loop detectors that had the added capability 

of producing a unique signature for each vehicle.  B y capturing a unique signature for each 

vehicle, researchers hoped that this method would allow them to re-identify vehicles downstream 

of where the signature was captured in order to estimate intersection delay in real-time.  T his 

study focused on using the delay data to develop a “pro-active” response to adjust traffic signals 
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to current conditions.  This method was field tested at an intersection in Irvine, California using 

live traffic.      

The inductive loop detectors work by capturing changes to the inductance of electric 

current caused by the magnetic material from passing vehicles.  The captured changes create a 

unique signature that is vehicle specific.  Each vehicle will have its own unique signature that 

can be re-identified at different locations.   

Two sets of double loops were used for each traffic lane of the study intersection.  The 

intersection of study has three approach lanes coming from all four legs of the intersection.  

Approach loops in this study were set up b etween 325 a nd 375 feet from the intersection.  

Departure loops were also set up just downstream of the intersection.  A total of 48 inductive 

loops were used on one signalized intersection.   

The data collected from the sensors was linked into the Irvine Transportation Center 

where the data were stored and then processed.  Because of the interruptions in flow caused by 

the traffic signal, there was a lower rate of identification than there was for highway situations 

(Liu 2001).  F or this signalized intersection that was tested, over 40 percent of the vehicles 

passing were correctly identified at both the entry nodes and the exit nodes of the system.  

Travel-times were calculated by subtracting the entry time from the exit time.  When comparing 

actual travel-times to travel-times determined by the study, the travel-times in this study resulted 

in an average travel time that had an error of less than 15 percent from the actual travel time.  

Travel delays were calculated by subtracting the minimum travel time, which is calculated by 

dividing the distance between the inflow and outflow sensors by the speed, from the actual time.  

These delays are then averaged to determine the average delay through the intersection.   

The study by Liu et al (2001) attempted to link the delays directly into adaptive signal 

controls in order to get a real time response to demand.  Feedback from the delay would be given 

to the controller to optimize the system to reduce delay.  T he controller is optimized using a 

delay projection by considering delay from all directions.  Different optimization parameters 

exist for actuated signals and fixed-timed signals.  Algorithms for the signal optimizations were 

tested in Paramics, a microscopic simulation software program (Liu 2001).  There was a 

considerable reduction in delay during times of high demand when the on-line signal 

optimization was used in place of a fixed control or an actuated control with all other parameters 

being equal.  There was no difference in delay for times of low demand. 
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The re-identification method with loop detectors has not been tested at a network level.  

Additional research should be conducted in order to broaden the scope of this method to 

determine advantages of this method for an entire network.  A drawback of this method is the 

large number of loop detectors required at a site.  Detectors can be costly and hard to maintain.  

Any malfunction of the detectors would result in a failure of the system to function properly.  In 

addition the amount of data collected by the loop detectors is large.  There is a high demand on a 

computer system to complete the necessary computations to recognize each of the vehicles.  I f 

used on a larger network, more computing capacity would be necessary to operate the system.  

As a w hole, this system would be very costly and would likely need regular and frequent 

maintenance.  Due to these factors, this method is not necessarily feasible and is not to the point 

where it can be marketed to public operations.   

2.1.2 Vehicle Re-identification Using Bluetooth Sensors 

Communication technologies have allowed for another way to identify vehicles.  

Wireless technologies have made it possible for wireless electronic devices, like cellular phones, 

inside vehicles to be identified with roadside sensors.  A study was conducted by Wasson et al. 

(2008) to estimate real-time travel time estimates using Bluetooth communications.  E lectronic 

devices with Bluetooth capabilities can be identified with a unique media access control (MAC) 

address.  These MAC address are identified and time-stamped when they pass a sensor and can 

then be re-identified and time-stamped downstream.  This allows for the collection of accurate 

travel times as vehicles traverse between the two sensors.   

The travel time study for the Wasson et al. (2008) report was conducted in Indianapolis 

on both an arterial and an interstate.  The segments tested were approximately 8.5 miles and 5.25 

miles.  There is an inherent spatial error of a few hundred feet with the Bluetooth devices.  This 

error means that a vehicle could be detected upstream or downstream 100 feet from the sensor 

and the Bluetooth device would not be able to differentiate the two.  This error is relatively small 

when the segment lengths between sensors are larger than 2 to 3 miles.  Additional errors are 

added by quick stops by drivers that cause the calculated travel times to be higher than the actual 

travel time.  Since there are only two sensors, one at the beginning and one at the end of the test 

segment, there was no way to tell if a vehicle stopped along the way at a store, dry cleaners, or a 

fast food drive-through.  T his error can be adjusted using a p ercentile method that removes 
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unusually high travel times.  A percentile method excludes travel times from vehicles that are a 

user defined percentage above other vehicle travel times from being weighted into an average 

travel time (Wasson et al. 2008). 

For the field testing, a B luetooth sensor was placed on the north side on the freeway, 

which collected data for both eastbound and westbound traffic.  The sensor correctly identified 

about 1.2 percent of the daily westbound traffic, the side closest to the sensor, and about 0.7 

percent of the daily eastbound traffic.  These results are slightly lower than would be expected 

for a full deployment of the Bluetooth sensors because only one trip direction was collected for 

each of the MAC addresses identified.  Multiple trips back and forth likely occurred for some of 

the MAC addresses during the tests that were only recorded once.  In addition, many of the 

vehicles entered or exited the test section between the sensors.  These vehicles also account for 

the small number of vehicle travel-times actually collected.   

The field tests collected data during a period of sunny conditions on a Saturday and also a 

period of snowy conditions on a Monday workday.  Comparing a plot of the two travel-times, the 

travel time for the snowy workday was much easier to predict.  Increases in delay and travel time 

are easily observed on a plot of the travel time vs. time.  A smaller variance was also seen in the 

Monday workday when compared to a sunny Saturday.  Spikes in delay are seen during the peak 

hours of traffic as congestion increases.  T he daily travel time trends collected from the 

Bluetooth sensor follow the expected trends (i.e. larger travel times during the AM and PM peak 

driving times).   

The spread of travel-times for traffic on the arterial street was much larger than the 

spread of travel-times on the Interstate.  This is due to a l arger variability of travel time on 

arterials due to signalized intersections.  Since each of the vehicles does not travel in the same 

platoon, a higher variability of travel-times is to be expected.   

The Bluetooth technology has a lot of potential applications for the future.  T his 

technology can be integrated into message boards that display travel times.  B luetooth 

technology would be ideal as a systems tool to determine origin-destination information system 

wide.  This would help planners in travel demand models and route choice information.  S ince 

people generally carry their phones and wireless devices with them, this can also be used to 

determine changes to travel modes.  In addition it can be used for pedestrian traffic in areas such 
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as airports and malls.  T he technology has many potential applications to provide vital 

information to improve the overall system performance. 

Due to the inherent spatial errors associated the Bluetooth devices, Bluetooth sensors and 

MAC identification is not to the point where it can be marketed to shorter arterial segments.  

More precision is needed on the exact location of the vehicles in order to use Bluetooth 

technologies on a shorter segment.  Also a lack in the number of vehicles with Bluetooth-enabled 

devices may not make this technology practical to be a significant indicator of true travel time at 

the time when this literature review was conducted.  Statistical testing would be needed in order 

to determine an appropriate sampling rate necessary to collect accurate travel-times.  As the use 

of Bluetooth technologies becomes more popular, this may be a good method in the future to 

determine travel times across larger distances.  In order for this method to be practical on smaller 

segments of arterials the spatial errors need to be reduced significantly.  I n addition, with this 

technology becoming more prevalent, there needs to be a w ay to calibrate the number of 

Bluetooth devices that are counted in a single vehicle.  No information was given by Wasson et 

al. (2008) about calibrating for multiple Bluetooth devices in a single vehicle.  Vehicles with 

more than one Bluetooth device can be double counted which can introduce addition errors.    

Since this literature review began, additional research has been completed on Bluetooth 

use for travel time estimation purposes.  A study by Brennan et al. (2010) identified issues with 

sensor placement that affects the number of the blue tooth devices detected.  This study was 

conducted adjacent to the southbound lanes on Interstate-65 in northwest Indianapolis, Indiana.  

Antenna heights of 0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 feet were used on the side of the highway to 

determine the ideal antenna height of the Bluetooth sensor.  Between 5 percent and 10 percent of 

the vehicle population passing the sensor had detectable Bluetooth devices.  More southbound 

vehicles were detected than northbound vehicles.  This was expected by the researchers because 

the southbound vehicles are closer to the sensors.  T he split between the percent of vehicles 

detected for each direction was less with 7.5- and 10-foot antenna heights than the smaller 

antenna heights.  Brennan et al. (2010) suggest that the split bias could be mitigated by placing 

the Bluetooth sensor in the median of the freeway.   

While lateral distances of Bluetooth devices to the antenna played a role in the successful 

identification of Bluetooth devices, no research has been completed on the placement of the 

antenna with respect to horizontal distances where Bluetooth devices can be successfully 
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detected.  Since this issue has not been researched in depth, the spatial errors associated with 

Bluetooth devices as mentioned in the research by Wasson et al. (2008) remains a problem with 

delay times at closely spaced signalized intersections.   

2.2 Image Analysis Method 

2.2.1 Still-Image Analysis Method 

Saito et al. (2001) and Hereth et al. (2006) conducted studies using traffic cameras at 

signalized intersections to measure their ability to collect traffic delay data.  T he goal of the 

studies was to determine a way for traffic delay data to be collected by analyzing images taken 

by a traffic monitoring camera.  I n both studies camera image analysis software identified 

individual vehicles as they moved into the camera view.  T he software was able to track the 

moving vehicles by analyzing intensity values of pixels along an established line of pixels 

through the middle of a travel lane.  Three methods were produced to analyze the video images: 

1) Gap Method, 2) Gap Hybrid Method, 3) Motion Method.  T hese methods are described in 

more detail in the following subsections. 

2.2.1.1 Gap Method 

The Gap Method analyzes traffic camera images in order to calculate the gap between 

subsequent vehicles (Hereth et al. 2006).  Distance between subsequent vehicles is calculated by 

a computer software based image analyzer.  W hen this distance is smaller than the distance 

specified by the operator, the vehicle is considered stopped and in the queue.  The time a vehicle 

is stopped is added into a running total which stops at an operator specified test period.  The total 

time is then divided by the total number of vehicles resulting in an average stopped delay.   

While the theory of the gap method is relatively simple and straight forward, application 

is difficult in real practice.  The gap method is limited by the camera angle.  Cameras that are 

pointed upstream of the traffic cannot see the gap between subsequent vehicles because the 

height of the vehicle closer to the camera blocks the view of the gap.  To the image processing 

software, a whole queue appears to be a single vehicle.  I n order to solve this problem, the 

software specified a maximum vehicle length that would allow the camera to split a queue into 

multiple vehicles.  Due to the inability of the camera to correctly measure the gap between the 

vehicles, it is possible that the actual number of vehicles is not the same as what the software 
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calculates (Hereth et al. 2006).  In addition, without being able to see the gap, the software may 

not correctly assess when a vehicle is stopped.  This may incorrectly add stopped time to the total 

stopped time when the vehicles are still moving.    

2.2.1.2 Gap-Hybrid Method 

 The gap-hybrid method is similar to the gap method with one notable difference.  Instead 

of assigning a maximum vehicle length to divide up a  long queue, the gap-hybrid method 

analyzes previous frames to estimate vehicle length before the vehicles enter the queue.  T he 

vehicle lengths are then proportioned as they enter the queue in order to better estimate the 

number of vehicles queued up.  T he software sees vehicles in the queue that are longer than 

normal because the gap between the vehicles is included into their lengths.   D elay is then 

calculated in a similar manner to the Gap Method (Hereth et al. 2006). 

2.2.1.3 Motion Method 

The motion method analyzes the front and back of vehicles as they pass through the 

intersection area.  B oth the front and back of the vehicles are compared frame by frame to 

measure the distance each traversed.  T o obtain the speed of both the front and back of the 

vehicles, the distance each moved between frames is divided by the duration between 

consecutive frame shots.  The speed of the vehicle is determined by averaging the speeds of the 

front and back of the vehicles.  Speeds under a certain threshold, for example 5 mph, are counted 

as stopped.  Unlike the gap and gap-hybrid methods, the motion method doesn’t look at the gap 

of the vehicles.  The motion method, however, has similar problems to the gap methods.  In each 

method, the camera angle makes it difficult to distinguish cars that are close together.  The 

camera software just sees one long vehicle instead of multiple vehicles.  I n order to solve this 

problem, the software is set up to allow for a maximum vehicle length.  Once a vehicle exceeds 

this length, the software breaks them up and counts both of them as single vehicles with the same 

delay time.  The average delay time for all of the vehicles passing through the study approach is 

the sum of each vehicle delay time divided by the total number of vehicles passing (Hereth et al. 

2006).  

Saito et al. (2008) conducted a study to test different software technologies to automate 

delay estimation using the motion method of image processing.  T he results collected for the 

study were compared to the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) stopped delay 
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measurement method and the HCM 2000 (TRB 2000) control delay measurement method.  Both 

the ITE and HCM 2000 methods had different results than the motion method.  The researchers 

concluded that the video analysis software would produce more reliable delay estimates than the 

ITE or HCM 2000 delay estimation methods (Saito et al. 2008). 

2.2.1.4 Performance of Compared Still-Image Methods 

The still-image based methods were tested on about 5 minutes of film.  The analog film 

was digitized at 30 frames per second totaling to 9,300 still images.  The film was analyzed by 

researchers to estimate delay manually.  Delay was calculated using the ITE manual method for a 

10-second and a 15-second interval.  In addition, delay was calculated with a 1-second interval.  

The resulting delay was 12.4 seconds, 13.2 seconds, and 10.4 seconds per vehicle respectively.  

These results stand as a base to compare to the still-image methods.  The frames were analyzed 

on intervals of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 60 frames.  This equates to intervals of 1/6, 1/3, ½, 2/3, 

1, 4/3, and 2 seconds respectively.  The most reliable results were seen using intervals between 

10 and 20 frames for the gap and gap-hybrid methods and using intervals between 10 t o 40 

frames for motion method.  These produced an average stopped delay of 12.6, 12.9, and 11.8 

seconds per vehicle for the gap, gap-hybrid, and motion methods respectively.  E ach of these 

values is very comparable to the ITE delay method values.   

In order to test the validity of each image based method, another intersection was chosen 

to test the algorithms for each of the methods of collecting delay.  The second intersection tested 

had a lower camera angle which had some effects on the computations.  T here were some 

problems with the motion method due to the difficulty in being able to identify the beginning and 

the end of a vehicle with a low camera angle.  Vehicles in this method were largely over counted.  

Calibrations were done which improved the delay calculations slightly but the calculated delays 

were still considerably off from the ITE method.  Camera angle had a large effect on the model 

accuracies.  However, each still-image based method was effective and had comparable results to 

the ITE method of determining delay when the camera angle was high (Hereth et al. 2006).  This 

process is not to the point where it can be marketed for public use.  The process of analyzing 

frames has a large computing demand for a computer.  Computers dedicated to processing the 

information would be necessary to use any of these methods.  No research has been done about 

the amount of memory and computing speed that would be necessary to make this method 
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practical for real-time applications.  A dditional research is necessary in order to make these 

methods feasible in real time. 

2.3 Maximum Queue Length Method 

Both delay and queue lengths are quantitative measures of effectiveness (MOE).  Both of 

these values can be used to evaluate and improve the performance of a signalized intersection.  

Sharma et al. (2007) conducted a study using two different data collection techniques to collect 

vehicle delay time at signalized intersections.  These data collection techniques include the input-

output model and the hybrid model.  The input-output model uses inputs from advance detector 

actuations, phase change data, and parametric data (i.e. saturation headway, storage capacity, 

etc.) in a collaboration to estimate the queue growth and the time in queue in order to determine 

an estimate of delay.  The hybrid model uses inputs from advance detector actuations, stop bar 

detector actuations, phase change data, and parametric data (i.e. storage capacity) to estimate the 

queue length and delay.  T he hybrid model is designed to be a little more accurate due to the 

extra stop bar detection.  I t relies on the assumption that vehicles will not change lanes after 

crossing the advance detector and follow a first-in-first-out linear progression.   

When evaluating the input-output and hybrid methods of estimating delay, the results 

from the input-output method were closer to the ground truth data than the hybrid method.  The 

reason for this was due to the noise in the data that was caused by the stop bar sensor, which 

reduced the accuracy of the method.  This study was conducted at an intersection with long left-

turn and right-turn bays.  T his reduced the effect that the turns had on the either method for 

calculating delay.  Where long turning bays are not available, there may be a s ignificant 

reduction in the level of performance for the input-output method.   

Both the input-output and hybrid methods have been successful in determining accurate 

delay information.  T he input-output method is far less expensive than the hybrid method 

because of the lack of a stop bar sensor.  S harma et al. (2007) stated that unless special 

conditions warrant the hybrid method (i.e. large spillbacks and large variability in saturation flow 

rate), the input-output method was the preferred alternative  This technique is more cost effective 

and can produce results that are satisfactory in estimating delay and maximum queue length.  In 

conditions where there are higher inflow and outflow of traffic between adjacent stop bars, the 
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more expensive hybrid technique should be considered.  T he hybrid technique also produces 

satisfactory results (Sharma et al. 2007).   

2.4 Vehicle Event Based Method 

A study by Abdel-Rahim et al. (2009) produced an automated measurement of approach 

delay at signalized intersections.  Delay estimation for all four movements at an intersection was 

collected using video detection.  V ideo detection was placed at certain positions along an 

approach to collect data from passing vehicles.  The processing of the data was automated.  

Average delay results collected by the automated system were compared to manual tracking of 

vehicles during the analysis.  I n addition, delay results were collected using HCM field delay 

estimation procedures.  T he results for each case were compared with each other.  I t was 

determined that the results from the automated measurement of approach delay resulted in more 

accurate and less biased delay estimations than the HCM delay estimations.  T he automated 

procedure also resulted in the most efficient form of delay data collection of the three tested 

(Abdel-Rahim et al. 2009). 

2.5 Chapter Summary 

The literature review focused on the available research that has shown some success in 

determining traffic delay using real-time technologies.  Various technologies have been used by 

researchers in the past in hopes of finding a feasible and economical method that can be used to 

collect delay data.  The methods include:  1) vehicle re-identification, 2) still-image analysis, 3) 

maximum queue length, and 4) vehicle event based method.  T he vehicle re-identification 

method uses either embedded roadway sensors or Bluetooth communication technologies to 

uniquely identify traveling vehicles along a given route at two locations along a route to 

calculate a t ravel time for vehicles that can be re-identified.  The embedded sensors require the 

addition of roadway sensor infrastructure which can be costly to install and maintain.  Bluetooth 

communication devices that are enabled that are inside of some vehicles can be uniquely 

identified using MAC addresses from the devices.  This technology has inherent spatial errors 

near the data collection points that would allow a Bluetooth device to be recognized anywhere 

within a few hundred feet radius.   When referring to travel times and delay estimation for a 

signalized corridor, a few hundred feet could make a big difference.  As a result, this technology 

is better suited for longer corridor situations and not on surface streets that are closely spaced.   
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Still image analysis uses traffic camera image analysis to collect delay data at a s ignal 

approach. Still image analysis is very limited by camera angles and camera ability.  As queues 

get large, the still image analysis has trouble distinguishing separate vehicles.  T he maximum 

queue length method uses stop bar detector and advance detector actuations along with phase 

change data and parametric data to calculate delay and maximum queue length.  T his method 

requires a lot of field calibration and vehicle storage and cannot be used at all signal locations 

due to its constraints.  The vehicle event based method provided more reliable results than the 

HCM 2000 method of calculating delay.  However, the vehicle based method is subject to the 

capabilities of the video detection it uses.   

Currently, there is no dynamic delay calculation method that is ready for commercial use 

that can calculate delay on closely spaced arterials.  There is also currently no delay calculation 

method ready for commercial distribution that can calculate delay using existing signal detection.  

Although methods have been developed to estimate a r eal-time traffic delay, no method has 

produced results reliable and accurate enough to market to city- and state-run TOCs for use on 

signalized arterial streets.  There is a need for a new dynamic delay calculation method that uses 

current signal detection infrastructure and can be implemented easily on a signalized arterial 

street.  This study fulfills the need for developing a new delay calculation method that can be 

implemented on signalized arterials using existing traffic sensor technologies. 
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3 Study Method and Cases Analyzed 

Several roadway configurations were tested using VISSIM traffic simulation software.  

The VISSIM simulation software package has the ability to collect data similar to data collected 

from various types of field vehicle detection.  T he simulation software also has the ability to 

collect additional data that would not be available using field vehicle detection, but would be 

useful in determining actual travel time and delay information for simulated vehicles.  T his 

chapter discusses the methods of this study, the roadway configurations that were tested, and 

running the simulations in the VISSIM software.  The sections in this chapter include the 

following: 1) study background, 2) study methods, 3) cases analyzed, 4) running simulations, 

and 5) chapter summary. 

3.1 Study Background 

The algorithm developed in this study was based on a model created to estimate vehicle 

delay using vehicle time stamp data where vehicles can be uniquely identified.  The model 

requires time stamp data at an upstream location and time stamp data at a downstream location.  

A travel time can be calculated for each individual vehicle by subtracting the upstream sensor 

time from the downstream sensor time.  Delay would be calculated by subtracting the travel time 

it would take a vehicle to pass between the two sensors traveling at the speed limit.  This concept 

can be similarly done on a group of vehicles.  The summation of the time stamps at the upstream 

sensors are subtracted by the summation of the time stamps at the downstream sensor.  The result 

would be the summation of the travel times for the entire group.  Equation 3-1 shows this 

concept.   
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                                 (3-1) 

 

Average travel time can be calculated by dividing the total travel time by the number of 

vehicles in the group.  Delay would then be calculated by subtracting the expected travel time for 

a vehicle going the speed limit to the actual travel time.  This concept is shown in Figure 3-1 

below. 

 
3-1.  Original Delay Calculation Model. 

 

This basic model was modified in this study because of the inability of current field 

detection to uniquely identify vehicles at traffic signals.  This study discusses the modifications 

to the model to estimate vehicle delay that were necessary because of the constraints of the 

detection. 
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3.2 Study Methods 

The algorithm development process was based on computer models using VISSIM traffic 

simulation software.  D ata collection points were set up in the model to collect vehicle 

identification (ID) number and a simulation time-stamp at each collection point in the model.  

Exact travel times of simulation vehicles in the models were collected by matching vehicles with 

their upstream and downstream sensors and subtracting the downstream time-stamp from the 

upstream time-stamp.  The results for each computed travel time of the vehicles were averaged to 

determine the average travel time per vehicle.  Average delay was calculated by subtracting the 

calculated travel time, based on the speed limit and test zone distance, from the average travel 

time per vehicle.  The average delay per vehicle obtained in this manner represented the ground-

truth delay per vehicle.  The ground-truth average delay per vehicle was compared to the average 

delays determined by the algorithms developed in the study.   

3.3 Cases Analyzed 

Three approach configurations were considered in this study; 1) a single lane, 2) a double 

lane, and 3) a t riple lane configuration.  T he simulation input volumes for each lane 

configuration included 700 vehicles per hour per lane (vphpl), 800 vphpl, and 900 vphpl.  These 

three volume inputs were done for each lane configuration for a b ase total of nine simulation 

runs per case study.  The analyzed cases include: Case 1 – Through-only vehicles; Case 2 – Mid-

block driveway with driveway sensors; Case 3 – Mid-block driveway without driveway sensors; 

and Case 4 – Turning bay with turning bay sensors.  Each simulation run was broken down into 

four separate 15-minute time samples.  This allowed several delay tests to be done from a single 

simulation output.  As a r esult, Case 1 had a t otal of nine simulation runs broken into four 

simulation samples for a total of thirty-six data samples.  Case 2 tested five different driveway 

volumes with thirty-six data samples per driveway volume for a total of one-hundred and eighty 

data samples.  Case 3 used the same data from Case 2 with one-hundred and eighty data samples.  

Lastly, Case 3 tested two different turning bay volumes with thirty-six data samples per turning 

bay volume for a total of seventy-two data samples.  For each of the configurations, right turns 

were considered as through vehicles for the purposes of this study.   

Simulation vehicles were set up to run with random arrival into the system.  The roadway 

reached near saturation levels with the highest volumes tested.  Traffic volumes used in each test 
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represent extreme cases in order to test the ability of the algorithm in extreme situations.  A 

simple pre-timed signal was used in this study.  Signal times allowed for a 30 second effective 

green time and 30 second effective red time with a 60 second cycle length.  Each case in the 

study is described in the subsections below. 

3.3.1 Case 1 – Through-Lane-Only Vehicles 

The initial trial in this study was a through-lane-only test.  A through-lane-only consists 

of only thru lanes of traffic with no driveways or turning bays.  Figure 3-1 provides an example 

of the approach layout used in VISSIM for the simple through-only vehicle two lane case.   

 

 

Figure 3-2:  Two Lane Example of Through-only Vehicles. 

 

The through-lane-only test was similar to train cars on a straight train track; all vehicles 

simply pass straight through with no turns.  Vehicle sensors were located upstream of the queue 
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and downstream of the signal stop bar.  Single lane, double lane, and triple lane models were run 

each with three different approach volumes; 700 vphpl, 800 vphpl, and 900 vphpl.  

3.3.2 Two Lane Example of Mid-block Driveway with Sensors 

The next test added a midblock driveway to the simple lane test.  Vehicles could freely 

enter from the driveway or exit onto the driveway.  Extra sensors were placed at the driveway 

entry and exit points.  Figure 3-2 provides a schematic of the two lane example of the test.  In 

order to test the ability of the algorithm, high in and out driveway volumes were considered.  

Five in-and-out volume configurations were tested for each lane configuration.   

 

 

Figure 3-3:  Two Lane Example of Mid-block Driveway with Driveway Sensors. 

 

The five in and out driveway volumes tested were:      

• 100 vehicles per-hour (vph) in, 0 vph out 
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• 100 vph in, 50 vph out 

• 50 vph in, 50 vph out 

• 50 vph in, 100 vph out 

• 0 vph in, 100 vph out 

Driveway counts were either added to or subtracted from the mainline counts at the 

downstream sensor depending on whether the vehicles were entering or exiting the system.  For 

most field operations, driveway sensors are not feasible due to right of way constraints, sensor 

capabilities, and or outright cost of installation and maintenance.   

3.3.3 Case 3 – Mid-block Driveway without Sensors 

Another test was completed using the same criteria as the mid-block driveway, except 

without driveway sensors.  The same simulation runs were used for this test as the previous test.  

The driveway sensor data were deleted in order to test the ability of the algorithm to obtain 

accurate results with differences in the in and out traffic volumes.  The algorithm needed to be 

able to adjust for variable driveway volumes without driveway sensors since they are not 

typically feasible in most driveway locations. 

3.3.4 Case 4 – Turning Bays with Sensors 

The last test considered thru traffic with a left turning bay.  The configuration used for 

this test was typical to most signalized intersections in Utah.  This configuration was similar to 

the through-only case except with a left turning bay.  There was a sensor at the turning bay entry 

and exit.  Figure 3-3 provides a schematic of this test.  T raffic volumes considered for the 

mainline through traffic were the same as the previous examples.  T urning bay volumes 

considered for this test were large to test the performance of the algorithm.  Both 200 vph and 

300 vph volumes were used for the turning bay volumes.  These volumes were subtracted from 

the mainline volumes recorded at the mainline downstream sensors. 
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Figure 3-4:  Two Lane Example of Left Turning Bay. 

 

3.4 Running Simulations 

Once each of the configuration cases were set up in the VISSIM software, the simulations 

were done with great consistency between different trial runs.  E ach simulation run collected 

data for 30 simulation minutes.  Four 15-minute time intervals were analyzed from each of the 

simulation runs.  S imulation seeding time was assumed to take 5 simulation minutes.  No time 

intervals for data collection had a start time within the first 5 minutes of simulation.  T his 5 

minute period was the system initialization time necessary for the simulation model to fill up 

with vehicles and operate normally.  Using different 15 minute periods in a simulation models 

allowed for more data to be analyzed without the need to run multiple simulations of the same 

criteria.  As previously discussed, the simulations were each equipped with a p re-timed traffic 

signal at the stop bar.  Each analysis period began at the beginning of the red phase on the 
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downstream traffic signal.  The theory behind this is that a queue would typically be cleared by 

the beginning of the red phase.  This reduced the residual traffic left within the test zone at the 

beginning of the test period.  T he test zone refers to the area between the upstream and 

downstream mainline sensors.   

3.5 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 3 presented the cases that were analyzed for this study and the method used for 

running simulations in the VISSIM software.  Case 1 – Through-only vehicles was the initial 

setup created for the analysis with a first-in–first-out setup.  A ll vehicles in this setup passed 

through the study segment without any entering or exiting vehicle midblock.  S ensors for this 

case were set up with a sensor at the upstream end just beyond reach of typical queues and a 

sensor just downstream of the stop bar.  Case 2 – Mid-block driveway with driveway sensors 

added a driveway to what was seen in Case 1.  At the driveway vehicles both entered and exited, 

with sensors set up to collect time-stamp data of vehicles at both the entrance and exit of the 

driveway.  Case 3 – Mid-block driveway without driveway sensors was set up similarly to Case 

2 with the exception of sensors at the entrance and exit of the driveway.  Case 4 – Turning bay 

with turning bay sensors was set up by adding a left-turn turning bay to Case 1.  Case 4 includes 

a sensor at the entrance of the turning bay.  E ach of these cases was simulated in VISSIM 

software for 30 minutes for each trial run.  Four 15-minute time intervals were analyzed from 

each of the simulation runs.   
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4 Algorithm  

Two algorithms were developed in this study.  T he purpose of the algorithms was to 

estimate travel time and delay for through-only vehicles.  T he algorithms are referred to as 

Method 1 a nd Method 2.  B oth algorithms were developed to work for various roadway 

geometries and require generic information about the geometry to be input as variables into the 

algorithms (i.e. speed limit, length between sensors, number of lanes, distance to the turning bay 

from upstream sensors, and distance to the driveway from upstream sensors).  T he same 

algorithm was used to test Case 1 - through-only vehicles, Case 2 – Mid-block driveway with 

driveway sensors, Case 3 – Mid-block driveway without driveway sensors, and Case 4 – turning 

bay with turning bay sensors.  There were, however, differences in how the algorithms run 

depending on the approach configuration.  Approach configuration was one of the variables 

entered into the algorithm.  The sections in this chapter include the following: 1) concept behind 

the algorithm development, 2) initial algorithm process, 3) preliminary vehicle data balancing, 4) 

removal of single time-stamp vehicle data, 5) final vehicle data balancing, 6) calculating the 

delay time, and 7) chapter summary. 

4.1 Concept behind the Algorithm Development 

The development of both of the delay calculation algorithms was based on a concept that 

used only time-stamp data to calculate a delay time.  The concept uses travel times as a base to 

determine delay times.  F or an individual vehicle, a travel time can be determined by a time-

stamp at two locations along that vehicle’s route.  The travel time of that vehicle was calculated 

by subtracting the upstream time-stamp from the downstream time-stamp.  This concept could 

also be carried out for a g roup of vehicles.  T he sum of the upstream time-stamps could be 

subtracted from the sum of the downstream time-stamps for a total travel time for all of the 
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vehicles in the group.  The average travel time per vehicle was found by dividing the total travel 

time by the number of vehicles in the group.  

The average travel time per vehicle was easily found using the matched time-stamp 

method for a known vehicle group where each vehicle could be uniquely identified.  In reality, 

vehicles could not be uniquely identified using the existing vehicle detection sensor 

infrastructure at a typical signalized intersection.  The algorithms in this study were developed 

based on the concept of being able to uniquely identify vehicles to estimate travel time.  Each 

developed algorithm was designed to predict vehicle time-stamp groupings that would most 

closely approximate the actual average travel times of vehicles passing a travel time section.  

4.2 Initial Steps of the Algorithms 

In order to calculate vehicle delay, there must be the same number of vehicles entering 

the test zone as leaving the test zone.  T he algorithms, Method 1 and Method 2, were 

programmed to balance the data to eliminate the difference between the entering and exiting 

vehicles.  T he program set up t he time-stamp data according to sensor location in descending 

order from beginning to last in a spreadsheet.  P rior to vehicle balancing, the algorithms made 

slight adjustments to the approach configurations which had additional sensors (i.e. the driveway 

case with sensors and the turning bay case with sensors).  Once the adjustments were made, the 

algorithms proceeded to balance the in and out volumes.  First the adjustment to Case 2 and Case 

3, driveway with and without driveway sensors respectively, is discussed followed by the 

adjustment to Case 4, turning bay with turning bay sensors.   

4.2.1 Data Adjustments to the Driveway with Sensors Approach Configuration 

Since the purpose of the algorithms was to calculate the delay for the through vehicles 

that pass through the system, the data from the driveways had to be either adjusted or removed in 

order to reduce the influence of the driveway on the delay results.  T he algorithms were 

programmed to account for the driveway by first eliminating all data associated with vehicles 

exiting the system through the driveways.  I ncluded in this were the vehicles entering into the 

test zone at the upstream sensor and the same vehicles exiting the test zone at the driveway.  The 

exiting vehicle data were paired with entering upstream data and both were eliminated from the 

data set. Probable vehicle travel times based on the speed limit were subtracted from exiting 

times at the driveway.  T hese times were then compared to entering times at the upstream 
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sensors.  The closest entering time was then paired with its respective exiting time and the data 

pair was removed from the total data set.  Figure 4-1 provides a visual depiction of the removal 

of vehicle data exiting the test zone at the driveway.  

 Due to the difficulty in predicting travel times of vehicles entering the system from the 

driveway, data from vehicles entering the main system from the driveway were adjusted and 

added to the through only vehicle data.  The assumption was that vehicles entering the driveway 

could be added to the main flow of traffic without adding a lot of error to the delay calculation.  

In order to include these vehicles in the sample, a ca lculated travel time from the upstream 

sensor to the driveway was subtracted from the driveway entering times.  T hese new arrival 

times were then included in the upstream sensor time data, as if they came from the upstream 

sensor, to be used in the delay calculation.  These data would later be sorted in ascending order 

of arrival time during the balancing process as discussed in Section 4.3.  

 

 

Figure 4-1:  Driveway Exit Sensor Data Removal. 

 

4.2.2 Data Adjustments to the Driveway without Sensors Approach Configuration 

When driveway sensors were not used, there was no practical way to tell which vehicles 

entered or exited at a driveway.  Because of this, removing and adjusting the data associated with 

the driveways is not possible without vehicle recognition.  I n the field application, no sensors 
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would be placed at the entry and exit points of a driveway.  However, for the purposes of this 

study, the same driveway data were used for both driveway configurations.  For the driveway 

analysis without driveway sensors in this study, only the upstream entry data and downstream 

exit data were used.  The driveway sensor data was discarded this configuration. 

4.2.3 Data Removal for the Turning Bay with Sensors Approach Configuration 

Data removal from the turning bay with sensor approach configuration used the same 

process as the data removal of the data associated with exiting vehicles through the driveway. 

Data from the turning bay sensor were removed by pairing turning bay data with entering 

upstream data.  P robable vehicle travel times based on the speed limit were subtracted from 

exiting times at the turning bay.  T hese times were then compared to entering times at the 

upstream sensors.  The closest entering time was then paired with its respective exiting time from 

the turning bay and the data pair was removed from the total data set.   

4.3 Preliminary Vehicle Data Balancing 

Data balancing was implemented the same for all approach configurations.  T he two 

algorithms, Method 1 and Method 2, differentiated at this point in the process.  

Method 1 balanced data by signal cycle.  D ata from each sensor were grouped into 

subsets according to the signal cycle.  E ach subset had to have the same number of entering 

vehicles as exiting vehicles.  If the number of vehicles was different in either the entering sensor 

or the exiting sensor, vehicles were systematically removed from the higher of the two until both 

the entering and exiting sensors have the same number of vehicles in each signal cycle.  T he 

systematic removal process removed the extra vehicle data by removing vehicles at even 

intervals from the data subset.  For example, if there were three extra vehicle data that needed to 

be removed, the data subset would be broken down into three equal sections and the median 

vehicle time-stamp from each of the sections would be removed from the data subset.  The 

preliminary vehicle data balancing ensured that the number of vehicles entering the test zone 

equaled the number of vehicles exiting the test zone for the each signal cycle. 

Method 2 balanced data using the same process as Method 1.  While the process was the 

same, the grouping times vary.  Method 2 grouped data into subsets by the total test period.  For 

this study, a 15-minute period was used to analyze vehicle data to calculate traffic delay.  The 

entire 15-minute period constituted a subset for each sensor.  The subset with the higher vehicle 
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count had vehicles systematically removed until the vehicle counts were the same for the 

entering and exiting sensors.  The preliminary vehicle data balancing also ensured that the 

number of vehicles entering the test zone equaled the number of vehicles exiting the test zone for 

entire test period. 

4.4 Removal of Single Time-stamp Vehicle Data 

Once the entering and exiting vehicles were balanced, the groupings used to balance the 

data were dissolved and no longer used.  The data were then organized by the sensor location.  

The next step in the process was the removal of single time-stamp vehicle data.  Each vehicle 

passing completely through the test zone during the test period would have two time-stamps; one 

from the upstream sensor and one from the downstream sensor.  Single time-stamp vehicle data 

referred to data from vehicles that could not have passed completely through the test zone during 

the test period.  This included vehicles that started the test duration inside the test zone and 

vehicles which ended the test duration without passing the downstream sensor.   

Method 1 and Method 2 both attempted to resolve the problem of extra vehicles in the 

test zone at the beginning of the test period and at the end of the test period.  At the beginning of 

the test period, it was likely that there were already vehicles inside of the test zone.  T hese 

vehicles would pass the downstream sensor without passing the upstream sensor during the test 

period.  These vehicles had to be removed from the dataset to avoid very large errors.  Similarly, 

at the end of the test period, it was likely that there were vehicles that were still inside the test 

zone at the termination of the test period.  These vehicles passed the upstream sensor and did not 

pass the downstream sensor when the data collection period ends.  These vehicles also had to be 

removed to avoid large errors.  A  schematic of this concept is provided in Figure 4-2.  T he 

schematic shows the vehicles which would be removed because the vehicles were inside the test 

zone at the beginning or the end of the test duration.  These are vehicles which did not ‘pass’ 

through the entire test zone during the test duration or did not ‘pass’ both upstream and 

downstream sensors during the test duration. 
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Figure 4-2:  Concept of Vehicle Data Removal at the Beginning and End of Test. 

 

4.4.1 Upstream Vehicle Removal for Method 1 and Method 2 

The calculation for vehicle removal from the upstream sensor was the same for Method 1 

and Method 2.  Equation 4-1 provides the methodology to calculate the vehicles passing the 

upstream entering sensor that will be removed from the data set.  All time-stamp data that meets 

this criterion was removed from the total data set.  Entering time was the time-stamp data from 

the vehicles passing the upstream entering sensor.  Time in queue was a variable provided by the 

VISSIM software that represents the duration a vehicle was waiting in a queue.  In real-world 

applications, these data might not be as easily obtainable in the field for all vehicles in a queue, 

but could be estimated for a sample of vehicles at key locations using presence detection already 

existing at the field signals.  Expected travel time was a calculated value based on the ideal travel 

time through the test zone without any stops.  Speed limit and the length of the test area were the 

variables to calculate the expected travel time.  The test termination time was the time at which 

the test period ends.   

 

 

             (4-1) 
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4.4.2 Downstream Vehicle Removal for Method 1 

The downstream sensor vehicle removal calculation for Method 1 was different from the 

calculation for Method 2.  Equation 4-2 provides the Method 1 calculation for removal of the 

non-passing vehicles passing at the exiting sensor and not at the upstream sensor.  A ll time-

stamp data that met this criterion were removed from the total data set.  Exit time was the time-

stamp data from vehicles passing the exit sensor.  Time in queue was determined based on how 

many seconds a vehicle was stopped.  The estimated startup time was a user defined value that 

was associated with vehicle acceleration time.  This value was decreased by half a s econd for 

each vehicle back in the queue and was not calculated for vehicles that are six vehicles or more 

in the queue.  This value acted as a calibration to the time-stamp data to account for extra delay 

associated with vehicle acceleration time.  The expected travel time was a set time that a vehicle 

traveling the speed limit would take to pass through the test zone.  The test begin time was the 

time that the test period begins.     

 

(Exit Time – Time in Queue – Estimated Startup Time – Expected Travel Time) <  

(Test Begin Time)     (4-2) 

 

4.4.3 Downstream Vehicle Removal for Method 2 

Equation 4-3 provides the Method 2 calculation for removal of vehicles passing only at 

the exiting sensor and not at the upstream sensor.  The parameters used in Equation 4-3 were the 

same parameters found in Equation 4-2 with the exception of the estimated startup time, which 

was not included.  Startup time was not included in Method 2 because Method 2 was designed to 

error on the side of retaining too many vehicles.  M ethod 2 r emoved data based on if the 

predicted times are larger than the test begin time.  Predicted times that are smaller are removed 

from the data set. Method 1 required the estimated begin time to be smaller than the actual begin 

time.  This concept will be explained in more detail in Section 4.5 of this report.  All time-stamp 

data that meet this criterion were removed from the total data set.   

 

–      (4-3) 
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4.5 Final Vehicle Data Balancing 

The final step in the data manipulation process was to again balance the data.  T he 

removal of single time-stamp vehicles could create another imbalance between entering and 

exiting vehicles, which could cause large errors in the delay calculation.  V ehicle data had to 

again be balanced prior to calculating a delay time to reduce as much error as possible.  Large 

errors in delay calculations would occur if there was an imbalance between the number of 

entering vehicles and the number of exiting vehicles. 

4.6 Final Vehicle Data Balancing – Method 1 

Method 1 balanced vehicle data using a process of six steps.  By the time the final vehicle 

balancing began, the single time-stamp vehicles had already been removed.  T he final data 

balancing for Method 1 included the following steps demonstrated in Figure 4-3: 

• Step 1: Copy the upstream, or entry, time-stamp data down in a spreadsheet data 

column organized from earliest time at the top of the column to the latest time at 

the bottom of the column.   

• Step 2: Match the last time from the upstream sensor to the last vehicle passing 

the downstream, or exit, sensor prior to the test period termination time.   

• Step 3: Copy the downstream sensor data up the column in backwards order of the 

data times.   

• Step 4: Stop the copying when the data columns have the same number or rows in 

them or the downstream data column runs out of sensor data.   

• Step 5: Remove any downstream data that cannot be matched by row in the 

columns.  This will only happen when there are more downstream data than 

upstream data.   
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• Step 6: Adjust the downstream data up and remove the last vehicle out of the 

upstream data column until both columns have the same number of rows.  This 

will only happen when there are more upstream data than downstream data.   

After this six-step process, there should be the same number of data in the upstream 

sensor and the downstream sensor.  The data rows across the two data columns should ideally 

represent vehicles passing through the test zone.   

 

 
  

Figure 4-3:  Method 1 Final Vehicle Data Balancing. 

 

4.7 Final Vehicle Data Balancing – Method 2 

Method 2 b alances vehicle data using a process of four steps.  B y the time the final 

vehicle balancing begins, the single time-stamp vehicles have already been removed.  The final 

data balancing for Method 2 included the following four steps demonstrated in Figure 4-4: 

• Step 1: Match the first vehicle through the system.  The data time with the earliest 

time value at the upstream sensor is copied into a new row and column.  The data 
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time with the earliest time from the downstream sensor is copied into a new 

column but the same row as the earliest upstream data.   

• Step 2: Copy the upstream and downstream data down in their respective data 

column organized from earliest time at the top of the column to the latest time at 

the bottom of the column.   

• Step 3: Copy the data down until data run out on either the upstream sensor 

column or the downstream sensor column.  At this point, the upstream sensor data 

column and the downstream sensor column should have the same number of 

rows.   

• Step 4: Remove any data that cannot be matched into rows.   

 

 
Figure 4-4:  Method 2 Final Vehicle Data Balancing. 
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After this four-step process, there should be the same number of data in the upstream 

sensor and the downstream sensor.  The data rows across the two data columns should ideally 

represent cars traveling through the test zone.   

4.8 Calculating the Delay Time 

The final step of the algorithm was calculating delay time.  F irst, a summation of the 

vehicle entry times at the upstream sensor was calculated along with a summation of the vehicle 

exit times at the downstream sensor.  N ext, the summation of the vehicle times from the 

downstream sensor were subtracted from the summation of the vehicle times from the upstream 

sensor.  This subtraction resulted in the total travel time for all vehicles passing through the test 

zone.  The total travel time was then divided by the total number of vehicles that passed through 

the test zone.  The quotient was an average travel time per vehicle for all the vehicles passing 

through the test zone. These steps are shown in Equation 4-4.  Finally, the average travel time 

delay was calculated by subtracting the ideal travel time (the time it takes vehicles to pass 

through the test zone going the speed limit with no stops) from the average travel time.  T he 

result was an average delay time for all vehicles passing through the test zone.  The final average 

delay calculation is found in Equation 4-5. 

 

Average Travel Time = (Exit Travel Time Sum – Entry Travel Time Sum) 
(Total Number of Vehicles)                                    (4-4) 

 

 

    (4-5) 

 

 

This entire process was automated using Visual Basic and Excel software and took only 

seconds to process.  Using this computer automated algorithm, travel time delay results could be 

calculated within seconds after data collection. 
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4.9 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 4 presented details of the processes run by the two developed algorithms.  The 

two algorithms were referred to as Method 1 and Method 2.  Both algorithms were developed to 

work for various roadway geometries and required generic information about the geometry to be 

entered as variables into the algorithms (i.e. speed limit, length between sensors, number of 

lanes, distance to the turning bay from upstream sensors, and distance to the driveway from 

upstream sensors).  Figure 4-5 shows an outline of the processes the algorithms take to calculate 

vehicle travel time and delay.  

 

 
4-5.  Flow Chart of Algorithm Processes. 
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In order to calculate vehicle delay, the algorithms ran through a s eries of processes to 

remove data which could not be factored into the delay calculation.  The initial process required 

the same number of vehicles entering the test zone as leaving the test zone.  This was the same 

initial process for all configurations tested.  As the algorithm runs, there were slightly different 

processes for each of the lane configurations.  

For the driveway configuration, the next process in the algorithm was to account for the 

driveway by first eliminating all data associated with vehicles exiting the system through the 

driveways.  Once this was complete, the algorithms manipulated the data from vehicles entering 

the system from the driveway and added it to the data that would later be used to calculate 

vehicle delay.  For the driveway configuration without driveway sensors, there was no practical 

way to tell which vehicles entered or exited at a driveway.  B ecause of this, the algorithm 

proceeded to process the data similarly to the through-only data.  For the turning bay with sensor 

approach configuration, the algorithms used the same process used to remove data associated 

with exiting vehicles through the driveway.  

Following the processes to account for each lane configuration, the algorithms balanced 

the entering and exiting vehicle data again.  Once the entering and exiting vehicles were 

balanced, the data were then organized by the sensor location.  The next step in the process was 

the removal of single sensor vehicle data.  S ingle sensor vehicle data referred to data from 

vehicles that passed only one sensor during the test period.  T he calculation for single sensor 

vehicle removal from the upstream sensor was the same for Method 1 and Method 2. Vehicles 

which did not meet a cer tain time criteria were removed based on the unlikelihood that the 

vehicle would have passed more than one sensor.  T he equation used to determine which 

vehicles should be removed from the upstream sensor included enter time, time in queue, 

expected travel time, and test termination time.  The calculation for downstream sensor vehicle 

removal was different for Method 1 and Method 2.  E ach followed a different criterion to 

determine which vehicle had to be removed due to the unlikelihood that the vehicle was able to 

pass more than one sensor.  Method 1 used an equation which included variables such as exit 

time, estimated start up time, time in queue, test begin time, and expected travel time to 

determine which data should be removed from the  e xiting vehicle data.  M ethod 2 us ed an 

equation with all the same variables as the Method 1 equation except for time in queue.   
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The next process in the data manipulation of the algorithms was a final vehicle balance.  

The previous processes could create another imbalance between entering and exiting vehicles 

which could cause large errors in the delay calculation.  Method 1 balanced vehicle data using a 

series of six steps to create data pairs out of enter and exit times beginning with the last vehicle 

out.  Any data that ended up without a match were removed from the total data set.  After this 

six-step process, there was the same number of data points in the upstream sensor as the 

downstream sensor.  Method 2 balanced vehicle data using a process of four steps. This four-step 

process paired enter and exit times of vehicles beginning with the first vehicle out of the test 

zone during the test duration.  Any data that ended up without a match was also removed from 

the total data set.  After this four-step process, there was the same number of data from the 

upstream sensor as from the downstream sensor.   

The final process of the algorithm was calculating delay time.  First, a summation of the 

vehicle entry times at the upstream sensor was calculated along with a summation of the vehicle 

exit times at the downstream sensor.  N ext, the summation of the vehicle times from the 

downstream sensor were subtracted from the summation of the vehicle times from the upstream 

sensor.  This subtraction resulted in the total travel time for all vehicles passing through the test 

zone.  The total travel time was then divided by the total number of vehicles that passed through 

the test zone.  The quotient was an average travel time for all the vehicles passing through the 

test zone. Finally, the average travel time delay was calculated by subtracting the ideal travel 

time (i.e., the time it took vehicles to pass through the test zone traveling at the speed limit with 

no stops) from the average travel time.  The result was an average delay time per vehicle for all 

vehicles passing through the test zone.  

This entire process was automated using Visual Basic and Excel software and took only 

seconds to process.  U sing this computer automated algorithm, travel time delays could be 

calculated within seconds after data collection.   
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5 Analysis Results  

This chapter presents a s ummary of the results of delay analyses of various 

configurations tested in the study.  The configuration results explained in this summary include 

the following:  Through-only lanes; through lanes with driveway and driveway sensors, through 

lanes with driveway and no driveway sensors, and through lanes with left turning bay and left 

turning bay sensors.  D iscussions of each configuration contain figures showing the difference 

between the delays calculated by the algorithm and the ground-truth delays computed by the 

matched vehicles.  The matched vehicle delays obtained from VISSIM simulation runs were the 

ground truth data upon which all calculated delays were compared.  A single simulation run was 

completed for each volume and roadway configuration combination tested.  From each run, four 

sample times were drawn to estimate delay times.  T he sections in this chapter include the 

following: 1) through-only configuration results, 2) driveway with sensor configuration results, 

3) driveway without sensors configuration results, 4) turning-bay configuration results, and 5) 

chapter summary. 

5.1 Through-Only Configuration Results 

The through-only configuration was the initial case created for this study.  D elay 

calculation Method 1 was developed for the through-only configuration.  M ethod 1 was later 

modified as configurations got more complex throughout the duration of the study.  The through-

only configuration is the most basic of the cases tested in the study.   

Errors were calculated by taking the difference of the delays calculated for the through-

only simulation samples and the ground truth data. The largest difference in delay for either the 

single, double, or triple lane configuration was less than 3 seconds per vehicle.  D elay was 

calculated for 36 simulation sample times (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs and 

3 lane inputs, for a total of 9 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) for various volumes 
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and numbers of lanes for the through-only configuration using Method 1.  Details of the single, 

double, and triple through lane configuration are provided in the following subsections. 

5.1.1 Single Through Lane 

The results from the single lane, through-only configuration had very small errors.  

Twelve simulation samples were done for the single lane, through-only configuration.  Of these, 

the largest absolute error was 2.6 seconds per vehicle calculated for one trial with a vehicle flow 

of 800 vph.  The other eleven errors were zero.  A summary of the differences in delays for the 

single lane, through-only simulation samples using Method 1 is shown in Figure 5-1. 

 

 

Figure 5-1:  Single Lane Through Only. 

 

5.1.2 Double Through Lane 

The results from the double lane, through-only configuration showed no errors for the 

simulation samples tested.  Twelve simulation samples were done for the double lane, through-

only configuration.  Of these, all of the errors were zero.  A summary of the differences in delay 

for the double lane, through-only simulation samples using Method 1 is shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2:  Double Lane Through Only. 

 

5.1.3 Triple Through Lane 

The results from the triple lane, through-only configuration also showed very small 

errors.  T welve simulation samples were done for the triple lane, through-only configuration.  

The largest absolute error was 1.3 seconds per vehicle.  This largest error occurred for the trial 

with a vehicle flow of 2700 vph.  All other results for the triple lane simulation samples were 

within 0.1 seconds of the ground truth data results.  A summary of the differences in delay for 

the triple lane, through-only simulation samples using Method 1 is shown in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3:  Triple Lane Through Only. 

 

5.2 Driveway with Sensors Configuration Results 

The next configuration tested was the driveway with sensors.  D ue to the increased 

complexity of having a d riveway between the upstream and downstream sensors, an alternate 

calculation method was developed as a comparison to the initial method that was created.  It was 

necessary to add a new method that calculates delay differently so that a comparison could be 

drawn to determine which method provides more accurate results.  I t also allowed for more 

options for unusual situations where one method might provide more reliable results than the 

other.  F or comparison purposes, an average of Method 1 and Method 2 was calculated to 

compare the average delay calculated from Method 1 and Method 2 with the average delay 

calculated by either Method 1 or Method 2 alone.  A benchmark error of 5 seconds or less was 

set for this study as a goal to maintain results the fall within 5 seconds of actual delay times.  

Values larger than 5 seconds were flagged as values that did not meet the goal of 5 seconds or 

less.  

The driveway test results with sensors were accurate and only had small errors.  Error 

was kept at a minimum because of the ability of the algorithm to correctly predict which vehicle 

times should be removed in the data manipulation process.  One hundred and eighty simulation 

samples (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs, 3 lane inputs, and 5 dr iveway 

volume combinations, for a t otal of 45 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) were 
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completed for this test.  Method 1 and Method 2 were used to calculate the delay.  In addition, an 

average value of the two methods was also calculated.  There were 57 instances out of 360 (15.8 

percent) delay outputs where either Method 1 or Method 2 was larger than 5 seconds.  T he 

largest of these was 12.1 seconds per vehicle off of the matched vehicle delay.  There were 12 

instances out of 180 (6.7 percent) where average delay of Method 1 and Method 2 was over 5 

seconds per vehicle off of the matched vehicle delay.  T he largest error from the averages of 

Method 1 and Method 2 is 7.2 seconds per vehicle.  The average of the two methods seemed to 

result in better than any single method.   

A more detailed look at the driveway configuration (single, double, and triple through 

lanes) is provided in the subsections that follow.  The driveway scenario discussed has vehicle 

flows of 50 vph entering the test zone from the driveway and 50 vph exiting the test zone at the 

driveway.  Additional tables and graphs of the driveway configuration with different entering 

and exiting volumes are found in Appendix B. 

5.2.1 Single Through Lane 

The results from the single lane, driveway with driveway sensors configuration showed 

larger errors than the through-only configurations.  Twelve simulation samples were completed 

for this analysis.  The data from the samples were processed using Method 1 and Method 2.  The 

driveway flows for each sample was 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the 

driveway.  The largest absolute error was 12.1 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 

1 with a vehicle flow of 900 vph.  Errors ranged from -1.8 seconds per vehicle to 12.1 seconds 

per vehicle.  T he average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller delay errors with the 

largest error at 6.7 seconds per vehicle.  A summary of the single lane driveway with driveway 

sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4:  Single Lane, Driveway and Driveway Sensors (50 In/ 50 Out). 

 

5.2.2 Double Through Lane 

The results from the double lane, driveway with driveway sensors configuration again 

showed larger errors than the through-only configurations.  T welve simulation samples were 

completed for this analysis.  The data from the runs were processed using Method 1 and Method 

2.  T he driveway flows for each sample was 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph 

exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 9.1 seconds per vehicle.  This error was 

from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 1600 vph.  Errors ranged from -2.0 seconds per vehicle to 

9.1 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller delay errors 

with the largest error at 4.4 seconds per vehicle.  A summary of the double lane driveway with 

driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-5. 
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 Figure 5-5:  Double Lane, Driveway with Driveway Sensors (50 In, 50 Out). 

 

5.2.3 Triple Through Lane 

The results from the triple lane, driveway with driveway sensors configuration also 

showed larger errors than the through-only configurations.  T welve simulation samples were 

completed for this analysis.  The data from the runs were processed using Method 1 and Method 

2.  T he driveway flows for each sample was 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph 

exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 5.4 seconds per vehicle.  This error was 

from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 2400 vph.  Errors ranged from -5.4 seconds per vehicle to 

3.1 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller delay errors 

with the largest error at -2.9 seconds per vehicle.  A summary of the triple lane driveway with 

driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6:  Triple Lane, Driveway with Driveway Sensors (50 In, 50 Out). 

 

5.3 Driveway without Sensors Configuration Results  

Once the driveway with sensors configuration was tested, another test was conducted to 

see if adequate results could be achieved on the driveway configuration while ignoring the 

driveway sensors.  The results from this driveway test had results with slightly larger errors than 

the driveway test with driveway sensors.  E rrors were higher but most errors were still within 

targeted acceptable ranges (i.e. less than 5.0 seconds per vehicle of error).  O ne hundred and 

eighty simulation samples (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs, 3 lane inputs, and 

5 driveway volume combinations, for a total of 45 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) 

were completed for this test.  Method 1, Method 2, and the average of the two methods were 

used to calculate the delay.  In 97 o f the 360 (26.9 percent) delay outputs, either Method 1 or 

Method 2 was larger than 5 seconds, ranging from 5.0 to 23.1 seconds per vehicle.  In 28 of the 

180 (15.6 percent) simulation samples, the average delay of Method 1 and Method 2 was over 5 

seconds, ranging from 5.0 to 17.6 seconds per vehicle.  There was a t endency for Method 2 to 

have larger errors on certain simulation samples where the driveway volumes had a large 

imbalance.  In addition, larger errors occurred more often on the configuration with a single lane 

as opposed to a double lane or a triple lane configuration.   

The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller error margins than either 
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seconds were between 5.0 and 6.0 seconds.  Only one instance out of 180 had an average value 

higher than 10 seconds, with the actual value at 10.1 seconds per vehicle.   

A more detailed look at the driveway configuration (single, double, and triple through 

lanes) is provided in the subsections that follow.  The driveway scenario discussed had vehicle 

flows of 50 vph entering the test zone from the driveway and 50 vph exiting the test zone at the 

driveway.  Additional tables and graphs of the driveway configuration with different entering 

and exiting volumes are found in Appendix C. 

5.3.1 Single Through Lane 

The results from the single lane, driveway without driveway sensors configuration also 

showed larger errors than both the through-only configurations and the driveway with sensors 

configuration.  Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation 

samples were done for Method 2.   The driveway flows were 50 vph entering from the driveway 

and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  T he largest absolute error was 11.2 seconds per vehicle.  

This error was from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 700 vph.  Errors ranged from -6.1 seconds 

per vehicle to 11.2 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 a nd Method 2 pr oduced 

smaller errors with the largest error at 6.7 seconds per vehicle and others ranging between -2.0 

and 6.7 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were larger for flows of 700 vph and 900 vph and 

more condensed for the 800 vph flows.  A summary of the single lane, driveway with driveway 

sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

 

Figure 5-7:  Double Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out). 
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5.3.2 Double Through Lane 

The results from the double lane, driveway without driveway sensors configuration also 

showed larger errors than both the through-only configurations and the driveway with sensors 

configuration.  Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation 

samples were done for Method 2.   The driveway flows were 50 vph entering from the driveway 

and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  T he largest absolute error was 10.4 seconds per vehicle.  

This error was from Method 2 w ith a vehicle flow of 1800 v ph.  E rrors ranged from -10.4 

seconds per vehicle to 9.3 seconds per vehicle.  T he average of Method 1 and Method 2 

produced smaller errors with the largest error at 4.8 seconds per vehicle and others ranging 

between -4.5 and 4.8 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were also more condensed for the 800 

vph flows.  A summary of the double lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples 

is shown in Figure 5-8. 

. 

 
Figure 5-8:  Double Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out). 
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the driveway.  T he largest absolute error was 5.2 seconds per vehicle.  T his error was from 

Method 2 with a vehicle flow of 2400 vph.  Errors ranged from -5.2 seconds per vehicle to 3.0 

seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced slightly smaller errors 

with the largest error at 4.8 seconds and others ranging between -3.7 and 2.2 seconds per vehicle.  

Error spreads were similar for all three vehicle flows.  A summary of the triple lane, driveway 

with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

Figure 5-9:  Triple Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out). 

 

5.4 Turning-bay Configuration Results 

The last configuration tested was the turning bay with sensors.  T he turning bay test 

results were accurate and only had a small number of errors.  E rror was kept at a m inimum 

because of the ability of the algorithm to correctly predict which vehicle times should be 

removed in the data manipulation process.  S eventy-two simulation samples (simulation runs 

were done using 3 volume inputs, 3 lane inputs, and 2 turning bay volume combinations, for a 

total of 18 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) were completed for this test.  Method 

1, Method 2, and the average of the two methods were used to calculate the delay.    The error in 

Method 1 or Method 2 was larger than 5.0 seconds per vehicle in only 17 of the 144 simulation 

samples (11.8 percent).  There were 4 instances out of 72 (5.6 percent) delay outputs where the 

combined error in the average of Method 1 and Method 2 was over 5.0 seconds per vehicle.  

Most of the simulation samples with errors larger than 5.0 seconds per vehicle occurred during 
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the single lane setup.  The average of the two methods produced smaller margins or error than 

either Method 1 or Method 2 did alone.   

A more detailed look at the driveway configuration (single, double, and triple through 

lanes) is provided in the subsections below.  The driveway scenario discussed has vehicle flows 

of 200 vph exiting the test zone at the turning bay.  Additional tables and graphs of the driveway 

configuration with different exiting volumes are found in the Appendix D. 

5.4.1 Single Through Lane 

The results from the single lane, turning bay with turning bay sensors configuration 

showed moderate errors as compared to the previously discussed configurations.  A summary of 

the single lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-10. 

 

 

Figure 5-10:  Single Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out). 
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and others ranging between -6.0 and -0.1 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all 

flows and tended to have errors that were negative.   

5.4.2 Double Through Lane 

The results from the double lane, turning bay with turning bay sensors configuration 

showed smaller errors than the single lane with turning bay configuration.  A summary of the 

double lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-11.  

 

 

Figure 5-11:  Double Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out). 

 

Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples 

were done for Method 2.   The turning bay flows were 200 vph exiting to the turning bay.  The 
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flow of 1400 vph.  Errors ranged from -6.0 seconds to 2.3 seconds per vehicle.  The average of 

Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller errors with the largest error at -4.5 seconds per vehicle 

and others ranging between -4.5 and 1.1 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all 

flows and tended to have errors that were negative.  
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simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for 

Method 2.   The turning bay flows were 200 vph exiting to the turning bay.  The largest absolute 

error was 3 seconds.  This error was from Method 2 with a vehicle flow of 2700 vph.  E rrors 

ranged from -3 seconds to 2.5 seconds per vehicle.  T he average of Method 1 and Method 2 

produced smaller errors with the largest error at -1.9 seconds per vehicle and others ranging 

between -1.9 and 1.8 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all flows and tended to 

have error spreads that centered on zero.  A summary of the triple lane, driveway with driveway 

sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-12. 

 

 

Figure 5-12:  Triple Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out). 

 

5.5 Chapter Summary 

Results from this study were promising, based on the accuracy level produced by the 

algorithm.  The algorithm produced delay estimation within the 5 seconds of error tolerances set 

for this particular study.  D elay values that are within 5 seconds of the actual errors could be 

used to determine a Level of Service or to obtain reliable travel time estimates.   

Results for the through only type of facility offered the greatest level of accuracy, as 

expected.  Delay values obtained from the through-only configuration were all within 3 seconds 
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was off by a single vehicle.  During most of the tests, the algorithm correctly matched the correct 

enter and exit time of vehicles passing through the test zone.    

Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with sensors also showed accurate 

results.  T here were more outliers in this data and few errors of 0 seconds, but overall the 

algorithms provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service determination or a 

signal timing evaluation.  Maximum errors occurred when the algorithm shifted either the 

entering or exiting vehicles by a few vehicles when balancing the entering and exiting vehicle 

data.  In the configuration with the driveway sensors, 93 percent of the results had average delays 

with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.   

Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with no sensors also showed 

accurate results.  Maximum errors in this configuration also occurred when the algorithm shifted 

either the entering or exiting vehicles by a few vehicles when balancing the entering and exiting 

vehicle data.  Errors were also expected because the algorithm has to estimate the vehicles that 

were entering and exiting at the driveway locations without having information on when vehicles 

actually exited or entered.  In the configuration without the driveway sensors, 84 percent of the 

results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.   T he algorithm in 

either driveway configuration provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service 

determination or signal operations evaluation.   

Lastly, the results for the roadway configuration of a turning bay with turning bay sensors 

produced accurate results that were within a tolerable error range.  These were similar to the 

driveway with sensors case where an accurate estimation of the vehicles which used the turning 

bay could be made.  N inety-four percent of the turning bay results had averages with errors 

smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.  There were again a few outliers in the data but overall 

the algorithm provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service or signal timing 

evaluations or travel time estimation. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

As volumes increase on signalized arterials in Utah, roadway expansion in many areas 

will not be feasible.  T raffic signal optimization will continually play a role in increasing the 

capacity of already busy arterials.  The need to improve the operation of traffic signals will not 

go away in the foreseeable future.  Currently there is a need for a new dynamic delay calculation 

method that uses current signal detection infrastructure and can be implemented easily on a 

signalized arterial.  At this time, it is not feasible to install new detection or infrastructure for the 

sole purpose of calculating delay.  T his study fulfills the need for developing a new delay 

calculation method that can be implemented on signalized arterials using existing traffic sensor 

technologies.  As technologies progress and new detection is added, the algorithm developed in 

this study can be incorporated into the new technologies and improved to result in even more 

accurate delay estimates.  Real-time traffic delay data gives traffic engineers and operators the 

ability to make adjustments to traffic signal timing when delay becomes unacceptable.  Although 

several dynamic methods have been developed to estimate traffic delay in real-time, no method 

has produced results reliable and accurate enough for use on signalized arterials.  Methods that 

have been tested include vehicle identification using embedded vehicle detection and Bluetooth 

technologies, camera image analysis, and maximum queue length analysis using vehicle 

detection.  While each of these studies brought new advances and promise to be able to calculate 

vehicle delay on signalized arterials, none have achieved a level of accuracy that can be used in 

commercial applications.   

This study has resulted in the development of a new algorithm for calculating delay based 

on time-stamped data from any type of vehicle detection.  Using this algorithm, delay calculation 

can be automated and can return delay data quickly.  The algorithm developed in this study can 

be applied to existing infrastructure at signalized intersections.  However, there is still a need for 
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some additional vehicle detection just downstream of an intersection but upstream of the delay 

test zone of the downstream intersection.     

This study was the first phase in a multi-phase study to develop an automated process to 

collect delay data.  S ubsequent phases will focus on hardware in-loop simulation and field 

testing and implementation.  Results from this study indicated that the algorithm produced an 

accuracy level that could be used in practical application.  The algorithm provided results with 

acceptable tolerances that could be used to determine a Level of Service or to obtain travel time 

estimates.  T his chapter discusses the conclusions and the recommendations for future uses of 

this study.  

6.1 Conclusions 

This research has contributed to the development of a g eneric algorithm that can 

automate the collection of delay data at signalized intersections.  The algorithm uses time-stamp 

data that can be collected from any type of detection to calculate delay.  T his study has 

calculated travel time and delay to an accuracy level at which the delay calculations could be 

used in most practical applications.   

Results for the through-only type of facility offer the greatest level of accuracy, as 

expected.  D elay values obtained from the through only configuration were all within 3.0 

seconds per vehicle of the actual delay time.   

Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with no sensors also showed 

results that could be used in practical uses of delay estimation.  I n the configuration with the 

driveway sensors, 86 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5.0 

seconds per vehicle.  In the configuration without the driveway sensors, 84 percent of the results 

had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5.0 seconds per vehicle.   The algorithm in either 

driveway configuration produced reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service 

determination or evaluation of through delay at a signalized intersection.   

Lastly, the results for the roadway configuration of a turning bay with turning bay sensors 

provided accurate results.  Ninety-four percent of the turning bay results had average delays with 

errors smaller or equal to 5.0 second per vehicles.  There were again a few outliers in the data but 

overall the algorithm provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service or signal 

timing evaluations or travel time estimation.   
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6.2 Recommendations and Future Research 

These results mark an end of the development phase of this multi-phase study.  T he 

results of Phase I show that by using the average of Model 1 and Model 2, traffic delay can be 

accurately estimated.  It is recommended that Phase II begin and these algorithms be tested using 

a hardware-in-loop simulation.  T his will determine whether developed algorithm functions 

properly in a dynamic computation environment.  

Phase II should be completed so that the algorithms can be integrated into a signal system 

in the future.  For the algorithm to work, the signal controller needs to be able to relay detection 

information to a cen tral system that would allow the data to be stored.  C urrently there is no 

setup for this to occur.  P hase II will develop a way for real-time sensor data to be stored 

centrally.   

Upon completion of Phase II, the algorithms developed in this study will be able to be 

implemented at signalized intersections.  U pon implementation, the algorithms will give 

engineers the ability to quickly generate delay and travel-time information.  T his information 

will enable them to take action to reduce the overall delay for drivers.   
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APPENDIX A:  Charts and Graphs for Through Lanes Only 

A.1   Single Through Lane 
 

 

Total Flow 
(vph) 

Simulation Time 
Period (sec) 

Matched Travel Time 
Delay (Sec/Veh) 

Estimated Travel Time 
Delay (Sec/Veh) 

Difference in Delays 
(Sec/Veh) 

Difference in 
Delays % 
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700 vph 

330-1230 sec 12.9 12.9 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 13.1 13.1 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 13.4 13.4 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 13.9 13.9 0.0 0% 

800 vph 

330-1230 sec 13.5 13.5 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 13.9 13.9 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 15.1 12.4 2.6 17% 
570-1470 sec 15.2 15.2 0.0 0% 

900 vph 

330-1230 sec 17.6 17.6 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 18.5 18.5 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 20.9 20.9 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 21.5 21.5 0.0 0% 
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A.2   Double Through Lane 
 

 

Total 
Flow 

Simulation Time 
Period 

Matched Travel Time 
Delay (Sec/Veh) 

Estimated Travel Time 
Delay (Sec/Veh) 

Difference in Delays 
(Sec/Veh) 

Difference in 
Delays % 
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1400 vph 

330-1230 sec 13.1 13.1 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 13.2 13.2 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 13.2 13.2 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 13.1 13.1 0.0 0% 

1600 vph 

330-1230 sec 13.1 13.1 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 14.1 14.1 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 14.9 14.9 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 15.2 15.2 0.0 0% 

1800 vph 

330-1230 sec 18.5 18.5 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 18.7 18.7 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 19.0 19.0 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 19.0 19.0 0.0 0% 
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A.3   Triple Through Lanes 
 

 

Lane 
Flow 

Simulation Time 
Period 

Matched Travel Time 
Delay (Sec/Veh) 

Estimated Travel Time 
Delay (Sec/Veh) 

Difference in Delays 
(Sec/Veh) 

Difference in 
Delays % 
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2100 vph 

330-1230 sec 12.8 12.8 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 12.5 12.5 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 12.3 12.2 0.1 1% 
570-1470 sec 12.5 12.5 0.0 0% 

2400 vph 

330-1230 sec 14.0 14.0 0.0 0% 
390-1290 sec 14.1 14.1 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 14.0 14.0 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 14.1 14.1 0.0 0% 

2700 vph 

330-1230 sec 16.3 15.1 1.3 8% 
390-1290 sec 16.4 16.4 0.0 0% 
510-1410 sec 15.9 15.9 0.0 0% 
570-1470 sec 16.0 16.0 0.0 0% 
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APPENDIX B:  Charts and Graphs for Driveway with Sensors 

B.1   Single Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 0 Out) 
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Total Flow
Simulation 
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Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 14.6 4.2 10.5 71.5% 17.5 -2.9 -19.7% 3.8 25.9%
390-1290 15.2 14.2 1. 6.3% 15.6 -.4 -2.6% .3 1.9%
510-1410 16.3 3.8 12.4 76.4% 14.4 1.9 11.7% 7.2 44.1%
570-1470 17.1 18.5 -1.4 -8.4% 12.5 4.6 27.0% 1.6 9.3%
330-1230 16.8 12.6 4.3 25.4% 17.1 -.3 -1.6% 2. 11.9%
390-1290 18.1 17.1 1. 5.3% 18.1 . -0.2% .5 2.5%
510-1410 18.5 12.4 6. 32.7% 18.6 -.1 -0.4% 3. 16.1%
570-1470 18.7 16.5 2.2 11.6% 16.8 1.9 10.4% 2. 11.0%
330-1230 22.2 17.1 5.2 23.2% 18.3 4. 17.8% 4.6 20.5%
390-1290 23. 21.4 1.6 6.9% 15.4 7.6 32.8% 4.6 19.8%
510-1410 24.7 18.8 6. 24.2% 17.1 7.6 30.7% 6.8 27.5%
570-1470 25.1 18.7 6.4 25.6% 23.2 2. 7.9% 4.2 16.7%
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B.2   Single Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 50 Out) 
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B.3   Single Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 100 Out) 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13. 10.3 2.7 20.7% 13.1 -.1 -1.1% 1.3 9.8%
390-1290 13.6 16.9 -3.4 -25.0% 13.8 -.2 -1.5% -1.8 -13.3%
510-1410 14.2 3.1 11.2 78.4% 14.6 -.4 -2.5% 5.4 38.0%
570-1470 15.1 21.7 -6.6 -43.9% 12.4 2.7 17.9% -2. -13.0%
330-1230 13.9 13.7 .3 1.8% 14. -.1 -0.5% .1 0.7%
390-1290 15.1 8.3 6.7 44.7% 15.1 -.1 -0.5% 3.3 22.1%
510-1410 15.7 13.2 2.5 15.9% 15.8 -.1 -0.4% 1.2 7.7%
570-1470 15.8 13.3 2.5 15.9% 18.1 -2.2 -14.2% .1 0.9%
330-1230 18.6 18.1 .5 2.8% 14.2 4.4 23.7% 2.5 13.3%
390-1290 19.2 22.8 -3.6 -18.8% 15.1 4.1 21.5% .3 1.3%
510-1410 20.4 19. 1.4 6.9% 12.3 8.1 39.7% 4.8 23.3%
570-1470 20.6 10.3 10.4 50.2% 20.8 -.2 -0.9% 5.1 24.7%
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B.4   Single Lane Driveway with Sensors (50 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
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Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.4 9.7 3.7 27.3% 13.5 -.1 -0.9% 1.8 13.2%
390-1290 13.9 15.8 -1.8 -13.2% 14.1 -.2 -1.3% -1. -7.3%
510-1410 14.9 3.7 11.2 75.1% 12.7 2.1 14.4% 6.7 44.8%
570-1470 15.4 15.2 .2 1.2% 13.5 1.9 12.6% 1.1 6.9%
330-1230 15.1 12.6 2.5 16.6% 15.2 -.1 -0.9% 1.2 7.8%
390-1290 16.6 12.7 3.8 23.1% 16.6 -.1 -0.4% 1.9 11.4%
510-1410 17.3 12.3 5. 28.7% 17.4 -.2 -1.0% 2.4 13.9%
570-1470 17.8 12.1 5.7 32.0% 13.6 4.2 23.4% 4.9 27.7%
330-1230 21. 22.6 -1.6 -7.8% 16.9 4.1 19.6% 1.2 5.9%
390-1290 21.6 23. -1.4 -6.4% 15.7 5.9 27.5% 2.3 10.6%
510-1410 23. 19.7 3.4 14.7% 17.2 5.9 25.5% 4.6 20.1%
570-1470 23.4 11.3 12.1 51.9% 23.6 -.2 -1.0% 6. 25.4%
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B.5   Single Lane Driveway with Sensors (0 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.6 4. 8.6 68.3% 16.2 -3.6 -28.5% 2.5 19.9%
390-1290 13.1 18. -4.9 -37.6% 13.2 -.1 -0.8% -2.5 -19.2%
510-1410 12.8 3. 9.8 76.5% 12.9 -.1 -0.8% 4.8 37.8%
570-1470 13.5 22.8 -9.3 -69.1% 13.3 .2 1.4% -4.6 -33.8%
330-1230 13.5 13.8 -.3 -1.9% 13.6 -.1 -0.6% -.2 -1.3%
390-1290 14.7 13.7 1. 6.7% 14.8 -.1 -0.5% .5 3.1%
510-1410 15.4 13.3 2.1 13.5% 15.4 -.1 -0.4% 1. 6.6%
570-1470 15.4 13.3 2.1 13.6% 12.8 2.6 17.1% 2.4 15.4%
330-1230 17.3 18.3 -1. -6.1% 12.6 4.7 27.4% 1.8 10.7%
390-1290 18.1 13.8 4.3 24.0% 16.3 1.8 10.1% 3.1 17.0%
510-1410 19.4 14.2 5.2 27.0% 11. 8.4 43.3% 6.8 35.1%
570-1470 19.6 9.7 9.9 50.5% 24.3 -4.7 -23.9% 2.6 13.3%

Average
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B.6   Double Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 0 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.8 12.8 1. 7.0% 12.6 1.2 8.6% 1.1 7.8%
390-1290 13.8 5.2 8.6 62.2% 16.2 -2.4 -17.4% 3.1 22.4%
510-1410 14. 14.9 -.9 -6.5% 11.8 2.2 15.7% .6 4.6%
570-1470 14. 17.7 -3.7 -26.6% 11.5 2.5 17.8% -.6 -4.4%
330-1230 15.9 12.8 3.1 19.6% 12.6 3.2 20.4% 3.2 20.0%
390-1290 17.2 10.5 6.7 39.0% 15.4 1.7 10.1% 4.2 24.6%
510-1410 19.1 8.6 10.5 55.0% 17.8 1.2 6.4% 5.9 30.7%
570-1470 19.4 12.9 6.5 33.4% 19. .3 1.7% 3.4 17.6%
330-1230 21.5 16.3 5.2 24.0% 19.1 2.4 11.2% 3.8 17.6%
390-1290 22.2 16.5 5.7 25.6% 17.9 4.3 19.5% 5. 22.6%
510-1410 23.1 15.1 8. 34.5% 22.5 .6 2.4% 4.3 18.5%
570-1470 23.3 20.5 2.8 11.9% 21.8 1.5 6.3% 2.1 9.1%
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B.7   Double Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.4 15.7 -2.3 -17.0% 12.2 1.2 9.0% -.5 -4.0%
390-1290 13.5 5.2 8.2 61.2% 16. -2.5 -18.7% 2.9 21.3%
510-1410 13.6 12.7 .9 6.4% 11.2 2.4 17.3% 1.6 11.9%
570-1470 13.4 15.5 -2.1 -16.0% 14.6 -1.2 -9.2% -1.7 -12.6%
330-1230 14.8 13.5 1.4 9.2% 14.8 . 0.1% .7 4.6%
390-1290 16.2 11.3 4.9 30.5% 25.9 -9.7 -60.0% -2.4 -14.8%
510-1410 17.3 9.1 8.2 47.6% 18.3 -1. -5.8% 3.6 20.9%
570-1470 17.5 13.6 3.8 21.9% 18.5 -1.1 -6.0% 1.4 7.9%
330-1230 18.5 14.3 4.2 22.9% 16.9 1.6 8.4% 2.9 15.7%
390-1290 19. 16.3 2.8 14.6% 13.7 5.3 27.8% 4. 21.2%
510-1410 19.8 14.3 5.4 27.4% 17.6 2.2 11.2% 3.8 19.3%
570-1470 20. 20.3 -.3 -1.5% 19.8 .2 1.0% . -0.2%
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B.8   Double Lane Driveway with Sensors (50 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.6 15.6 -2. -14.9% 11.1 2.5 18.0% .2 1.6%
390-1290 13.6 4.7 8.9 65.5% 16.3 -2.7 -19.8% 3.1 22.9%
510-1410 13.7 15. -1.3 -9.3% 12.7 1. 7.2% -.1 -1.1%
570-1470 13.7 15. -1.2 -9.0% 12.8 .9 6.7% -.2 -1.2%
330-1230 13.7 13.4 .2 1.6% 12.7 1. 7.2% .6 4.4%
390-1290 14.9 11.4 3.6 23.9% 15.2 -.3 -1.9% 1.6 11.0%
510-1410 16. 6.9 9.1 56.8% 16.2 -.2 -1.4% 4.4 27.7%
570-1470 16.3 13.9 2.4 14.9% 17.7 -1.4 -8.9% .5 3.0%
330-1230 19.1 14.3 4.8 24.9% 17.4 1.7 8.9% 3.2 16.9%
390-1290 19.4 14.5 4.9 25.1% 17.8 1.5 7.8% 3.2 16.5%
510-1410 19.6 14.5 5.1 26.1% 19. .6 3.2% 2.9 14.6%
570-1470 19.9 18.8 1.1 5.3% 28.3 -8.4 -42.3% -3.7 -18.5%

Average
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B.9   Double Lane Driveway with Sensors (50 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.3 15.3 -2. -15.0% 10.9 2.5 18.6% .2 1.8%
390-1290 13.4 4.3 9.1 68.2% 16.2 -2.8 -20.9% 3.2 23.7%
510-1410 13.6 14.9 -1.4 -10.0% 12.6 1. 7.1% -.2 -1.4%
570-1470 13.7 17.5 -3.9 -28.2% 10.3 3.4 25.0% -.2 -1.6%
330-1230 13.8 13.1 .7 5.3% 13.9 -.1 -0.5% .3 2.4%
390-1290 15. 11.1 3.9 26.2% 15.3 -.3 -2.0% 1.8 12.1%
510-1410 15.9 6.5 9.4 58.9% 16.1 -.2 -1.5% 4.6 28.7%
570-1470 16.1 11.1 5. 31.3% 16.4 -.3 -1.6% 2.4 14.9%
330-1230 18. 13.8 4.2 23.2% 16.2 1.7 9.7% 3. 16.4%
390-1290 18.2 16. 2.2 12.3% 16.7 1.6 8.6% 1.9 10.5%
510-1410 18.6 10.1 8.5 45.7% 17.1 1.5 8.3% 5. 27.0%
570-1470 18.9 18.4 .5 2.5% 17.5 1.4 7.4% .9 5.0%
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 A.1 B.10   Double Lane Driveway with Sensors (0 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.9 16.4 -3.5 -27.2% 11.6 1.3 9.9% -1.1 -8.7%
390-1290 12.9 4.7 8.1 63.3% 15.6 -2.8 -21.4% 2.7 20.9%
510-1410 13. 12.9 .1 0.5% 14.4 -1.4 -10.9% -.7 -5.2%
570-1470 13. 18.4 -5.4 -41.5% 9.2 3.8 29.4% -.8 -6.1%
330-1230 12.9 13.3 -.4 -3.2% 14.1 -1.2 -9.5% -.8 -6.3%
390-1290 14.1 11.3 2.9 20.3% 15.5 -1.3 -9.5% .8 5.4%
510-1410 14.9 6.2 8.6 58.1% 14.9 -.1 -0.4% 4.3 28.8%
570-1470 15.1 13.5 1.6 10.7% 16.3 -1.3 -8.5% .2 1.1%
330-1230 17.6 12.7 4.9 27.9% 15.7 1.9 10.7% 3.4 19.3%
390-1290 17.8 17.2 .6 3.6% 18. -.2 -1.1% .2 1.3%
510-1410 17.6 15.2 2.4 13.7% 17.8 -.2 -1.0% 1.1 6.3%
570-1470 17.3 21.7 -4.4 -25.3% 19.7 -2.4 -13.8% -3.4 -19.5%
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B.11   Triple Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 0 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.1 16.1 -3. -22.5% 14.3 -1.2 -9.1% -2.1 -15.8%
390-1290 12.9 12.8 .1 0.7% 15.7 -2.9 -22.3% -1.4 -10.8%
510-1410 12.7 14.6 -1.9 -14.9% 15.8 -3.1 -24.0% -2.5 -19.4%
570-1470 12.9 14.6 -1.6 -12.6% 13.5 -.6 -4.5% -1.1 -8.5%
330-1230 15.2 15.1 .1 0.6% 17.1 -1.9 -12.6% -.9 -6.0%
390-1290 15.2 19.6 -4.4 -28.6% 14.5 .7 4.7% -1.8 -12.0%
510-1410 14.8 21.2 -6.4 -43.4% 15.2 -.4 -2.9% -3.4 -23.2%
570-1470 14.7 18. -3.3 -22.5% 17.3 -2.6 -17.4% -2.9 -19.9%
330-1230 17.6 16.6 1. 5.8% 17.3 .3 1.5% .6 3.7%
390-1290 17.7 20.6 -2.9 -16.4% 18.7 -1. -5.5% -1.9 -11.0%
510-1410 17.3 19.5 -2.2 -12.6% 17.8 -.4 -2.4% -1.3 -7.5%
570-1470 17.3 21. -3.7 -21.4% 21.1 -3.8 -21.8% -3.7 -21.6%
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B.12   Triple Lane Driveway with Sensors (100 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.3 18.3 -5. -37.6% 15.8 -2.6 -19.4% -3.8 -28.5%
390-1290 13. 14.9 -1.9 -14.4% 16.6 -3.6 -27.8% -2.7 -21.1%
510-1410 12.8 18.3 -5.5 -43.3% 14.9 -2.1 -16.4% -3.8 -29.9%
570-1470 13. 14.9 -1.9 -14.5% 15. -2.1 -15.9% -2. -15.2%
330-1230 14.9 15.3 -.4 -2.7% 17.4 -2.5 -16.7% -1.4 -9.7%
390-1290 14.9 18.4 -3.5 -23.6% 14.7 .2 1.4% -1.7 -11.1%
510-1410 14.5 14. .5 3.5% 12.7 1.8 12.6% 1.2 8.0%
570-1470 14.4 14. .5 3.2% 16.3 -1.9 -13.2% -.7 -5.0%
330-1230 17.3 15.5 1.8 10.7% 15.1 2.2 12.6% 2. 11.6%
390-1290 17.3 19.5 -2.3 -13.2% 18.5 -1.2 -6.9% -1.7 -10.1%
510-1410 16.6 23.7 -7.1 -42.5% 17.8 -1.1 -6.7% -4.1 -24.6%
570-1470 16.7 19.8 -3.2 -19.1% 19.9 -3.2 -19.4% -3.2 -19.2%
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B.13   Triple Lane Driveway with Sensors (50 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.7 16.8 -4. -31.5% 13.7 -1. -7.5% -2.5 -19.5%
390-1290 12.5 13.3 -.8 -6.1% 16.1 -3.6 -29.0% -2.2 -17.5%
510-1410 12.4 16.9 -4.5 -36.5% 13.6 -1.2 -9.8% -2.9 -23.1%
570-1470 12.6 13.5 -.9 -7.2% 14.6 -2. -16.1% -1.5 -11.7%
330-1230 14.5 15.1 -.6 -4.0% 16.4 -1.8 -12.6% -1.2 -8.3%
390-1290 14.6 16.8 -2.2 -14.8% 12.2 2.4 16.3% .1 0.7%
510-1410 14.6 15.3 -.7 -4.8% 14.1 .4 3.0% -.1 -0.9%
570-1470 14.5 19.9 -5.4 -37.0% 17.2 -2.7 -18.4% -4. -27.7%
330-1230 16.7 13.6 3.1 18.4% 15.1 1.6 9.4% 2.3 13.9%
390-1290 16.7 19.1 -2.4 -14.4% 19.2 -2.5 -15.0% -2.4 -14.7%
510-1410 16.4 15.4 1. 6.1% 16.2 .2 1.4% .6 3.8%
570-1470 16.6 16.8 -.2 -1.1% 17.2 -.6 -3.4% -.4 -2.2%
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B.14   Triple Lane Driveway with Sensors (50 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13. 16.9 -3.9 -30.4% 14.1 -1.1 -8.6% -2.5 -19.5%
390-1290 12.7 13.3 -.6 -4.8% 16.6 -3.9 -30.9% -2.3 -17.8%
510-1410 12.5 17.1 -4.6 -36.5% 15.6 -3.1 -24.9% -3.8 -30.7%
570-1470 12.7 15.5 -2.8 -21.9% 14.9 -2.3 -17.8% -2.5 -19.9%
330-1230 14.4 11.9 2.4 17.0% 15.4 -1.1 -7.5% .7 4.8%
390-1290 14.5 16.6 -2.1 -14.8% 12. 2.5 17.1% .2 1.2%
510-1410 14.4 15.3 -.9 -6.4% 11.6 2.8 19.2% .9 6.4%
570-1470 14.4 16.9 -2.6 -17.8% 17. -2.6 -18.4% -2.6 -18.1%
330-1230 18.2 14.5 3.8 20.8% 18.3 . -0.2% 1.9 10.3%
390-1290 18.2 21.3 -3.1 -17.1% 20.5 -2.3 -12.4% -2.7 -14.7%
510-1410 17.6 21.6 -4. -22.6% 18.9 -1.3 -7.3% -2.6 -14.9%
570-1470 17.9 21.8 -3.9 -22.1% 20. -2.1 -11.7% -3. -16.9%
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B.15   Triple Lane Driveway with Sensors (0 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
  

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.6 15.4 -2.8 -22.1% 14.5 -1.8 -14.6% -2.3 -18.4%
390-1290 12.3 11.9 .5 3.8% 16.2 -3.9 -31.3% -1.7 -13.8%
510-1410 12.2 17.5 -5.3 -43.3% 16. -3.8 -31.3% -4.5 -37.3%
570-1470 12.4 13.7 -1.3 -10.6% 13.5 -1.2 -9.3% -1.2 -10.0%
330-1230 14.2 14.2 -.1 -0.6% 15.9 -1.8 -12.6% -.9 -6.6%
390-1290 14.2 17.3 -3. -21.2% 12.4 1.9 13.2% -.6 -4.0%
510-1410 14. 14.1 -.1 -1.0% 13.4 .6 4.5% .2 1.8%
570-1470 14. 17.2 -3.1 -22.3% 15.8 -1.8 -12.5% -2.4 -17.4%
330-1230 16.2 13.9 2.3 14.2% 15.1 1. 6.4% 1.7 10.3%
390-1290 15.9 19.6 -3.7 -23.3% 17.8 -1.9 -11.7% -2.8 -17.5%
510-1410 15.2 15.5 -.3 -1.8% 15.5 -.3 -2.0% -.3 -1.9%
570-1470 15.3 17.1 -1.8 -12.1% 16.5 -1.2 -7.6% -1.5 -9.9%

Average
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APPENDIX C:  Charts and Graphs for Driveway without Sensors 

C.1   Single Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 0 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 14.6 5.1 9.5 65.2% 22.1 -7.4 -50.7% 1.1 7.3%
390-1290 15.2 16.3 -1.1 -7.4% 30.1 -14.9 -98.2% -8. -52.8%
510-1410 16.3 4.7 11.5 70.8% 14. 2.3 14.0% 6.9 42.4%
570-1470 17.1 21.2 -4.1 -24.1% 18. -.9 -5.6% -2.5 -14.8%
330-1230 16.8 14.1 2.8 16.5% 12.1 4.7 27.8% 3.7 22.1%
390-1290 18.1 18.5 -.4 -2.1% 11.3 6.8 37.3% 3.2 17.6%
510-1410 18.5 13.3 5.2 28.2% 9.2 9.3 50.5% 7.3 39.3%
570-1470 18.7 17.7 1. 5.3% 8.1 10.6 56.7% 5.8 31.0%
330-1230 22.2 18.7 3.5 15.8% 12.1 10.2 45.7% 6.8 30.7%
390-1290 23. 23.1 -.1 -0.4% 9.6 13.4 58.1% 6.6 28.8%
510-1410 24.7 20.2 4.5 18.3% 9.2 15.6 62.9% 10.1 40.6%
570-1470 25.1 20. 5.2 20.7% 20.1 5.1 20.3% 5.1 20.5%
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C.2   Single Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 14.3 4.8 9.5 66.4% 28. -13.7 -95.7% -2.1 -14.7%
390-1290 14.9 16.1 -1.2 -8.3% 25.8 -11. -73.7% -6.1 -41.0%
510-1410 16. 4.4 11.6 72.3% 15.8 .2 1.0% 5.9 36.6%
570-1470 16.9 21.3 -4.5 -26.5% 15.5 1.4 8.2% -1.5 -9.1%
330-1230 15.3 13.9 1.4 9.1% 13.4 1.9 12.5% 1.6 10.8%
390-1290 16.6 18.3 -1.7 -10.1% 15.1 1.5 9.3% -.1 -0.4%
510-1410 17.2 13.1 4.1 24.0% 13.1 4.1 23.9% 4.1 23.9%
570-1470 17.7 12.9 4.8 27.1% 10.8 6.9 39.0% 5.9 33.1%
330-1230 22.1 19.1 3. 13.7% 18.9 3.1 14.3% 3.1 14.0%
390-1290 22.7 23.5 -.8 -3.4% 14.8 7.9 34.9% 3.6 15.7%
510-1410 24.5 20.2 4.3 17.5% 14.7 9.8 39.9% 7. 28.7%
570-1470 25. 15.9 9.1 36.3% 17.5 7.4 29.8% 8.3 33.1%
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C.3   Single Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13. 10.1 2.9 22.5% 7.2 5.8 44.5% 4.4 33.5%
390-1290 13.6 16.7 -3.2 -23.4% 19.1 -5.5 -40.9% -4.4 -32.1%
510-1410 14.2 3. 11.3 79.2% 20.8 -6.6 -46.3% 2.3 16.4%
570-1470 15.1 21.7 -6.6 -44.1% 27.1 -12.1 -80.3% -9.4 -62.2%
330-1230 13.9 13.2 .8 5.4% 18.8 -4.9 -35.2% -2.1 -14.9%
390-1290 15.1 7.9 7.2 47.8% 20.9 -5.8 -38.6% .7 4.6%
510-1410 15.7 12.7 3. 18.9% 24.3 -8.6 -54.9% -2.8 -18.0%
570-1470 15.8 12.6 3.2 20.1% 13.9 2. 12.4% 2.6 16.2%
330-1230 18.6 18.4 .2 1.3% 16.9 1.7 9.3% 1. 5.3%
390-1290 19.2 22.9 -3.7 -19.0% 11.9 7.3 38.2% 1.8 9.6%
510-1410 20.4 18.4 2. 9.8% 7.5 12.9 63.2% 7.5 36.5%
570-1470 20.6 9.5 11.1 53.8% 18.9 1.7 8.1% 6.4 31.0%
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C.4   Single Lane Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.4 10.2 3.2 23.9% 9.4 4. 30.2% 3.6 27.0%
390-1290 13.9 16.5 -2.5 -18.3% 15.3 -1.4 -10.0% -2. -14.1%
510-1410 14.9 3.7 11.2 75.0% 21. -6.1 -40.9% 2.5 17.1%
570-1470 15.4 15.9 -.5 -3.0% 18.3 -2.9 -18.7% -1.7 -10.9%
330-1230 15.1 13.4 1.7 11.6% 15.3 -.2 -1.6% .8 5.0%
390-1290 16.6 13.1 3.5 20.9% 18.8 -2.2 -13.5% .6 3.7%
510-1410 17.3 12.6 4.6 26.8% 19.3 -2. -11.5% 1.3 7.7%
570-1470 17.8 12.5 5.3 29.8% 19.6 -1.8 -10.1% 1.8 9.9%
330-1230 21. 23.2 -2.3 -10.8% 15.5 5.4 25.9% 1.6 7.5%
390-1290 21.6 23.5 -1.9 -8.8% 14.3 7.3 33.7% 2.7 12.5%
510-1410 23. 20. 3.1 13.3% 13.5 9.5 41.4% 6.3 27.4%
570-1470 23.4 11.4 12. 51.4% 22. 1.4 6.0% 6.7 28.7%
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C.5   Single Lane Driveway without Sensors (0 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.6 3.2 9.4 74.6% 22.8 -10.2 -80.9% -.4 -3.2%
390-1290 13.1 16.4 -3.3 -25.0% 19.7 -6.6 -50.4% -4.9 -37.7%
510-1410 12.8 2.3 10.5 81.9% 21. -8.2 -63.9% 1.2 9.0%
570-1470 13.5 21.3 -7.8 -57.9% 18.4 -4.9 -36.5% -6.4 -47.2%
330-1230 13.5 13.5 . 0.4% 23. -9.4 -69.9% -4.7 -34.8%
390-1290 14.7 13.3 1.3 9.1% 27.5 -12.8 -87.0% -5.7 -38.9%
510-1410 15.4 13. 2.4 15.4% 31.4 -16. -104.4% -6.8 -44.5%
570-1470 15.4 12.6 2.8 18.3% 19.2 -3.8 -24.3% -.5 -3.0%
330-1230 17.3 18.3 -1. -5.5% 26.1 -8.8 -50.9% -4.9 -28.2%
390-1290 18.1 13.8 4.3 23.8% 20.9 -2.8 -15.6% .7 4.1%
510-1410 19.4 13.5 5.9 30.6% 12. 7.5 38.4% 6.7 34.5%
570-1470 19.6 9. 10.6 54.1% 17.8 1.8 9.0% 6.2 31.5%
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C.6   Double Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 0 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.8 13.5 .3 2.2% 13.9 -.1 -0.9% .1 0.7%
390-1290 13.8 5.6 8.2 59.6% 21.9 -8.1 -58.8% .1 0.4%
510-1410 14. 15.5 -1.5 -10.8% 13.5 .5 3.6% -.5 -3.6%
570-1470 14. 18.4 -4.4 -31.5% 8.5 5.4 39.0% .5 3.7%
330-1230 15.9 13.6 2.3 14.4% 14.1 1.8 11.5% 2.1 12.9%
390-1290 17.2 11.1 6. 35.1% 18.1 -1. -5.7% 2.5 14.7%
510-1410 19.1 9.1 9.9 52.1% 18.1 1. 5.2% 5.5 28.7%
570-1470 19.4 13.7 5.7 29.5% 19.9 -.5 -2.6% 2.6 13.4%
330-1230 21.5 16.7 4.8 22.3% 17.4 4.1 19.1% 4.5 20.7%
390-1290 22.2 16.8 5.4 24.2% 16.5 5.7 25.6% 5.5 24.9%
510-1410 23.1 15.5 7.6 33.0% 21. 2.1 9.1% 4.9 21.1%
570-1470 23.3 21.3 1.9 8.3% 22.6 .7 2.9% 1.3 5.6%
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C.7   Double Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.4 15.8 -2.4 -17.8% 14.7 -1.3 -9.4% -1.8 -13.6%
390-1290 13.5 5.2 8.3 61.3% 24.3 -10.8 -80.5% -1.3 -9.6%
510-1410 13.6 12.8 .8 5.8% 14.4 -.8 -6.1% . -0.2%
570-1470 13.4 15.7 -2.3 -17.3% 15.1 -1.7 -12.8% -2. -15.1%
330-1230 14.8 13.8 1.1 7.1% 16.9 -2.1 -14.2% -.5 -3.5%
390-1290 16.2 11.5 4.7 29.0% 31.5 -15.3 -94.7% -5.3 -32.9%
510-1410 17.3 9.1 8.3 47.7% 19.3 -1.9 -11.2% 3.2 18.3%
570-1470 17.5 13.6 3.9 22.3% 16.3 1.2 6.9% 2.5 14.6%
330-1230 18.5 14.1 4.4 24.0% 16.9 1.6 8.7% 3. 16.3%
390-1290 19. 16.1 3. 15.5% 14.7 4.3 22.8% 3.6 19.2%
510-1410 19.8 14.4 5.4 27.1% 17.1 2.7 13.6% 4. 20.3%
570-1470 20. 20.5 -.5 -2.4% 20.4 -.4 -2.1% -.5 -2.3%
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C.8   Double Lane Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.6 15.2 -1.6 -12.0% 10.9 2.7 19.9% .5 3.9%
390-1290 13.6 4.5 9.1 66.8% 17.8 -4.2 -30.9% 2.4 18.0%
510-1410 13.7 15. -1.3 -9.5% 18. -4.4 -31.9% -2.8 -20.7%
570-1470 13.7 15.1 -1.4 -10.3% 17.9 -4.2 -30.4% -2.8 -20.3%
330-1230 13.7 13.3 .4 2.7% 11.1 2.6 18.8% 1.5 10.7%
390-1290 14.9 11.2 3.7 24.7% 17. -2. -13.7% .8 5.5%
510-1410 16. 6.7 9.3 58.1% 15.8 .2 1.4% 4.8 29.8%
570-1470 16.3 13.7 2.5 15.6% 18.6 -2.4 -14.6% .1 0.5%
330-1230 19.1 14.1 5.1 26.5% 18. 1.1 5.9% 3.1 16.2%
390-1290 19.4 14.1 5.2 27.0% 15.9 3.4 17.7% 4.3 22.3%
510-1410 19.6 14.1 5.5 28.0% 17.8 1.8 9.3% 3.7 18.7%
570-1470 19.9 18.4 1.5 7.5% 30.3 -10.4 -52.4% -4.5 -22.5%

Average
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C.9   Double Lane Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.3 15.2 -1.9 -14.1% 8.8 4.5 33.6% 1.3 9.8%
390-1290 13.4 4.3 9.1 68.1% 16.5 -3.1 -23.3% 3. 22.4%
510-1410 13.6 15.1 -1.5 -11.3% 20.2 -6.6 -48.5% -4.1 -29.9%
570-1470 13.7 17.7 -4. -29.3% 17.8 -4.1 -29.7% -4. -29.5%
330-1230 13.8 12.9 1. 6.9% 14.5 -.7 -4.7% .2 1.1%
390-1290 15. 10.9 4.1 27.2% 20.1 -5.1 -33.8% -.5 -3.3%
510-1410 15.9 6.4 9.6 60.1% 20.2 -4.3 -26.8% 2.6 16.6%
570-1470 16.1 11. 5.1 31.8% 18.5 -2.4 -14.9% 1.4 8.5%
330-1230 18. 13.6 4.3 24.0% 18.1 -.1 -0.7% 2.1 11.7%
390-1290 18.2 15.7 2.5 13.8% 17.1 1.1 5.9% 1.8 9.9%
510-1410 18.6 10.1 8.6 46.0% 16.9 1.7 9.2% 5.1 27.6%
570-1470 18.9 18.2 .7 3.6% 21.3 -2.4 -12.5% -.8 -4.4%

Average
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C.10   Double Lane Driveway without Sensors (0 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.9 15.7 -2.9 -22.2% 14.1 -1.2 -9.2% -2. -15.7%
390-1290 12.9 4.4 8.4 65.5% 18.1 -5.2 -40.5% 1.6 12.5%
510-1410 13. 12.6 .4 3.2% 19.8 -6.8 -52.1% -3.2 -24.5%
570-1470 13. 17.8 -4.8 -36.7% 14.5 -1.5 -11.1% -3.1 -23.9%
330-1230 12.9 13.1 -.3 -2.1% 18.7 -5.8 -44.9% -3. -23.5%
390-1290 14.1 11.2 3. 21.1% 21.9 -7.8 -55.2% -2.4 -17.0%
510-1410 14.9 6. 8.8 59.4% 17.4 -2.6 -17.4% 3.1 21.0%
570-1470 15.1 13.1 2. 13.3% 17.2 -2.1 -14.0% -.1 -0.4%
330-1230 17.6 12. 5.6 31.9% 19.1 -1.5 -8.5% 2.1 11.7%
390-1290 17.8 16.4 1.4 8.1% 18.5 -.7 -3.8% .4 2.2%
510-1410 17.6 14.5 3.1 17.6% 15.2 2.4 13.5% 2.7 15.6%
570-1470 17.3 20.9 -3.6 -20.6% 20.3 -3. -17.3% -3.3 -18.9%
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C.11   Triple Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 0 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.1 16.9 -3.7 -28.5% 14.3 -1.2 -8.9% -2.5 -18.7%
390-1290 12.9 13.5 -.6 -4.8% 20.7 -7.9 -61.1% -4.2 -33.0%
510-1410 12.7 15.2 -2.5 -19.4% 16.1 -3.3 -26.2% -2.9 -22.8%
570-1470 12.9 15.2 -2.2 -17.3% 13.6 -.7 -5.1% -1.5 -11.2%
330-1230 15.2 15.6 -.4 -2.4% 18.6 -3.4 -22.3% -1.9 -12.3%
390-1290 15.2 20.2 -5. -32.6% 18.2 -2.9 -19.2% -4. -25.9%
510-1410 14.8 21.9 -7.1 -48.3% 15.4 -.6 -3.9% -3.9 -26.1%
570-1470 14.7 18.7 -4. -27.2% 17.3 -2.5 -17.3% -3.3 -22.2%
330-1230 17.6 17.2 .4 2.2% 18.7 -1.2 -6.6% -.4 -2.2%
390-1290 17.7 21.4 -3.7 -20.8% 19.8 -2.1 -12.0% -2.9 -16.4%
510-1410 17.3 20.4 -3.1 -17.9% 19.3 -2. -11.3% -2.5 -14.6%
570-1470 17.3 21.9 -4.6 -26.4% 22. -4.7 -27.0% -4.6 -26.7%
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C.12   Triple Lane Driveway without Sensors (100 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13.3 18.3 -5. -37.9% 15.5 -2.2 -16.8% -3.6 -27.4%
390-1290 13. 14.9 -1.9 -14.7% 20. -7. -53.8% -4.4 -34.2%
510-1410 12.8 18.3 -5.6 -43.6% 15.2 -2.4 -19.1% -4. -31.3%
570-1470 13. 14.9 -1.9 -14.5% 14.7 -1.7 -13.4% -1.8 -13.9%
330-1230 14.9 15.4 -.5 -3.2% 19.1 -4.2 -28.3% -2.3 -15.7%
390-1290 14.9 18.5 -3.6 -24.2% 19.7 -4.8 -32.0% -4.2 -28.1%
510-1410 14.5 14. .5 3.3% 13.9 .7 4.5% .6 3.9%
570-1470 14.4 13.9 .5 3.8% 15.7 -1.3 -9.0% -.4 -2.6%
330-1230 17.3 15.7 1.6 9.4% 17.7 -.4 -2.1% .6 3.6%
390-1290 17.3 19.7 -2.4 -14.1% 17.7 -.5 -2.7% -1.5 -8.4%
510-1410 16.6 24.1 -7.5 -44.9% 17.2 -.6 -3.4% -4. -24.2%
570-1470 16.7 20.1 -3.5 -20.8% 18.7 -2.1 -12.4% -2.8 -16.6%
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C.13   Triple Lane Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.7 16.4 -3.7 -28.9% 12.2 .6 4.5% -1.6 -12.2%
390-1290 12.5 13. -.5 -3.8% 15.4 -2.9 -22.9% -1.7 -13.4%
510-1410 12.4 16.6 -4.3 -34.5% 15.5 -3.1 -25.3% -3.7 -29.9%
570-1470 12.6 13.3 -.7 -5.4% 17.4 -4.8 -37.9% -2.7 -21.7%
330-1230 14.5 15. -.5 -3.5% 14.9 -.4 -2.8% -.5 -3.1%
390-1290 14.6 16.8 -2.2 -14.8% 14.5 .1 0.9% -1. -7.0%
510-1410 14.6 15.2 -.6 -4.1% 14.1 .4 2.8% -.1 -0.6%
570-1470 14.5 19.7 -5.2 -35.8% 16.6 -2.1 -14.2% -3.6 -25.0%
330-1230 16.7 13.7 3. 17.7% 15.2 1.4 8.6% 2.2 13.2%
390-1290 16.7 19.2 -2.5 -14.8% 17.5 -.8 -5.1% -1.7 -9.9%
510-1410 16.4 15.4 1. 6.3% 15. 1.4 8.3% 1.2 7.3%
570-1470 16.6 16.9 -.2 -1.4% 18.2 -1.6 -9.5% -.9 -5.5%
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C.14   Triple Lane Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 13. 16.3 -3.3 -25.5% 11.5 1.5 11.5% -.9 -7.0%
390-1290 12.7 12.8 . -0.4% 17.1 -4.4 -34.7% -2.2 -17.6%
510-1410 12.5 16.5 -4. -31.7% 20.5 -8. -63.9% -6. -47.8%
570-1470 12.7 14.8 -2.1 -16.8% 19.8 -7.1 -56.2% -4.6 -36.5%
330-1230 14.4 11.8 2.6 18.1% 14.9 -.6 -4.1% 1. 7.0%
390-1290 14.5 16.5 -2. -13.8% 14.1 .4 2.5% -.8 -5.6%
510-1410 14.4 15. -.6 -4.3% 15.1 -.7 -4.9% -.7 -4.6%
570-1470 14.4 16.7 -2.3 -16.3% 18.4 -4. -28.1% -3.2 -22.2%
330-1230 18.2 14. 4.2 23.3% 16.8 1.4 7.9% 2.8 15.6%
390-1290 18.2 20.9 -2.7 -14.8% 20. -1.8 -9.7% -2.2 -12.2%
510-1410 17.6 21. -3.4 -19.2% 19.8 -2.1 -12.0% -2.7 -15.6%
570-1470 17.9 21.3 -3.4 -19.1% 21.2 -3.3 -18.6% -3.4 -18.8%
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C.15   Triple Lane Driveway without Sensors (0 In, 100 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.6 14.7 -2. -16.1% 14.9 -2.3 -18.3% -2.2 -17.2%
390-1290 12.3 11.1 1.2 10.1% 17.1 -4.8 -39.0% -1.8 -14.5%
510-1410 12.2 16.7 -4.5 -36.6% 19.4 -7.2 -59.0% -5.8 -47.8%
570-1470 12.4 13. -.7 -5.4% 16.5 -4.1 -33.0% -2.4 -19.2%
330-1230 14.2 13.7 .5 3.3% 16.9 -2.7 -19.2% -1.1 -7.9%
390-1290 14.2 16.6 -2.4 -16.5% 14.1 .2 1.2% -1.1 -7.6%
510-1410 14. 13.4 .6 4.1% 13.7 .3 2.0% .4 3.0%
570-1470 14. 16.5 -2.5 -17.7% 16.1 -2. -14.5% -2.3 -16.1%
330-1230 16.2 13.7 2.4 15.0% 16.9 -.8 -4.9% .8 5.1%
390-1290 15.9 19.3 -3.4 -21.4% 16.2 -.3 -2.2% -1.9 -11.8%
510-1410 15.2 15.1 .1 0.5% 15.1 .1 0.9% .1 0.7%
570-1470 15.3 16.8 -1.5 -9.9% 16.3 -1.1 -6.9% -1.3 -8.4%
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APPENDIX D:  Charts and Graphs for Cases with Turn Bay 

D.1   Single Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 11.9 12. -.1 -1.0% 20.1 -8.2 -69.0% -4.2 -35.0%
390-1290 12.5 12.6 -.1 -1.0% 20.4 -8. -64.2% -4.1 -32.6%
510-1410 12.3 12.5 -.1 -1.0% 19.8 -7.4 -60.3% -3.8 -30.6%
570-1470 13. 13. . -0.1% 13. . -0.1% . -0.1%
330-1230 11.1 11.2 -.1 -0.6% 11.2 -.1 -0.6% -.1 -0.6%
390-1290 12.7 18.9 -6.3 -49.4% 12.7 -.1 -0.5% -3.2 -24.9%
510-1410 13. 13.1 -.1 -0.5% 13.1 -.1 -0.5% -.1 -0.5%
570-1470 13.2 19.2 -6. -45.8% 19.2 -6. -45.8% -6. -45.8%
330-1230 10.8 5.6 5.2 48.3% 16.2 -5.4 -50.0% -.1 -0.9%
390-1290 11.8 11.9 . -0.2% 11.9 . -0.2% . -0.2%
510-1410 12.7 12.9 -.2 -1.9% 12.9 -.2 -1.9% -.2 -1.9%
570-1470 12.5 12.7 -.2 -2.0% 12.7 -.2 -2.0% -.2 -2.0%
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D.2   Single Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 300 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 10.9 11.2 -.3 -2.8% 11.2 -.3 -2.8% -.3 -2.8%
390-1290 11.4 11.7 -.3 -2.6% 11.7 -.3 -2.6% -.3 -2.6%
510-1410 11.3 11.6 -.4 -3.2% 21. -9.7 -86.7% -5.1 -44.9%
570-1470 11.8 12. -.2 -1.9% 12. -.2 -1.9% -.2 -1.9%
330-1230 10.4 18.4 -8. -76.9% 10.7 -.2 -2.3% -4.1 -39.6%
390-1290 12.3 19.8 -7.5 -60.6% 12.6 -.2 -1.8% -3.9 -31.2%
510-1410 12.8 27.1 -14.2 -111.2% 20. -7.2 -55.9% -10.7 -83.6%
570-1470 13.3 27.5 -14.3 -107.7% 13.4 -.2 -1.4% -7.2 -54.6%
330-1230 9.9 10. -.1 -1.0% 10. -.1 -1.0% -.1 -1.0%
390-1290 11.2 11.3 -.1 -0.9% 11.3 -.1 -0.9% -.1 -0.9%
510-1410 11.8 17.7 -5.9 -50.4% 12. -.2 -1.6% -3.1 -26.0%
570-1470 11.5 11.7 -.2 -1.6% 11.7 -.2 -1.6% -.2 -1.6%
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D.3   Double Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 12.4 18.3 -6. -48.0% 15.4 -3. -24.2% -4.5 -36.1%
390-1290 12.7 12.8 -.1 -0.9% 15.7 -3. -23.8% -1.6 -12.3%
510-1410 12.5 12.6 -.1 -1.0% 15.4 -3. -23.7% -1.5 -12.4%
570-1470 12.4 15.3 -2.9 -23.6% 15.3 -2.9 -23.6% -2.9 -23.6%
330-1230 12.3 14.9 -2.6 -21.3% 12.4 -.1 -0.9% -1.4 -11.1%
390-1290 13. 13.2 -.1 -1.1% 10.7 2.3 17.4% 1.1 8.1%
510-1410 13.3 13.5 -.2 -1.4% 15.9 -2.6 -19.3% -1.4 -10.3%
570-1470 13.7 13.9 -.2 -1.4% 16.3 -2.5 -18.6% -1.4 -10.0%
330-1230 15.9 16.2 -.2 -1.4% 16.2 -.2 -1.4% -.2 -1.4%
390-1290 16.2 16.5 -.3 -1.5% 16.5 -.3 -1.5% -.3 -1.5%
510-1410 16. 16.3 -.3 -1.6% 16.3 -.3 -1.6% -.3 -1.6%
570-1470 15.8 13.9 1.9 12.1% 18.2 -2.3 -14.6% -.2 -1.3%
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D.4   Double Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 300 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 11.5 25.2 -13.7 -119.2% 15.4 -3.9 -34.2% -8.8 -76.7%
390-1290 11.5 12.2 -.7 -5.7% 15.5 -3.9 -34.0% -2.3 -19.9%
510-1410 11.6 15.5 -3.8 -33.1% 15.5 -3.8 -33.1% -3.8 -33.1%
570-1470 11.6 15.4 -3.8 -33.0% 15.4 -3.8 -33.0% -3.8 -33.0%
330-1230 11.8 12.1 -.3 -2.4% 12.1 -.3 -2.4% -.3 -2.4%
390-1290 12.3 12.7 -.4 -3.0% 12.7 -.4 -3.0% -.4 -3.0%
510-1410 12.7 13. -.4 -2.9% 13. -.4 -2.9% -.4 -2.9%
570-1470 12.9 15.8 -2.9 -22.8% 15.8 -2.9 -22.8% -2.9 -22.8%
330-1230 14. 14.4 -.3 -2.5% 14.4 -.3 -2.5% -.3 -2.5%
390-1290 14.3 14.7 -.4 -2.8% 16.9 -2.7 -18.6% -1.5 -10.7%
510-1410 14.5 14.8 -.4 -2.5% 12.6 1.9 13.1% .8 5.3%
570-1470 14.6 14.8 -.3 -1.9% 17.1 -2.5 -17.3% -1.4 -9.6%
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D.5   Triple Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 11.8 13.7 -1.9 -16.2% 13.7 -1.9 -16.2% -1.9 -16.2%
390-1290 11.6 11.7 -.1 -1.0% 13.5 -1.9 -16.8% -1. -8.9%
510-1410 11.4 13.3 -2. -17.3% 13.3 -2. -17.3% -2. -17.3%
570-1470 11.6 9.8 1.8 15.4% 11.7 -.1 -0.4% .9 7.5%
330-1230 13.7 13.8 -.1 -0.7% 13.8 -.1 -0.7% -.1 -0.7%
390-1290 13.8 12.4 1.4 10.5% 15.5 -1.7 -12.2% -.1 -0.9%
510-1410 13.7 15.4 -1.7 -12.4% 15.4 -1.7 -12.4% -1.7 -12.4%
570-1470 13.7 15.4 -1.7 -12.4% 13.8 -.1 -0.8% -.9 -6.6%
330-1230 15.6 13. 2.5 16.3% 14.4 1.2 7.5% 1.8 11.9%
390-1290 15.5 12.9 2.5 16.4% 18.5 -3. -19.4% -.2 -1.5%
510-1410 14.7 17.6 -3. -20.2% 14.8 -.1 -0.9% -1.5 -10.5%
570-1470 14.7 16.3 -1.6 -10.8% 14.9 -.1 -1.0% -.9 -5.9%
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D.6   Triple Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 300 Out) 
 

 
 

 

 

Matched

Total Flow
Simulation 

Time Period
Travel Time 

Delay
Estimated 

Delay
Difference in 

Delays
Difference 
in Delays

Estimated 
Delay

Difference in 
Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

Difference 
in Delays

( vph ) (Sec) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) (Sec / Veh) % (Sec / Veh) %
330-1230 11.5 17.4 -5.9 -51.8% 11.7 -.2 -2.1% -3.1 -26.9%
390-1290 11.2 15.3 -4.1 -36.4% 13.4 -2.2 -19.3% -3.1 -27.9%
510-1410 11.2 11.4 -.2 -2.1% 13.3 -2.2 -19.4% -1.2 -10.7%
570-1470 11.4 11.6 -.2 -2.2% 13.6 -2.2 -19.2% -1.2 -10.7%
330-1230 12.7 12.9 -.2 -1.4% 14.6 -1.9 -14.5% -1. -8.0%
390-1290 12.8 13. -.2 -1.6% 14.6 -1.8 -14.4% -1. -8.0%
510-1410 13. 11.5 1.5 11.4% 13.2 -.1 -1.1% .7 5.2%
570-1470 13.1 14.9 -1.8 -13.7% 14.9 -1.8 -13.7% -1.8 -13.7%
330-1230 14.7 13.6 1.1 7.8% 12.1 2.6 17.6% 1.9 12.7%
390-1290 14.8 13.7 1.1 7.6% 16.5 -1.7 -11.8% -.3 -2.1%
510-1410 14.9 16.7 -1.8 -11.8% 15.2 -.3 -1.9% -1. -6.9%
570-1470 15.2 14. 1.2 8.0% 15.5 -.2 -1.6% .5 3.2%

Method 1 Method 2 Average
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Measuring the performance of traffic on surface streets is one of the many tasks traffic operations centers carry out.  Signalized intersections are difficult to measure performance because of the variation in traffic volumes, vehicle speeds, queue build up, vehicle delays, and the degree of saturation.   Currently there are several methods to measure the performance of surface streets, but their capabilities in dynamically estimating vehicle delay are limited.  The objective of this research is to develop a method to automate traffic delay estimation in real-time using existing field traffic data collection technologies.  While most automated travel time studies in the past have focused on inventing new technologies to estimate traffic delay, this research has focused on method and algorithm development that can be applied to existing technologies.  Without real-time traffic delay data, traffic engineers lack the tools to quickly and accurately identify when delay times reach an unacceptable level.   

The algorithm development used computer models using VISSIM traffic simulation software.  Data collection points were set up in the model to collect vehicle identification number and a simulation time stamp at each collection point in the model.  Exact travel times of simulation vehicles in the models were collected by matching vehicles with their upstream and downstream sensors and subtracting the downstream time stamp from the upstream time stamp.  The results for each of the vehicles were averaged to determine the average travel time.  The average delay obtained in this manner represented the ground-truth delay.  The ground-truth average delay was compared to the average delays determined by the algorithms developed in the study.

 The initial trial in this study was a through-lane-only test.  Vehicle sensors were located upstream of the queue and downstream of the signal stop bar.  Single lane, double lane, and triple lane models were run each with three different approach volumes; 700, 800, and 900 vehicles per lane per hour.  The next test added a midblock driveway to the simple lane test.  Vehicles could freely enter from the driveway or exit onto the driveway.  Extra sensors were placed at the driveway entry and exit points.  In order to test the ability of the algorithm, high in and out driveway volumes were considered.  Five in-and-out volume configurations were tested for each lane configuration.  Another test was completed using the same criteria as the mid-block driveway, except without driveway sensors.  The same simulation runs were used for this test as the previous test.  The driveway sensor data were deleted in order to test the ability of the algorithm to obtain accurate results with differences in the in and out traffic volumes.  The algorithm adjusts for variable driveway volumes without driveway sensors since driveway sensors are not typically feasible at most driveway locations.  The last test considered thru traffic with a left turning bay.  The configuration used for this test was typical to most signalized intersections in Utah.  This configuration was similar to the through-only case except with a left turning bay.  This example has a sensor at the turning bay entry.  Turning bay volumes considered for this test were large to test the performance of the algorithm.  

Two algorithms were developed in this study.  The algorithms were referred to as Method 1 and Method 2.  Both algorithms were developed to work for various roadway geometries and require generic information about the geometry to be entered as variables into the algorithms; i.e. speed limit, length between sensors, number of lanes, distance to the turning bay from upstream sensors, and distance to the driveway from upstream sensors

In order to calculate vehicle delay, the algorithms ran through a series of processes to remove data which could not be factored into the delay calculation.  The initial process required the same number of vehicles entering the test zone as leaving the test zone.  This was the same initial process for all configurations tested.  As the algorithm runs, there were slightly different processes for each of the lane configurations. 

For the driveway configuration, the next step in the algorithm was to account for the driveway by first eliminating all data associated with vehicles exiting the system through the driveways.  Once this was complete, the algorithms manipulated the data from vehicles entering the system from the driveway.  This data set was salvaged and used for the delay calculation in a later process.  For the driveway configuration without driveway sensors, there was no practical way to tell which vehicles entered or exited at a driveway.  Because of this, the algorithm proceeded to process the data similarly to the through-only data with a few exceptions.  For the turning bay with sensor approach configuration, the algorithms used the same process used to remove data associated with exiting vehicles through the driveway. 

Following the processes to account for each lane configuration, the algorithms balanced the entering and exiting data again.  Method 1 and Method 2 balanced the data slightly differently at this point in the process. 

Once the entering and exiting vehicles were balanced, the data were then organized by the sensor location.  The next step in the process was the removal of single sensor vehicle data.  Single sensor vehicle data refers to data from vehicles that only passed one sensor during the test period.  The procedure for single sensor vehicle removal from the upstream sensor was the same for Method 1 and Method 2. Vehicles which did not meet a certain time criteria were removed based on the unlikelihood that the vehicle would have passed more than one sensor.  The calculation for downstream sensor vehicle removal was different for Method 1 and Method 2.  Each followed a different criterion to determine which vehicle ought to be removed due to the unlikelihood that the vehicle was able to pass more than one sensor.

The next process in the data manipulation of the algorithms was a final vehicle balance.  The previous processes could create another imbalance between entering and exiting vehicles which could cause large errors in the delay calculation.  Method 1 balanced vehicle data using a series of six steps to create data pairs out of enter and exit times beginning with the last vehicle out.  Any data that ended up without a match was removed from the total data set.  After this six-step process, there had to be the same number of data in the upstream sensor and the downstream sensor.  Method 2 balanced vehicle data using a process of four steps. This four-step process paired the enter and exit times beginning with the first vehicle out of the test zone during the test duration.  Any data that ended up without a match was also removed from the total data set.  After this four-step process, there had to be the same number of data from the upstream sensor as from the downstream sensor.  

The final process of the algorithm was calculating delay time.  First, a summation of the vehicle entry times at the upstream sensor was calculated along with a summation of the vehicle exit times at the downstream sensor.  Next, the summation of the vehicle times from the downstream sensor were subtracted from the summation of the vehicle times from the upstream sensor.  This subtraction resulted in the total travel time for all vehicles passing through the test zone.  The total travel time was then divided by the total number of vehicles that passed through the test zone.  The quotient was an average travel time for all the vehicles passing through the test zone. Finally, the average travel time delay was calculated by subtracting the ideal travel time (the time it takes vehicles to pass through the test zone going the speed limit with no stops) from the average travel time.  The result was an average delay time for all vehicles passing through the test zone. 

This entire process was automated using Visual Basic and Excel software and takes only seconds to process.  Using this computer automated algorithm, travel time delay results could be calculated within seconds after data collection.  Results from this study indicated the algorithm produced an accuracy level that could be used in practical application.  The algorithm provided results with acceptable tolerances that could be used to determine a Level of Service or to obtain travel time estimates.  

Results for the through-only type of facility offered the greatest level of accuracy, as expected.  Delay values obtained from the through only configuration were all within 3 seconds per vehicle of the actual delay time.  Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with sensors also showed reliable results.  There were more outliers in the data, but overall the data provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service determination or signal timing evaluations.  In the configuration with the driveway sensors, 93 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.  Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with no sensors also showed accurate results.  In the configuration without the driveway sensors, 84 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.   The algorithm in either driveway configuration provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service determination or signal operations evaluation.  

Lastly, the results for the roadway configuration of a turning bay with turning bay sensors provided accurate results.  94 percent of the turning bay results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.  There were again a few outliers in the data but overall the algorithm provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service or signal timing evaluations or travel time estimation.
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Measuring the performance of traffic on signalized intersections has been one of the many tasks that a traffic operations center (TOC) carries out. It is difficult to measure performance of signalized intersections because of the variation in traffic volumes, vehicle speeds, queue build up, vehicle delays, and the degree of saturation.   Currently there are several methods to measure the performance of signalized intersections, but their capabilities in dynamically estimating vehicle delay are limited.  

Estimating traffic delay using the method found in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000 (TRB 2000) is a time demanding process that requires field measurements of geometric, traffic, and control data.  Results from the HCM method reflect only the small window of time when the data were collected and do not necessarily represent the current conditions.  The HCM method requires two observers and is difficult to perform for time periods longer than 15 minutes.  Researchers have worked on creating a process to automate delay and travel time data collection to obtain accurate and reliable information within minutes instead of hours or days.

With real-time traffic delay data, traffic engineers have the ability to make adjustments to traffic signal timing when delay times become unacceptable.  Another advantage of real-time traffic delay data is the ability it gives traffic engineers to make travel time estimates for signalized corridors.  Although several dynamic methods have been developed to estimate traffic delay in real-time, no method has produced results reliable and accurate enough to use at city-run or state-run TOCs.

Hence, there is a need for a new dynamic delay calculation method that uses current signal detection infrastructure and can be implemented easily on a signalized corridor.  This study fulfills the need for developing a new delay calculation method that can be implemented on signalized corridors using existing traffic sensor technologies.   

[bookmark: _Toc287873484][bookmark: _Toc289108436]Purpose

The purpose of this research is to develop a method to automate traffic delay estimation in real-time using existing field traffic data collection technologies.  The purpose is not to estimate every leg of a signalized intersection, but to estimate the delay for through vehicles.  Delay and travel times for through vehicles on a major arterial could then be pieced together to estimate the travel time and delay time through an entire corridor.  While most automated travel time studies in the past have focused on inventing new technologies to estimate traffic delay, this research has focused on method and algorithm development that can be applied to existing technologies.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616665][bookmark: _Toc287873485][bookmark: _Toc289108437]Scope

This research completes Phase I of a three phase study. The three phases to this study are: Phase I, algorithm and method development using computer modeling; Phase II, hardware-in-loop testing of the method developed in Phase I; Phase III, field testing and calibration of the method developed in Phase II.  Phase I of this study focused on the development of an algorithm to calculate traffic delay.  Several approach roadway geometries were analyzed using VISSIM software in the algorithm development.  The analysis in Phase I used only data collected from VISSIM.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616666][bookmark: _Toc287873486][bookmark: _Toc289108438]Report Organization

This report is organized into six chapters.  Chapter 1 includes the introduction, objective and scope of the study.  Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the available research relating to the topic of automated delay estimation.  This chapter summarizes four different research studies that have shown some success in automated delay estimation.  Chapter 3 includes the study methods of the research and the roadway configuration cases that were analyzed for the study.  Chapter 4 presents the concept and mechanism of the delay estimation algorithms developed in this study, explaining in depth how the algorithms that were developed in the study calculate vehicle delay.  Chapter 5 discusses the results of the analysis and presents results of the delay analysis in graphs that were created from the delay estimation processes for the different lane configurations.  Chapter 6 then provides the conclusions of the study and recommendations for future studies. 
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[bookmark: _Toc284616667][bookmark: _Toc287873487][bookmark: _Toc289108439]Literature Review

A literature review was conducted to identify current and forthcoming automated real-time methods of calculating vehicle delay on surface streets. This chapter presents the findings from the available research that has shown some success in determining traffic delay using real-time technologies.  This chapter is divided up into sections that correspond to previous research studies to address each of the automated delay calculation methods that have been developed.  The sections include the following:  1) vehicle re-identification, 2) still-image analysis, 3) maximum queue length, 4) vehicle event based method, and 5) literature review summary.

[bookmark: _Toc284616668][bookmark: _Toc287873488][bookmark: _Toc289108440]Vehicle Re-identification Method

Several technologies have been tested to determine whether or not they can provide a feasible way of determining travel-times along a roadway segment.  This section identifies two studies that have used a vehicle re-identification method to determine the travel-time of a given segment of road.  The first technology utilized is inductive loop detectors capable of identifying vehicles upstream and downstream. Each is time-stamped and the two are matched in order to determine the travel time of vehicles passing.  The second technology is a Bluetooth technology that detects Bluetooth wireless devices in passing vehicles.  Each Bluetooth device is uniquely identified at two locations on a route.  Travel times are calculated by the time difference when a Bluetooth device was identified at both detection locations.

[bookmark: _Toc284616669]Vehicle Re-identification with Embedded Sensors

A study conducted by Liu et al. (2001) used loop detectors that had the added capability of producing a unique signature for each vehicle.  By capturing a unique signature for each vehicle, researchers hoped that this method would allow them to re-identify vehicles downstream of where the signature was captured in order to estimate intersection delay in real-time.  This study focused on using the delay data to develop a “pro-active” response to adjust traffic signals to current conditions.  This method was field tested at an intersection in Irvine, California using live traffic.     

The inductive loop detectors work by capturing changes to the inductance of electric current caused by the magnetic material from passing vehicles.  The captured changes create a unique signature that is vehicle specific.  Each vehicle will have its own unique signature that can be re-identified at different locations.  

Two sets of double loops were used for each traffic lane of the study intersection.  The intersection of study has three approach lanes coming from all four legs of the intersection.  Approach loops in this study were set up between 325 and 375 feet from the intersection.  Departure loops were also set up just downstream of the intersection.  A total of 48 inductive loops were used on one signalized intersection.  

The data collected from the sensors was linked into the Irvine Transportation Center where the data were stored and then processed.  Because of the interruptions in flow caused by the traffic signal, there was a lower rate of identification than there was for highway situations (Liu 2001).  For this signalized intersection that was tested, over 40 percent of the vehicles passing were correctly identified at both the entry nodes and the exit nodes of the system.  Travel-times were calculated by subtracting the entry time from the exit time.  When comparing actual travel-times to travel-times determined by the study, the travel-times in this study resulted in an average travel time that had an error of less than 15 percent from the actual travel time.  Travel delays were calculated by subtracting the minimum travel time, which is calculated by dividing the distance between the inflow and outflow sensors by the speed, from the actual time.  These delays are then averaged to determine the average delay through the intersection.  

The study by Liu et al (2001) attempted to link the delays directly into adaptive signal controls in order to get a real time response to demand.  Feedback from the delay would be given to the controller to optimize the system to reduce delay.  The controller is optimized using a delay projection by considering delay from all directions.  Different optimization parameters exist for actuated signals and fixed-timed signals.  Algorithms for the signal optimizations were tested in Paramics, a microscopic simulation software program (Liu 2001).  There was a considerable reduction in delay during times of high demand when the on-line signal optimization was used in place of a fixed control or an actuated control with all other parameters being equal.  There was no difference in delay for times of low demand.

The re-identification method with loop detectors has not been tested at a network level.  Additional research should be conducted in order to broaden the scope of this method to determine advantages of this method for an entire network.  A drawback of this method is the large number of loop detectors required at a site.  Detectors can be costly and hard to maintain.  Any malfunction of the detectors would result in a failure of the system to function properly.  In addition the amount of data collected by the loop detectors is large.  There is a high demand on a computer system to complete the necessary computations to recognize each of the vehicles.  If used on a larger network, more computing capacity would be necessary to operate the system.  As a whole, this system would be very costly and would likely need regular and frequent maintenance.  Due to these factors, this method is not necessarily feasible and is not to the point where it can be marketed to public operations.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616670]Vehicle Re-identification Using Bluetooth Sensors

Communication technologies have allowed for another way to identify vehicles.  Wireless technologies have made it possible for wireless electronic devices, like cellular phones, inside vehicles to be identified with roadside sensors.  A study was conducted by Wasson et al. (2008) to estimate real-time travel time estimates using Bluetooth communications.  Electronic devices with Bluetooth capabilities can be identified with a unique media access control (MAC) address.  These MAC address are identified and time-stamped when they pass a sensor and can then be re-identified and time-stamped downstream.  This allows for the collection of accurate travel times as vehicles traverse between the two sensors.  

The travel time study for the Wasson et al. (2008) report was conducted in Indianapolis on both an arterial and an interstate.  The segments tested were approximately 8.5 miles and 5.25 miles.  There is an inherent spatial error of a few hundred feet with the Bluetooth devices.  This error means that a vehicle could be detected upstream or downstream 100 feet from the sensor and the Bluetooth device would not be able to differentiate the two.  This error is relatively small when the segment lengths between sensors are larger than 2 to 3 miles.  Additional errors are added by quick stops by drivers that cause the calculated travel times to be higher than the actual travel time.  Since there are only two sensors, one at the beginning and one at the end of the test segment, there was no way to tell if a vehicle stopped along the way at a store, dry cleaners, or a fast food drive-through.  This error can be adjusted using a percentile method that removes unusually high travel times.  A percentile method excludes travel times from vehicles that are a user defined percentage above other vehicle travel times from being weighted into an average travel time (Wasson et al. 2008).

For the field testing, a Bluetooth sensor was placed on the north side on the freeway, which collected data for both eastbound and westbound traffic.  The sensor correctly identified about 1.2 percent of the daily westbound traffic, the side closest to the sensor, and about 0.7 percent of the daily eastbound traffic.  These results are slightly lower than would be expected for a full deployment of the Bluetooth sensors because only one trip direction was collected for each of the MAC addresses identified.  Multiple trips back and forth likely occurred for some of the MAC addresses during the tests that were only recorded once.  In addition, many of the vehicles entered or exited the test section between the sensors.  These vehicles also account for the small number of vehicle travel-times actually collected.  

The field tests collected data during a period of sunny conditions on a Saturday and also a period of snowy conditions on a Monday workday.  Comparing a plot of the two travel-times, the travel time for the snowy workday was much easier to predict.  Increases in delay and travel time are easily observed on a plot of the travel time vs. time.  A smaller variance was also seen in the Monday workday when compared to a sunny Saturday.  Spikes in delay are seen during the peak hours of traffic as congestion increases.  The daily travel time trends collected from the Bluetooth sensor follow the expected trends (i.e. larger travel times during the AM and PM peak driving times).  

The spread of travel-times for traffic on the arterial street was much larger than the spread of travel-times on the Interstate.  This is due to a larger variability of travel time on arterials due to signalized intersections.  Since each of the vehicles does not travel in the same platoon, a higher variability of travel-times is to be expected.  

The Bluetooth technology has a lot of potential applications for the future.  This technology can be integrated into message boards that display travel times.  Bluetooth technology would be ideal as a systems tool to determine origin-destination information system wide.  This would help planners in travel demand models and route choice information.  Since people generally carry their phones and wireless devices with them, this can also be used to determine changes to travel modes.  In addition it can be used for pedestrian traffic in areas such as airports and malls.  The technology has many potential applications to provide vital information to improve the overall system performance.

Due to the inherent spatial errors associated the Bluetooth devices, Bluetooth sensors and MAC identification is not to the point where it can be marketed to shorter arterial segments.  More precision is needed on the exact location of the vehicles in order to use Bluetooth technologies on a shorter segment.  Also a lack in the number of vehicles with Bluetooth-enabled devices may not make this technology practical to be a significant indicator of true travel time at the time when this literature review was conducted.  Statistical testing would be needed in order to determine an appropriate sampling rate necessary to collect accurate travel-times.  As the use of Bluetooth technologies becomes more popular, this may be a good method in the future to determine travel times across larger distances.  In order for this method to be practical on smaller segments of arterials the spatial errors need to be reduced significantly.  In addition, with this technology becoming more prevalent, there needs to be a way to calibrate the number of Bluetooth devices that are counted in a single vehicle.  No information was given by Wasson et al. (2008) about calibrating for multiple Bluetooth devices in a single vehicle.  Vehicles with more than one Bluetooth device can be double counted which can introduce addition errors.   

Since this literature review began, additional research has been completed on Bluetooth use for travel time estimation purposes.  A study by Brennan et al. (2010) identified issues with sensor placement that affects the number of the blue tooth devices detected.  This study was conducted adjacent to the southbound lanes on Interstate-65 in northwest Indianapolis, Indiana.  Antenna heights of 0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 feet were used on the side of the highway to determine the ideal antenna height of the Bluetooth sensor.  Between 5 percent and 10 percent of the vehicle population passing the sensor had detectable Bluetooth devices.  More southbound vehicles were detected than northbound vehicles.  This was expected by the researchers because the southbound vehicles are closer to the sensors.  The split between the percent of vehicles detected for each direction was less with 7.5- and 10-foot antenna heights than the smaller antenna heights.  Brennan et al. (2010) suggest that the split bias could be mitigated by placing the Bluetooth sensor in the median of the freeway.  

While lateral distances of Bluetooth devices to the antenna played a role in the successful identification of Bluetooth devices, no research has been completed on the placement of the antenna with respect to horizontal distances where Bluetooth devices can be successfully detected.  Since this issue has not been researched in depth, the spatial errors associated with Bluetooth devices as mentioned in the research by Wasson et al. (2008) remains a problem with delay times at closely spaced signalized intersections.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616671][bookmark: _Toc287873489][bookmark: _Toc289108441]Image Analysis Method

[bookmark: _Toc284616672]Still-Image Analysis Method

Saito et al. (2001) and Hereth et al. (2006) conducted studies using traffic cameras at signalized intersections to measure their ability to collect traffic delay data.  The goal of the studies was to determine a way for traffic delay data to be collected by analyzing images taken by a traffic monitoring camera.  In both studies camera image analysis software identified individual vehicles as they moved into the camera view.  The software was able to track the moving vehicles by analyzing intensity values of pixels along an established line of pixels through the middle of a travel lane.  Three methods were produced to analyze the video images: 1) Gap Method, 2) Gap Hybrid Method, 3) Motion Method.  These methods are described in more detail in the following subsections.

1.1.1.1 [bookmark: _Toc284616673]Gap Method

The Gap Method analyzes traffic camera images in order to calculate the gap between subsequent vehicles (Hereth et al. 2006).  Distance between subsequent vehicles is calculated by a computer software based image analyzer.  When this distance is smaller than the distance specified by the operator, the vehicle is considered stopped and in the queue.  The time a vehicle is stopped is added into a running total which stops at an operator specified test period.  The total time is then divided by the total number of vehicles resulting in an average stopped delay.  

While the theory of the gap method is relatively simple and straight forward, application is difficult in real practice.  The gap method is limited by the camera angle.  Cameras that are pointed upstream of the traffic cannot see the gap between subsequent vehicles because the height of the vehicle closer to the camera blocks the view of the gap.  To the image processing software, a whole queue appears to be a single vehicle.  In order to solve this problem, the software specified a maximum vehicle length that would allow the camera to split a queue into multiple vehicles.  Due to the inability of the camera to correctly measure the gap between the vehicles, it is possible that the actual number of vehicles is not the same as what the software calculates (Hereth et al. 2006).  In addition, without being able to see the gap, the software may not correctly assess when a vehicle is stopped.  This may incorrectly add stopped time to the total stopped time when the vehicles are still moving.   

1.1.1.2 [bookmark: _Toc284616674]Gap-Hybrid Method

 The gap-hybrid method is similar to the gap method with one notable difference.  Instead of assigning a maximum vehicle length to divide up a long queue, the gap-hybrid method analyzes previous frames to estimate vehicle length before the vehicles enter the queue.  The vehicle lengths are then proportioned as they enter the queue in order to better estimate the number of vehicles queued up.  The software sees vehicles in the queue that are longer than normal because the gap between the vehicles is included into their lengths.   Delay is then calculated in a similar manner to the Gap Method (Hereth et al. 2006).

1.1.1.3 [bookmark: _Toc284616675]Motion Method

The motion method analyzes the front and back of vehicles as they pass through the intersection area.  Both the front and back of the vehicles are compared frame by frame to measure the distance each traversed.  To obtain the speed of both the front and back of the vehicles, the distance each moved between frames is divided by the duration between consecutive frame shots.  The speed of the vehicle is determined by averaging the speeds of the front and back of the vehicles.  Speeds under a certain threshold, for example 5 mph, are counted as stopped.  Unlike the gap and gap-hybrid methods, the motion method doesn’t look at the gap of the vehicles.  The motion method, however, has similar problems to the gap methods.  In each method, the camera angle makes it difficult to distinguish cars that are close together.  The camera software just sees one long vehicle instead of multiple vehicles.  In order to solve this problem, the software is set up to allow for a maximum vehicle length.  Once a vehicle exceeds this length, the software breaks them up and counts both of them as single vehicles with the same delay time.  The average delay time for all of the vehicles passing through the study approach is the sum of each vehicle delay time divided by the total number of vehicles passing (Hereth et al. 2006). 

Saito et al. (2008) conducted a study to test different software technologies to automate delay estimation using the motion method of image processing.  The results collected for the study were compared to the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) stopped delay measurement method and the HCM 2000 (TRB 2000) control delay measurement method.  Both the ITE and HCM 2000 methods had different results than the motion method.  The researchers concluded that the video analysis software would produce more reliable delay estimates than the ITE or HCM 2000 delay estimation methods (Saito et al. 2008).

1.1.1.4 [bookmark: _Toc284616676]Performance of Compared Still-Image Methods

[bookmark: _GoBack]The still-image based methods were tested on about 5 minutes of film.  The analog film was digitized at 30 frames per second totaling to 9,300 still images.  The film was analyzed by researchers to estimate delay manually.  Delay was calculated using the ITE manual method for a 10-second and a 15-second interval.  In addition, delay was calculated with a 1-second interval.  The resulting delay was 12.4 seconds, 13.2 seconds, and 10.4 seconds per vehicle respectively.  These results stand as a base to compare to the still-image methods.  The frames were analyzed on intervals of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 60 frames.  This equates to intervals of 1/6, 1/3, ½, 2/3, 1, 4/3, and 2 seconds respectively.  The most reliable results were seen using intervals between 10 and 20 frames for the gap and gap-hybrid methods and using intervals between 10 to 40 frames for motion method.  These produced an average stopped delay of 12.6, 12.9, and 11.8 seconds per vehicle for the gap, gap-hybrid, and motion methods respectively.  Each of these values is very comparable to the ITE delay method values.  

In order to test the validity of each image based method, another intersection was chosen to test the algorithms for each of the methods of collecting delay.  The second intersection tested had a lower camera angle which had some effects on the computations.  There were some problems with the motion method due to the difficulty in being able to identify the beginning and the end of a vehicle with a low camera angle.  Vehicles in this method were largely over counted.  Calibrations were done which improved the delay calculations slightly but the calculated delays were still considerably off from the ITE method.  Camera angle had a large effect on the model accuracies.  However, each still-image based method was effective and had comparable results to the ITE method of determining delay when the camera angle was high (Hereth et al. 2006).  This process is not to the point where it can be marketed for public use.  The process of analyzing frames has a large computing demand for a computer.  Computers dedicated to processing the information would be necessary to use any of these methods.  No research has been done about the amount of memory and computing speed that would be necessary to make this method practical for real-time applications.  Additional research is necessary in order to make these methods feasible in real time.

[bookmark: _Toc284616677][bookmark: _Toc287873490][bookmark: _Toc289108442]Maximum Queue Length Method

Both delay and queue lengths are quantitative measures of effectiveness (MOE).  Both of these values can be used to evaluate and improve the performance of a signalized intersection.  Sharma et al. (2007) conducted a study using two different data collection techniques to collect vehicle delay time at signalized intersections.  These data collection techniques include the input-output model and the hybrid model.  The input-output model uses inputs from advance detector actuations, phase change data, and parametric data (i.e. saturation headway, storage capacity, etc.) in a collaboration to estimate the queue growth and the time in queue in order to determine an estimate of delay.  The hybrid model uses inputs from advance detector actuations, stop bar detector actuations, phase change data, and parametric data (i.e. storage capacity) to estimate the queue length and delay.  The hybrid model is designed to be a little more accurate due to the extra stop bar detection.  It relies on the assumption that vehicles will not change lanes after crossing the advance detector and follow a first-in-first-out linear progression.  

When evaluating the input-output and hybrid methods of estimating delay, the results from the input-output method were closer to the ground truth data than the hybrid method.  The reason for this was due to the noise in the data that was caused by the stop bar sensor, which reduced the accuracy of the method.  This study was conducted at an intersection with long left-turn and right-turn bays.  This reduced the effect that the turns had on the either method for calculating delay.  Where long turning bays are not available, there may be a significant reduction in the level of performance for the input-output method.  

Both the input-output and hybrid methods have been successful in determining accurate delay information.  The input-output method is far less expensive than the hybrid method because of the lack of a stop bar sensor.  Sharma et al. (2007) stated that unless special conditions warrant the hybrid method (i.e. large spillbacks and large variability in saturation flow rate), the input-output method was the preferred alternative  This technique is more cost effective and can produce results that are satisfactory in estimating delay and maximum queue length.  In conditions where there are higher inflow and outflow of traffic between adjacent stop bars, the more expensive hybrid technique should be considered.  The hybrid technique also produces satisfactory results (Sharma et al. 2007).  

[bookmark: _Toc287873491][bookmark: _Toc289108443]Vehicle Event Based Method

A study by Abdel-Rahim et al. (2009) produced an automated measurement of approach delay at signalized intersections.  Delay estimation for all four movements at an intersection was collected using video detection.  Video detection was placed at certain positions along an approach to collect data from passing vehicles.  The processing of the data was automated.  Average delay results collected by the automated system were compared to manual tracking of vehicles during the analysis.  In addition, delay results were collected using HCM field delay estimation procedures.  The results for each case were compared with each other.  It was determined that the results from the automated measurement of approach delay resulted in more accurate and less biased delay estimations than the HCM delay estimations.  The automated procedure also resulted in the most efficient form of delay data collection of the three tested (Abdel-Rahim et al. 2009).

[bookmark: _Toc284616678][bookmark: _Toc287873492][bookmark: _Toc289108444]Chapter Summary

The literature review focused on the available research that has shown some success in determining traffic delay using real-time technologies.  Various technologies have been used by researchers in the past in hopes of finding a feasible and economical method that can be used to collect delay data.  The methods include:  1) vehicle re-identification, 2) still-image analysis, 3) maximum queue length, and 4) vehicle event based method.  The vehicle re-identification method uses either embedded roadway sensors or Bluetooth communication technologies to uniquely identify traveling vehicles along a given route at two locations along a route to calculate a travel time for vehicles that can be re-identified.  The embedded sensors require the addition of roadway sensor infrastructure which can be costly to install and maintain.  Bluetooth communication devices that are enabled that are inside of some vehicles can be uniquely identified using MAC addresses from the devices.  This technology has inherent spatial errors near the data collection points that would allow a Bluetooth device to be recognized anywhere within a few hundred feet radius.   When referring to travel times and delay estimation for a signalized corridor, a few hundred feet could make a big difference.  As a result, this technology is better suited for longer corridor situations and not on surface streets that are closely spaced.  

Still image analysis uses traffic camera image analysis to collect delay data at a signal approach. Still image analysis is very limited by camera angles and camera ability.  As queues get large, the still image analysis has trouble distinguishing separate vehicles.  The maximum queue length method uses stop bar detector and advance detector actuations along with phase change data and parametric data to calculate delay and maximum queue length.  This method requires a lot of field calibration and vehicle storage and cannot be used at all signal locations due to its constraints.  The vehicle event based method provided more reliable results than the HCM 2000 method of calculating delay.  However, the vehicle based method is subject to the capabilities of the video detection it uses.  

Currently, there is no dynamic delay calculation method that is ready for commercial use that can calculate delay on closely spaced arterials.  There is also currently no delay calculation method ready for commercial distribution that can calculate delay using existing signal detection.  Although methods have been developed to estimate a real-time traffic delay, no method has produced results reliable and accurate enough to market to city- and state-run TOCs for use on signalized arterial streets.  There is a need for a new dynamic delay calculation method that uses current signal detection infrastructure and can be implemented easily on a signalized arterial street.  This study fulfills the need for developing a new delay calculation method that can be implemented on signalized arterials using existing traffic sensor technologies.
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[bookmark: _Toc284616679][bookmark: _Toc287873493][bookmark: _Toc289108445]Study Method and Cases Analyzed

Several roadway configurations were tested using VISSIM traffic simulation software.  The VISSIM simulation software package has the ability to collect data similar to data collected from various types of field vehicle detection.  The simulation software also has the ability to collect additional data that would not be available using field vehicle detection, but would be useful in determining actual travel time and delay information for simulated vehicles.  This chapter discusses the methods of this study, the roadway configurations that were tested, and running the simulations in the VISSIM software.  The sections in this chapter include the following: 1) study background, 2) study methods, 3) cases analyzed, 4) running simulations, and 5) chapter summary.

[bookmark: _Toc289108446][bookmark: _Toc287873494]Study Background

The algorithm developed in this study was based on a model created to estimate vehicle delay using vehicle time stamp data where vehicles can be uniquely identified.  The model requires time stamp data at an upstream location and time stamp data at a downstream location.  A travel time can be calculated for each individual vehicle by subtracting the upstream sensor time from the downstream sensor time.  Delay would be calculated by subtracting the travel time it would take a vehicle to pass between the two sensors traveling at the speed limit.  This concept can be similarly done on a group of vehicles.  The summation of the time stamps at the upstream sensors are subtracted by the summation of the time stamps at the downstream sensor.  The result would be the summation of the travel times for the entire group.  Equation 3-1 shows this concept.  





                                 (3-1)



Average travel time can be calculated by dividing the total travel time by the number of vehicles in the group.  Delay would then be calculated by subtracting the expected travel time for a vehicle going the speed limit to the actual travel time.  This concept is shown in Figure 3-1 below.
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[bookmark: _Toc289026092]31.  Original Delay Calculation Model.



This basic model was modified in this study because of the inability of current field detection to uniquely identify vehicles at traffic signals.  This study discusses the modifications to the model to estimate vehicle delay that were necessary because of the constraints of the detection.

[bookmark: _Toc289108447]Study Methods

The algorithm development process was based on computer models using VISSIM traffic simulation software.  Data collection points were set up in the model to collect vehicle identification (ID) number and a simulation time-stamp at each collection point in the model.  Exact travel times of simulation vehicles in the models were collected by matching vehicles with their upstream and downstream sensors and subtracting the downstream time-stamp from the upstream time-stamp.  The results for each computed travel time of the vehicles were averaged to determine the average travel time per vehicle.  Average delay was calculated by subtracting the calculated travel time, based on the speed limit and test zone distance, from the average travel time per vehicle.  The average delay per vehicle obtained in this manner represented the ground-truth delay per vehicle.  The ground-truth average delay per vehicle was compared to the average delays determined by the algorithms developed in the study.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616680][bookmark: _Toc287873495][bookmark: _Toc289108448]Cases Analyzed

Three approach configurations were considered in this study; 1) a single lane, 2) a double lane, and 3) a triple lane configuration.  The simulation input volumes for each lane configuration included 700 vehicles per hour per lane (vphpl), 800 vphpl, and 900 vphpl.  These three volume inputs were done for each lane configuration for a base total of nine simulation runs per case study.  The analyzed cases include: Case 1 – Through-only vehicles; Case 2 – Mid-block driveway with driveway sensors; Case 3 – Mid-block driveway without driveway sensors; and Case 4 – Turning bay with turning bay sensors.  Each simulation run was broken down into four separate 15-minute time samples.  This allowed several delay tests to be done from a single simulation output.  As a result, Case 1 had a total of nine simulation runs broken into four simulation samples for a total of thirty-six data samples.  Case 2 tested five different driveway volumes with thirty-six data samples per driveway volume for a total of one-hundred and eighty data samples.  Case 3 used the same data from Case 2 with one-hundred and eighty data samples.  Lastly, Case 3 tested two different turning bay volumes with thirty-six data samples per turning bay volume for a total of seventy-two data samples.  For each of the configurations, right turns were considered as through vehicles for the purposes of this study.  

Simulation vehicles were set up to run with random arrival into the system.  The roadway reached near saturation levels with the highest volumes tested.  Traffic volumes used in each test represent extreme cases in order to test the ability of the algorithm in extreme situations.  A simple pre-timed signal was used in this study.  Signal times allowed for a 30 second effective green time and 30 second effective red time with a 60 second cycle length.  Each case in the study is described in the subsections below.

[bookmark: _Toc284616681]Case 1 – Through-Lane-Only Vehicles

The initial trial in this study was a through-lane-only test.  A through-lane-only consists of only thru lanes of traffic with no driveways or turning bays.  Figure 3-1 provides an example of the approach layout used in VISSIM for the simple through-only vehicle two lane case.  



[image: Slide1.JPG]

[bookmark: _Toc287879950][bookmark: _Toc289026093]Figure 32:  Two Lane Example of Through-only Vehicles.



The through-lane-only test was similar to train cars on a straight train track; all vehicles simply pass straight through with no turns.  Vehicle sensors were located upstream of the queue and downstream of the signal stop bar.  Single lane, double lane, and triple lane models were run each with three different approach volumes; 700 vphpl, 800 vphpl, and 900 vphpl. 

[bookmark: _Toc284616682]Two Lane Example of Mid-block Driveway with Sensors

The next test added a midblock driveway to the simple lane test.  Vehicles could freely enter from the driveway or exit onto the driveway.  Extra sensors were placed at the driveway entry and exit points.  Figure 3-2 provides a schematic of the two lane example of the test.  In order to test the ability of the algorithm, high in and out driveway volumes were considered.  Five in-and-out volume configurations were tested for each lane configuration.  
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[bookmark: _Toc287879951][bookmark: _Toc289026094]Figure 33:  Two Lane Example of Mid-block Driveway with Driveway Sensors.



The five in and out driveway volumes tested were:     

100 vehicles per-hour (vph) in, 0 vph out

100 vph in, 50 vph out

50 vph in, 50 vph out

50 vph in, 100 vph out

0 vph in, 100 vph out

Driveway counts were either added to or subtracted from the mainline counts at the downstream sensor depending on whether the vehicles were entering or exiting the system.  For most field operations, driveway sensors are not feasible due to right of way constraints, sensor capabilities, and or outright cost of installation and maintenance.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616683]Case 3 – Mid-block Driveway without Sensors

Another test was completed using the same criteria as the mid-block driveway, except without driveway sensors.  The same simulation runs were used for this test as the previous test.  The driveway sensor data were deleted in order to test the ability of the algorithm to obtain accurate results with differences in the in and out traffic volumes.  The algorithm needed to be able to adjust for variable driveway volumes without driveway sensors since they are not typically feasible in most driveway locations.

[bookmark: _Toc284616684]Case 4 – Turning Bays with Sensors

The last test considered thru traffic with a left turning bay.  The configuration used for this test was typical to most signalized intersections in Utah.  This configuration was similar to the through-only case except with a left turning bay.  There was a sensor at the turning bay entry and exit.  Figure 3-3 provides a schematic of this test.  Traffic volumes considered for the mainline through traffic were the same as the previous examples.  Turning bay volumes considered for this test were large to test the performance of the algorithm.  Both 200 vph and 300 vph volumes were used for the turning bay volumes.  These volumes were subtracted from the mainline volumes recorded at the mainline downstream sensors.
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[bookmark: _Toc287879952][bookmark: _Toc289026095]Figure 34:  Two Lane Example of Left Turning Bay.



[bookmark: _Toc284616685][bookmark: _Toc287873496][bookmark: _Toc289108449]Running Simulations

Once each of the configuration cases were set up in the VISSIM software, the simulations were done with great consistency between different trial runs.  Each simulation run collected data for 30 simulation minutes.  Four 15-minute time intervals were analyzed from each of the simulation runs.  Simulation seeding time was assumed to take 5 simulation minutes.  No time intervals for data collection had a start time within the first 5 minutes of simulation.  This 5 minute period was the system initialization time necessary for the simulation model to fill up with vehicles and operate normally.  Using different 15 minute periods in a simulation models allowed for more data to be analyzed without the need to run multiple simulations of the same criteria.  As previously discussed, the simulations were each equipped with a pre-timed traffic signal at the stop bar.  Each analysis period began at the beginning of the red phase on the downstream traffic signal.  The theory behind this is that a queue would typically be cleared by the beginning of the red phase.  This reduced the residual traffic left within the test zone at the beginning of the test period.  The test zone refers to the area between the upstream and downstream mainline sensors.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616686][bookmark: _Toc287873497][bookmark: _Toc289108450]Chapter Summary

Chapter 3 presented the cases that were analyzed for this study and the method used for running simulations in the VISSIM software.  Case 1 – Through-only vehicles was the initial setup created for the analysis with a first-in–first-out setup.  All vehicles in this setup passed through the study segment without any entering or exiting vehicle midblock.  Sensors for this case were set up with a sensor at the upstream end just beyond reach of typical queues and a sensor just downstream of the stop bar.  Case 2 – Mid-block driveway with driveway sensors added a driveway to what was seen in Case 1.  At the driveway vehicles both entered and exited, with sensors set up to collect time-stamp data of vehicles at both the entrance and exit of the driveway.  Case 3 – Mid-block driveway without driveway sensors was set up similarly to Case 2 with the exception of sensors at the entrance and exit of the driveway.  Case 4 – Turning bay with turning bay sensors was set up by adding a left-turn turning bay to Case 1.  Case 4 includes a sensor at the entrance of the turning bay.  Each of these cases was simulated in VISSIM software for 30 minutes for each trial run.  Four 15-minute time intervals were analyzed from each of the simulation runs.  
























[bookmark: _Toc287873498][bookmark: _Toc289108451][bookmark: _Toc284616687]Algorithm 

Two algorithms were developed in this study.  The purpose of the algorithms was to estimate travel time and delay for through-only vehicles.  The algorithms are referred to as Method 1 and Method 2.  Both algorithms were developed to work for various roadway geometries and require generic information about the geometry to be input as variables into the algorithms (i.e. speed limit, length between sensors, number of lanes, distance to the turning bay from upstream sensors, and distance to the driveway from upstream sensors).  The same algorithm was used to test Case 1 - through-only vehicles, Case 2 – Mid-block driveway with driveway sensors, Case 3 – Mid-block driveway without driveway sensors, and Case 4 – turning bay with turning bay sensors.  There were, however, differences in how the algorithms run depending on the approach configuration.  Approach configuration was one of the variables entered into the algorithm.  The sections in this chapter include the following: 1) concept behind the algorithm development, 2) initial algorithm process, 3) preliminary vehicle data balancing, 4) removal of single time-stamp vehicle data, 5) final vehicle data balancing, 6) calculating the delay time, and 7) chapter summary.

[bookmark: _Toc284616688][bookmark: _Toc287873499][bookmark: _Toc289108452]Concept behind the Algorithm Development

The development of both of the delay calculation algorithms was based on a concept that used only time-stamp data to calculate a delay time.  The concept uses travel times as a base to determine delay times.  For an individual vehicle, a travel time can be determined by a time-stamp at two locations along that vehicle’s route.  The travel time of that vehicle was calculated by subtracting the upstream time-stamp from the downstream time-stamp.  This concept could also be carried out for a group of vehicles.  The sum of the upstream time-stamps could be subtracted from the sum of the downstream time-stamps for a total travel time for all of the vehicles in the group.  The average travel time per vehicle was found by dividing the total travel time by the number of vehicles in the group. 

The average travel time per vehicle was easily found using the matched time-stamp method for a known vehicle group where each vehicle could be uniquely identified.  In reality, vehicles could not be uniquely identified using the existing vehicle detection sensor infrastructure at a typical signalized intersection.  The algorithms in this study were developed based on the concept of being able to uniquely identify vehicles to estimate travel time.  Each developed algorithm was designed to predict vehicle time-stamp groupings that would most closely approximate the actual average travel times of vehicles passing a travel time section. 

[bookmark: _Toc284616689][bookmark: _Toc287873500][bookmark: _Toc289108453]Initial Steps of the Algorithms

In order to calculate vehicle delay, there must be the same number of vehicles entering the test zone as leaving the test zone.  The algorithms, Method 1 and Method 2, were programmed to balance the data to eliminate the difference between the entering and exiting vehicles.  The program set up the time-stamp data according to sensor location in descending order from beginning to last in a spreadsheet.  Prior to vehicle balancing, the algorithms made slight adjustments to the approach configurations which had additional sensors (i.e. the driveway case with sensors and the turning bay case with sensors).  Once the adjustments were made, the algorithms proceeded to balance the in and out volumes.  First the adjustment to Case 2 and Case 3, driveway with and without driveway sensors respectively, is discussed followed by the adjustment to Case 4, turning bay with turning bay sensors.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616690]Data Adjustments to the Driveway with Sensors Approach Configuration

Since the purpose of the algorithms was to calculate the delay for the through vehicles that pass through the system, the data from the driveways had to be either adjusted or removed in order to reduce the influence of the driveway on the delay results.  The algorithms were programmed to account for the driveway by first eliminating all data associated with vehicles exiting the system through the driveways.  Included in this were the vehicles entering into the test zone at the upstream sensor and the same vehicles exiting the test zone at the driveway.  The exiting vehicle data were paired with entering upstream data and both were eliminated from the data set. Probable vehicle travel times based on the speed limit were subtracted from exiting times at the driveway.  These times were then compared to entering times at the upstream sensors.  The closest entering time was then paired with its respective exiting time and the data pair was removed from the total data set.  Figure 4-1 provides a visual depiction of the removal of vehicle data exiting the test zone at the driveway. 

 Due to the difficulty in predicting travel times of vehicles entering the system from the driveway, data from vehicles entering the main system from the driveway were adjusted and added to the through only vehicle data.  The assumption was that vehicles entering the driveway could be added to the main flow of traffic without adding a lot of error to the delay calculation.  In order to include these vehicles in the sample, a calculated travel time from the upstream sensor to the driveway was subtracted from the driveway entering times.  These new arrival times were then included in the upstream sensor time data, as if they came from the upstream sensor, to be used in the delay calculation.  These data would later be sorted in ascending order of arrival time during the balancing process as discussed in Section 4.3. 



[image: ]

[bookmark: _Toc287879953][bookmark: _Toc289026096]Figure 41:  Driveway Exit Sensor Data Removal.



[bookmark: _Toc284616691]Data Adjustments to the Driveway without Sensors Approach Configuration

When driveway sensors were not used, there was no practical way to tell which vehicles entered or exited at a driveway.  Because of this, removing and adjusting the data associated with the driveways is not possible without vehicle recognition.  In the field application, no sensors would be placed at the entry and exit points of a driveway.  However, for the purposes of this study, the same driveway data were used for both driveway configurations.  For the driveway analysis without driveway sensors in this study, only the upstream entry data and downstream exit data were used.  The driveway sensor data was discarded this configuration.

[bookmark: _Toc284616692]Data Removal for the Turning Bay with Sensors Approach Configuration

Data removal from the turning bay with sensor approach configuration used the same process as the data removal of the data associated with exiting vehicles through the driveway. Data from the turning bay sensor were removed by pairing turning bay data with entering upstream data.  Probable vehicle travel times based on the speed limit were subtracted from exiting times at the turning bay.  These times were then compared to entering times at the upstream sensors.  The closest entering time was then paired with its respective exiting time from the turning bay and the data pair was removed from the total data set.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616693][bookmark: _Toc287873501][bookmark: _Toc289108454]Preliminary Vehicle Data Balancing

Data balancing was implemented the same for all approach configurations.  The two algorithms, Method 1 and Method 2, differentiated at this point in the process. 

Method 1 balanced data by signal cycle.  Data from each sensor were grouped into subsets according to the signal cycle.  Each subset had to have the same number of entering vehicles as exiting vehicles.  If the number of vehicles was different in either the entering sensor or the exiting sensor, vehicles were systematically removed from the higher of the two until both the entering and exiting sensors have the same number of vehicles in each signal cycle.  The systematic removal process removed the extra vehicle data by removing vehicles at even intervals from the data subset.  For example, if there were three extra vehicle data that needed to be removed, the data subset would be broken down into three equal sections and the median vehicle time-stamp from each of the sections would be removed from the data subset.  The preliminary vehicle data balancing ensured that the number of vehicles entering the test zone equaled the number of vehicles exiting the test zone for the each signal cycle.

Method 2 balanced data using the same process as Method 1.  While the process was the same, the grouping times vary.  Method 2 grouped data into subsets by the total test period.  For this study, a 15-minute period was used to analyze vehicle data to calculate traffic delay.  The entire 15-minute period constituted a subset for each sensor.  The subset with the higher vehicle count had vehicles systematically removed until the vehicle counts were the same for the entering and exiting sensors.  The preliminary vehicle data balancing also ensured that the number of vehicles entering the test zone equaled the number of vehicles exiting the test zone for entire test period.

[bookmark: _Toc284616694][bookmark: _Toc287873502][bookmark: _Toc289108455]Removal of Single Time-stamp Vehicle Data

Once the entering and exiting vehicles were balanced, the groupings used to balance the data were dissolved and no longer used.  The data were then organized by the sensor location.  The next step in the process was the removal of single time-stamp vehicle data.  Each vehicle passing completely through the test zone during the test period would have two time-stamps; one from the upstream sensor and one from the downstream sensor.  Single time-stamp vehicle data referred to data from vehicles that could not have passed completely through the test zone during the test period.  This included vehicles that started the test duration inside the test zone and vehicles which ended the test duration without passing the downstream sensor.  

Method 1 and Method 2 both attempted to resolve the problem of extra vehicles in the test zone at the beginning of the test period and at the end of the test period.  At the beginning of the test period, it was likely that there were already vehicles inside of the test zone.  These vehicles would pass the downstream sensor without passing the upstream sensor during the test period.  These vehicles had to be removed from the dataset to avoid very large errors.  Similarly, at the end of the test period, it was likely that there were vehicles that were still inside the test zone at the termination of the test period.  These vehicles passed the upstream sensor and did not pass the downstream sensor when the data collection period ends.  These vehicles also had to be removed to avoid large errors.  A schematic of this concept is provided in Figure 4-2.  The schematic shows the vehicles which would be removed because the vehicles were inside the test zone at the beginning or the end of the test duration.  These are vehicles which did not ‘pass’ through the entire test zone during the test duration or did not ‘pass’ both upstream and downstream sensors during the test duration.
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[bookmark: _Toc287879954][bookmark: _Toc289026097]Figure 42:  Concept of Vehicle Data Removal at the Beginning and End of Test.



[bookmark: _Toc284616695]Upstream Vehicle Removal for Method 1 and Method 2

The calculation for vehicle removal from the upstream sensor was the same for Method 1 and Method 2.  Equation 4-1 provides the methodology to calculate the vehicles passing the upstream entering sensor that will be removed from the data set.  All time-stamp data that meets this criterion was removed from the total data set.  Entering time was the time-stamp data from the vehicles passing the upstream entering sensor.  Time in queue was a variable provided by the VISSIM software that represents the duration a vehicle was waiting in a queue.  In real-world applications, these data might not be as easily obtainable in the field for all vehicles in a queue, but could be estimated for a sample of vehicles at key locations using presence detection already existing at the field signals.  Expected travel time was a calculated value based on the ideal travel time through the test zone without any stops.  Speed limit and the length of the test area were the variables to calculate the expected travel time.  The test termination time was the time at which the test period ends.  





             (4-1)



[bookmark: _Toc284616696]Downstream Vehicle Removal for Method 1

The downstream sensor vehicle removal calculation for Method 1 was different from the calculation for Method 2.  Equation 4-2 provides the Method 1 calculation for removal of the non-passing vehicles passing at the exiting sensor and not at the upstream sensor.  All time-stamp data that met this criterion were removed from the total data set.  Exit time was the time-stamp data from vehicles passing the exit sensor.  Time in queue was determined based on how many seconds a vehicle was stopped.  The estimated startup time was a user defined value that was associated with vehicle acceleration time.  This value was decreased by half a second for each vehicle back in the queue and was not calculated for vehicles that are six vehicles or more in the queue.  This value acted as a calibration to the time-stamp data to account for extra delay associated with vehicle acceleration time.  The expected travel time was a set time that a vehicle traveling the speed limit would take to pass through the test zone.  The test begin time was the time that the test period begins.    



(Exit Time – Time in Queue – Estimated Startup Time – Expected Travel Time) < 

(Test Begin Time)     (4-2)



[bookmark: _Toc284616697]Downstream Vehicle Removal for Method 2

Equation 4-3 provides the Method 2 calculation for removal of vehicles passing only at the exiting sensor and not at the upstream sensor.  The parameters used in Equation 4-3 were the same parameters found in Equation 4-2 with the exception of the estimated startup time, which was not included.  Startup time was not included in Method 2 because Method 2 was designed to error on the side of retaining too many vehicles.  Method 2 removed data based on if the predicted times are larger than the test begin time.  Predicted times that are smaller are removed from the data set. Method 1 required the estimated begin time to be smaller than the actual begin time.  This concept will be explained in more detail in Section 4.5 of this report.  All time-stamp data that meet this criterion were removed from the total data set.  



     (4-3)



[bookmark: _Toc284616698][bookmark: _Toc287873503][bookmark: _Toc289108456]Final Vehicle Data Balancing

The final step in the data manipulation process was to again balance the data.  The removal of single time-stamp vehicles could create another imbalance between entering and exiting vehicles, which could cause large errors in the delay calculation.  Vehicle data had to again be balanced prior to calculating a delay time to reduce as much error as possible.  Large errors in delay calculations would occur if there was an imbalance between the number of entering vehicles and the number of exiting vehicles.

[bookmark: _Toc284616699][bookmark: _Toc289108457]Final Vehicle Data Balancing – Method 1

Method 1 balanced vehicle data using a process of six steps.  By the time the final vehicle balancing began, the single time-stamp vehicles had already been removed.  The final data balancing for Method 1 included the following steps demonstrated in Figure 4-3:

· Step 1: Copy the upstream, or entry, time-stamp data down in a spreadsheet data column organized from earliest time at the top of the column to the latest time at the bottom of the column.  

· Step 2: Match the last time from the upstream sensor to the last vehicle passing the downstream, or exit, sensor prior to the test period termination time.  

· Step 3: Copy the downstream sensor data up the column in backwards order of the data times.  

· Step 4: Stop the copying when the data columns have the same number or rows in them or the downstream data column runs out of sensor data.  

· Step 5: Remove any downstream data that cannot be matched by row in the columns.  This will only happen when there are more downstream data than upstream data.  

· Step 6: Adjust the downstream data up and remove the last vehicle out of the upstream data column until both columns have the same number of rows.  This will only happen when there are more upstream data than downstream data.  

After this six-step process, there should be the same number of data in the upstream sensor and the downstream sensor.  The data rows across the two data columns should ideally represent vehicles passing through the test zone.  



[image: Slide1.JPG]

 

[bookmark: _Toc287879955][bookmark: _Toc289026098]Figure 43:  Method 1 Final Vehicle Data Balancing.



[bookmark: _Toc284616700][bookmark: _Toc289108458]Final Vehicle Data Balancing – Method 2

Method 2 balances vehicle data using a process of four steps.  By the time the final vehicle balancing begins, the single time-stamp vehicles have already been removed.  The final data balancing for Method 2 included the following four steps demonstrated in Figure 4-4:

· Step 1: Match the first vehicle through the system.  The data time with the earliest time value at the upstream sensor is copied into a new row and column.  The data time with the earliest time from the downstream sensor is copied into a new column but the same row as the earliest upstream data.  

· Step 2: Copy the upstream and downstream data down in their respective data column organized from earliest time at the top of the column to the latest time at the bottom of the column.  

· Step 3: Copy the data down until data run out on either the upstream sensor column or the downstream sensor column.  At this point, the upstream sensor data column and the downstream sensor column should have the same number of rows.  

· Step 4: Remove any data that cannot be matched into rows.  



[image: Slide2.JPG]

[bookmark: _Toc287879956][bookmark: _Toc289026099]Figure 44:  Method 2 Final Vehicle Data Balancing.



After this four-step process, there should be the same number of data in the upstream sensor and the downstream sensor.  The data rows across the two data columns should ideally represent cars traveling through the test zone.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616701][bookmark: _Toc287873504][bookmark: _Toc289108459]Calculating the Delay Time

The final step of the algorithm was calculating delay time.  First, a summation of the vehicle entry times at the upstream sensor was calculated along with a summation of the vehicle exit times at the downstream sensor.  Next, the summation of the vehicle times from the downstream sensor were subtracted from the summation of the vehicle times from the upstream sensor.  This subtraction resulted in the total travel time for all vehicles passing through the test zone.  The total travel time was then divided by the total number of vehicles that passed through the test zone.  The quotient was an average travel time per vehicle for all the vehicles passing through the test zone. These steps are shown in Equation 4-4.  Finally, the average travel time delay was calculated by subtracting the ideal travel time (the time it takes vehicles to pass through the test zone going the speed limit with no stops) from the average travel time.  The result was an average delay time for all vehicles passing through the test zone.  The final average delay calculation is found in Equation 4-5.



Average Travel Time = (Exit Travel Time Sum – Entry Travel Time Sum)

(Total Number of Vehicles)                                    (4-4)





   	(4-5)





This entire process was automated using Visual Basic and Excel software and took only seconds to process.  Using this computer automated algorithm, travel time delay results could be calculated within seconds after data collection.

[bookmark: _Toc284616702][bookmark: _Toc287873505][bookmark: _Toc289108460]Chapter Summary

Chapter 4 presented details of the processes run by the two developed algorithms.  The two algorithms were referred to as Method 1 and Method 2.  Both algorithms were developed to work for various roadway geometries and required generic information about the geometry to be entered as variables into the algorithms (i.e. speed limit, length between sensors, number of lanes, distance to the turning bay from upstream sensors, and distance to the driveway from upstream sensors).  Figure 4-5 shows an outline of the processes the algorithms take to calculate vehicle travel time and delay. 



[image: ]

[bookmark: _Toc289026100]45.  Flow Chart of Algorithm Processes.



In order to calculate vehicle delay, the algorithms ran through a series of processes to remove data which could not be factored into the delay calculation.  The initial process required the same number of vehicles entering the test zone as leaving the test zone.  This was the same initial process for all configurations tested.  As the algorithm runs, there were slightly different processes for each of the lane configurations. 

For the driveway configuration, the next process in the algorithm was to account for the driveway by first eliminating all data associated with vehicles exiting the system through the driveways.  Once this was complete, the algorithms manipulated the data from vehicles entering the system from the driveway and added it to the data that would later be used to calculate vehicle delay.  For the driveway configuration without driveway sensors, there was no practical way to tell which vehicles entered or exited at a driveway.  Because of this, the algorithm proceeded to process the data similarly to the through-only data.  For the turning bay with sensor approach configuration, the algorithms used the same process used to remove data associated with exiting vehicles through the driveway. 

Following the processes to account for each lane configuration, the algorithms balanced the entering and exiting vehicle data again.  Once the entering and exiting vehicles were balanced, the data were then organized by the sensor location.  The next step in the process was the removal of single sensor vehicle data.  Single sensor vehicle data referred to data from vehicles that passed only one sensor during the test period.  The calculation for single sensor vehicle removal from the upstream sensor was the same for Method 1 and Method 2. Vehicles which did not meet a certain time criteria were removed based on the unlikelihood that the vehicle would have passed more than one sensor.  The equation used to determine which vehicles should be removed from the upstream sensor included enter time, time in queue, expected travel time, and test termination time.  The calculation for downstream sensor vehicle removal was different for Method 1 and Method 2.  Each followed a different criterion to determine which vehicle had to be removed due to the unlikelihood that the vehicle was able to pass more than one sensor.  Method 1 used an equation which included variables such as exit time, estimated start up time, time in queue, test begin time, and expected travel time to determine which data should be removed from the  exiting vehicle data.  Method 2 used an equation with all the same variables as the Method 1 equation except for time in queue.  

The next process in the data manipulation of the algorithms was a final vehicle balance.  The previous processes could create another imbalance between entering and exiting vehicles which could cause large errors in the delay calculation.  Method 1 balanced vehicle data using a series of six steps to create data pairs out of enter and exit times beginning with the last vehicle out.  Any data that ended up without a match were removed from the total data set.  After this six-step process, there was the same number of data points in the upstream sensor as the downstream sensor.  Method 2 balanced vehicle data using a process of four steps. This four-step process paired enter and exit times of vehicles beginning with the first vehicle out of the test zone during the test duration.  Any data that ended up without a match was also removed from the total data set.  After this four-step process, there was the same number of data from the upstream sensor as from the downstream sensor.  

The final process of the algorithm was calculating delay time.  First, a summation of the vehicle entry times at the upstream sensor was calculated along with a summation of the vehicle exit times at the downstream sensor.  Next, the summation of the vehicle times from the downstream sensor were subtracted from the summation of the vehicle times from the upstream sensor.  This subtraction resulted in the total travel time for all vehicles passing through the test zone.  The total travel time was then divided by the total number of vehicles that passed through the test zone.  The quotient was an average travel time for all the vehicles passing through the test zone. Finally, the average travel time delay was calculated by subtracting the ideal travel time (i.e., the time it took vehicles to pass through the test zone traveling at the speed limit with no stops) from the average travel time.  The result was an average delay time per vehicle for all vehicles passing through the test zone. 

This entire process was automated using Visual Basic and Excel software and took only seconds to process.  Using this computer automated algorithm, travel time delays could be calculated within seconds after data collection.  






[bookmark: _Toc284616703][bookmark: _Toc287873506][bookmark: _Toc289108461]Analysis Results 

This chapter presents a summary of the results of delay analyses of various configurations tested in the study.  The configuration results explained in this summary include the following:  Through-only lanes; through lanes with driveway and driveway sensors, through lanes with driveway and no driveway sensors, and through lanes with left turning bay and left turning bay sensors.  Discussions of each configuration contain figures showing the difference between the delays calculated by the algorithm and the ground-truth delays computed by the matched vehicles.  The matched vehicle delays obtained from VISSIM simulation runs were the ground truth data upon which all calculated delays were compared.  A single simulation run was completed for each volume and roadway configuration combination tested.  From each run, four sample times were drawn to estimate delay times.  The sections in this chapter include the following: 1) through-only configuration results, 2) driveway with sensor configuration results, 3) driveway without sensors configuration results, 4) turning-bay configuration results, and 5) chapter summary.

[bookmark: _Toc284616704][bookmark: _Toc287873507][bookmark: _Toc289108462]Through-Only Configuration Results

The through-only configuration was the initial case created for this study.  Delay calculation Method 1 was developed for the through-only configuration.  Method 1 was later modified as configurations got more complex throughout the duration of the study.  The through-only configuration is the most basic of the cases tested in the study.  

Errors were calculated by taking the difference of the delays calculated for the through-only simulation samples and the ground truth data. The largest difference in delay for either the single, double, or triple lane configuration was less than 3 seconds per vehicle.  Delay was calculated for 36 simulation sample times (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs and 3 lane inputs, for a total of 9 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) for various volumes and numbers of lanes for the through-only configuration using Method 1.  Details of the single, double, and triple through lane configuration are provided in the following subsections.

[bookmark: _Toc284616705]Single Through Lane

The results from the single lane, through-only configuration had very small errors.  Twelve simulation samples were done for the single lane, through-only configuration.  Of these, the largest absolute error was 2.6 seconds per vehicle calculated for one trial with a vehicle flow of 800 vph.  The other eleven errors were zero.  A summary of the differences in delays for the single lane, through-only simulation samples using Method 1 is shown in Figure 5-1.





[bookmark: _Toc287879957][bookmark: _Toc289026101]Figure 51:  Single Lane Through Only.



[bookmark: _Toc284616706]Double Through Lane

The results from the double lane, through-only configuration showed no errors for the simulation samples tested.  Twelve simulation samples were done for the double lane, through-only configuration.  Of these, all of the errors were zero.  A summary of the differences in delay for the double lane, through-only simulation samples using Method 1 is shown in Figure 5-2.





[bookmark: _Toc287879958][bookmark: _Toc289026102]Figure 52:  Double Lane Through Only.



[bookmark: _Toc284616707]Triple Through Lane

The results from the triple lane, through-only configuration also showed very small errors.  Twelve simulation samples were done for the triple lane, through-only configuration.  The largest absolute error was 1.3 seconds per vehicle.  This largest error occurred for the trial with a vehicle flow of 2700 vph.  All other results for the triple lane simulation samples were within 0.1 seconds of the ground truth data results.  A summary of the differences in delay for the triple lane, through-only simulation samples using Method 1 is shown in Figure 5-3.





[bookmark: _Toc287879959][bookmark: _Toc289026103]Figure 53:  Triple Lane Through Only.



[bookmark: _Toc284616708][bookmark: _Toc287873508][bookmark: _Toc289108463]Driveway with Sensors Configuration Results

The next configuration tested was the driveway with sensors.  Due to the increased complexity of having a driveway between the upstream and downstream sensors, an alternate calculation method was developed as a comparison to the initial method that was created.  It was necessary to add a new method that calculates delay differently so that a comparison could be drawn to determine which method provides more accurate results.  It also allowed for more options for unusual situations where one method might provide more reliable results than the other.  For comparison purposes, an average of Method 1 and Method 2 was calculated to compare the average delay calculated from Method 1 and Method 2 with the average delay calculated by either Method 1 or Method 2 alone.  A benchmark error of 5 seconds or less was set for this study as a goal to maintain results the fall within 5 seconds of actual delay times.  Values larger than 5 seconds were flagged as values that did not meet the goal of 5 seconds or less. 

The driveway test results with sensors were accurate and only had small errors.  Error was kept at a minimum because of the ability of the algorithm to correctly predict which vehicle times should be removed in the data manipulation process.  One hundred and eighty simulation samples (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs, 3 lane inputs, and 5 driveway volume combinations, for a total of 45 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) were completed for this test.  Method 1 and Method 2 were used to calculate the delay.  In addition, an average value of the two methods was also calculated.  There were 57 instances out of 360 (15.8 percent) delay outputs where either Method 1 or Method 2 was larger than 5 seconds.  The largest of these was 12.1 seconds per vehicle off of the matched vehicle delay.  There were 12 instances out of 180 (6.7 percent) where average delay of Method 1 and Method 2 was over 5 seconds per vehicle off of the matched vehicle delay.  The largest error from the averages of Method 1 and Method 2 is 7.2 seconds per vehicle.  The average of the two methods seemed to result in better than any single method.  

A more detailed look at the driveway configuration (single, double, and triple through lanes) is provided in the subsections that follow.  The driveway scenario discussed has vehicle flows of 50 vph entering the test zone from the driveway and 50 vph exiting the test zone at the driveway.  Additional tables and graphs of the driveway configuration with different entering and exiting volumes are found in Appendix B.

[bookmark: _Toc284616709]Single Through Lane

The results from the single lane, driveway with driveway sensors configuration showed larger errors than the through-only configurations.  Twelve simulation samples were completed for this analysis.  The data from the samples were processed using Method 1 and Method 2.  The driveway flows for each sample was 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 12.1 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 900 vph.  Errors ranged from -1.8 seconds per vehicle to 12.1 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller delay errors with the largest error at 6.7 seconds per vehicle.  A summary of the single lane driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-4.





[bookmark: _Toc287879960][bookmark: _Toc289026104]Figure 54:  Single Lane, Driveway and Driveway Sensors (50 In/ 50 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616710]Double Through Lane

The results from the double lane, driveway with driveway sensors configuration again showed larger errors than the through-only configurations.  Twelve simulation samples were completed for this analysis.  The data from the runs were processed using Method 1 and Method 2.  The driveway flows for each sample was 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 9.1 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 1600 vph.  Errors ranged from -2.0 seconds per vehicle to 9.1 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller delay errors with the largest error at 4.4 seconds per vehicle.  A summary of the double lane driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-5.





[bookmark: _Toc287879961][bookmark: _Toc289026105]	Figure 55:  Double Lane, Driveway with Driveway Sensors (50 In, 50 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616711]Triple Through Lane

The results from the triple lane, driveway with driveway sensors configuration also showed larger errors than the through-only configurations.  Twelve simulation samples were completed for this analysis.  The data from the runs were processed using Method 1 and Method 2.  The driveway flows for each sample was 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 5.4 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 2400 vph.  Errors ranged from -5.4 seconds per vehicle to 3.1 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller delay errors with the largest error at -2.9 seconds per vehicle.  A summary of the triple lane driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-6.





[bookmark: _Toc287879962][bookmark: _Toc289026106]Figure 56:  Triple Lane, Driveway with Driveway Sensors (50 In, 50 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616712][bookmark: _Toc287873509][bookmark: _Toc289108464]Driveway without Sensors Configuration Results 

Once the driveway with sensors configuration was tested, another test was conducted to see if adequate results could be achieved on the driveway configuration while ignoring the driveway sensors.  The results from this driveway test had results with slightly larger errors than the driveway test with driveway sensors.  Errors were higher but most errors were still within targeted acceptable ranges (i.e. less than 5.0 seconds per vehicle of error).  One hundred and eighty simulation samples (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs, 3 lane inputs, and 5 driveway volume combinations, for a total of 45 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) were completed for this test.  Method 1, Method 2, and the average of the two methods were used to calculate the delay.  In 97 of the 360 (26.9 percent) delay outputs, either Method 1 or Method 2 was larger than 5 seconds, ranging from 5.0 to 23.1 seconds per vehicle.  In 28 of the 180 (15.6 percent) simulation samples, the average delay of Method 1 and Method 2 was over 5 seconds, ranging from 5.0 to 17.6 seconds per vehicle.  There was a tendency for Method 2 to have larger errors on certain simulation samples where the driveway volumes had a large imbalance.  In addition, larger errors occurred more often on the configuration with a single lane as opposed to a double lane or a triple lane configuration.  

The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller error margins than either Method 1 or Method 2 alone.  Most of the average values with differences higher than 5.0 seconds were between 5.0 and 6.0 seconds.  Only one instance out of 180 had an average value higher than 10 seconds, with the actual value at 10.1 seconds per vehicle.  

A more detailed look at the driveway configuration (single, double, and triple through lanes) is provided in the subsections that follow.  The driveway scenario discussed had vehicle flows of 50 vph entering the test zone from the driveway and 50 vph exiting the test zone at the driveway.  Additional tables and graphs of the driveway configuration with different entering and exiting volumes are found in Appendix C.

[bookmark: _Toc284616713]Single Through Lane

The results from the single lane, driveway without driveway sensors configuration also showed larger errors than both the through-only configurations and the driveway with sensors configuration.  Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for Method 2.   The driveway flows were 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 11.2 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 700 vph.  Errors ranged from -6.1 seconds per vehicle to 11.2 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller errors with the largest error at 6.7 seconds per vehicle and others ranging between -2.0 and 6.7 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were larger for flows of 700 vph and 900 vph and more condensed for the 800 vph flows.  A summary of the single lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-7.





[bookmark: _Toc287879963][bookmark: _Toc289026107]Figure 57:  Double Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616714]Double Through Lane

The results from the double lane, driveway without driveway sensors configuration also showed larger errors than both the through-only configurations and the driveway with sensors configuration.  Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for Method 2.   The driveway flows were 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 10.4 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 2 with a vehicle flow of 1800 vph.  Errors ranged from -10.4 seconds per vehicle to 9.3 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller errors with the largest error at 4.8 seconds per vehicle and others ranging between -4.5 and 4.8 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were also more condensed for the 800 vph flows.  A summary of the double lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-8.

.



[bookmark: _Toc287879964][bookmark: _Toc289026108]Figure 58:  Double Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616715]Triple Through Lane

The results from the triple lane, driveway without driveway sensors configuration showed errors slightly smaller than the double lane driveway without sensors configuration.  Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for Method 2.   The driveway flows were 50 vph entering from the driveway and 50 vph exiting to the driveway.  The largest absolute error was 5.2 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 2 with a vehicle flow of 2400 vph.  Errors ranged from -5.2 seconds per vehicle to 3.0 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced slightly smaller errors with the largest error at 4.8 seconds and others ranging between -3.7 and 2.2 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all three vehicle flows.  A summary of the triple lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-9.



[bookmark: _Toc287879965][bookmark: _Toc289026109]Figure 59:  Triple Driveway without Sensors (50 In, 50 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616716][bookmark: _Toc287873510][bookmark: _Toc289108465]Turning-bay Configuration Results

The last configuration tested was the turning bay with sensors.  The turning bay test results were accurate and only had a small number of errors.  Error was kept at a minimum because of the ability of the algorithm to correctly predict which vehicle times should be removed in the data manipulation process.  Seventy-two simulation samples (simulation runs were done using 3 volume inputs, 3 lane inputs, and 2 turning bay volume combinations, for a total of 18 simulation runs with 4 samples from each run) were completed for this test.  Method 1, Method 2, and the average of the two methods were used to calculate the delay.    The error in Method 1 or Method 2 was larger than 5.0 seconds per vehicle in only 17 of the 144 simulation samples (11.8 percent).  There were 4 instances out of 72 (5.6 percent) delay outputs where the combined error in the average of Method 1 and Method 2 was over 5.0 seconds per vehicle.  Most of the simulation samples with errors larger than 5.0 seconds per vehicle occurred during the single lane setup.  The average of the two methods produced smaller margins or error than either Method 1 or Method 2 did alone.  

A more detailed look at the driveway configuration (single, double, and triple through lanes) is provided in the subsections below.  The driveway scenario discussed has vehicle flows of 200 vph exiting the test zone at the turning bay.  Additional tables and graphs of the driveway configuration with different exiting volumes are found in the Appendix D.

[bookmark: _Toc284616717]Single Through Lane

The results from the single lane, turning bay with turning bay sensors configuration showed moderate errors as compared to the previously discussed configurations.  A summary of the single lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-10.





[bookmark: _Toc287879966][bookmark: _Toc289026110]Figure 510:  Single Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out).



Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for Method 2.   The turning bay flows were 200 vph exiting to the turning bay.  The largest absolute error was 8.2 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 2 with a vehicle flow of 700 vph.  Errors ranged from -8.2 seconds per vehicle to 5.2 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller errors with the largest error at -6.0 seconds and others ranging between -6.0 and -0.1 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all flows and tended to have errors that were negative.  

[bookmark: _Toc284616718]Double Through Lane

The results from the double lane, turning bay with turning bay sensors configuration showed smaller errors than the single lane with turning bay configuration.  A summary of the double lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-11. 





[bookmark: _Toc287879967][bookmark: _Toc289026111]Figure 511:  Double Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out).



Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for Method 2.   The turning bay flows were 200 vph exiting to the turning bay.  The largest absolute error was 6.0 seconds per vehicle.  This error was from Method 1 with a vehicle flow of 1400 vph.  Errors ranged from -6.0 seconds to 2.3 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller errors with the largest error at -4.5 seconds per vehicle and others ranging between -4.5 and 1.1 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all flows and tended to have errors that were negative. 

[bookmark: _Toc284616719]Triple Through Lane

The results from the triple lane, turning bay with turning bay sensors configuration showed even smaller errors than the double lane with turning bay configuration.  Twelve simulation samples were done for Method 1 and the same simulation samples were done for Method 2.   The turning bay flows were 200 vph exiting to the turning bay.  The largest absolute error was 3 seconds.  This error was from Method 2 with a vehicle flow of 2700 vph.  Errors ranged from -3 seconds to 2.5 seconds per vehicle.  The average of Method 1 and Method 2 produced smaller errors with the largest error at -1.9 seconds per vehicle and others ranging between -1.9 and 1.8 seconds per vehicle.  Error spreads were similar for all flows and tended to have error spreads that centered on zero.  A summary of the triple lane, driveway with driveway sensors simulation samples is shown in Figure 5-12.





[bookmark: _Toc287879968][bookmark: _Toc289026112]Figure 512:  Triple Lane with Turning Bay (0 In, 200 Out).



[bookmark: _Toc284616720][bookmark: _Toc287873511][bookmark: _Toc289108466]Chapter Summary

Results from this study were promising, based on the accuracy level produced by the algorithm.  The algorithm produced delay estimation within the 5 seconds of error tolerances set for this particular study.  Delay values that are within 5 seconds of the actual errors could be used to determine a Level of Service or to obtain reliable travel time estimates.  

Results for the through only type of facility offered the greatest level of accuracy, as expected.  Delay values obtained from the through-only configuration were all within 3 seconds per vehicle of the actual delay time.  The maximum level of error occurred when the algorithm was off by a single vehicle.  During most of the tests, the algorithm correctly matched the correct enter and exit time of vehicles passing through the test zone.   

Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with sensors also showed accurate results.  There were more outliers in this data and few errors of 0 seconds, but overall the algorithms provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service determination or a signal timing evaluation.  Maximum errors occurred when the algorithm shifted either the entering or exiting vehicles by a few vehicles when balancing the entering and exiting vehicle data.  In the configuration with the driveway sensors, 93 percent of the results had average delays with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.  

Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with no sensors also showed accurate results.  Maximum errors in this configuration also occurred when the algorithm shifted either the entering or exiting vehicles by a few vehicles when balancing the entering and exiting vehicle data.  Errors were also expected because the algorithm has to estimate the vehicles that were entering and exiting at the driveway locations without having information on when vehicles actually exited or entered.  In the configuration without the driveway sensors, 84 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.   The algorithm in either driveway configuration provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service determination or signal operations evaluation.  

Lastly, the results for the roadway configuration of a turning bay with turning bay sensors produced accurate results that were within a tolerable error range.  These were similar to the driveway with sensors case where an accurate estimation of the vehicles which used the turning bay could be made.  Ninety-four percent of the turning bay results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5 seconds per vehicle.  There were again a few outliers in the data but overall the algorithm provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service or signal timing evaluations or travel time estimation.
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[bookmark: _Toc284616721][bookmark: _Toc287873512][bookmark: _Toc289108467]Conclusions and Recommendations

As volumes increase on signalized arterials in Utah, roadway expansion in many areas will not be feasible.  Traffic signal optimization will continually play a role in increasing the capacity of already busy arterials.  The need to improve the operation of traffic signals will not go away in the foreseeable future.  Currently there is a need for a new dynamic delay calculation method that uses current signal detection infrastructure and can be implemented easily on a signalized arterial.  At this time, it is not feasible to install new detection or infrastructure for the sole purpose of calculating delay.  This study fulfills the need for developing a new delay calculation method that can be implemented on signalized arterials using existing traffic sensor technologies.  As technologies progress and new detection is added, the algorithm developed in this study can be incorporated into the new technologies and improved to result in even more accurate delay estimates.  Real-time traffic delay data gives traffic engineers and operators the ability to make adjustments to traffic signal timing when delay becomes unacceptable.  Although several dynamic methods have been developed to estimate traffic delay in real-time, no method has produced results reliable and accurate enough for use on signalized arterials.  Methods that have been tested include vehicle identification using embedded vehicle detection and Bluetooth technologies, camera image analysis, and maximum queue length analysis using vehicle detection.  While each of these studies brought new advances and promise to be able to calculate vehicle delay on signalized arterials, none have achieved a level of accuracy that can be used in commercial applications.  

This study has resulted in the development of a new algorithm for calculating delay based on time-stamped data from any type of vehicle detection.  Using this algorithm, delay calculation can be automated and can return delay data quickly.  The algorithm developed in this study can be applied to existing infrastructure at signalized intersections.  However, there is still a need for some additional vehicle detection just downstream of an intersection but upstream of the delay test zone of the downstream intersection.    

This study was the first phase in a multi-phase study to develop an automated process to collect delay data.  Subsequent phases will focus on hardware in-loop simulation and field testing and implementation.  Results from this study indicated that the algorithm produced an accuracy level that could be used in practical application.  The algorithm provided results with acceptable tolerances that could be used to determine a Level of Service or to obtain travel time estimates.  This chapter discusses the conclusions and the recommendations for future uses of this study. 

[bookmark: _Toc287873513][bookmark: _Toc289108468]Conclusions

This research has contributed to the development of a generic algorithm that can automate the collection of delay data at signalized intersections.  The algorithm uses time-stamp data that can be collected from any type of detection to calculate delay.  This study has calculated travel time and delay to an accuracy level at which the delay calculations could be used in most practical applications.  

Results for the through-only type of facility offer the greatest level of accuracy, as expected.  Delay values obtained from the through only configuration were all within 3.0 seconds per vehicle of the actual delay time.  

Results for the roadway configuration with a driveway with no sensors also showed results that could be used in practical uses of delay estimation.  In the configuration with the driveway sensors, 86 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5.0 seconds per vehicle.  In the configuration without the driveway sensors, 84 percent of the results had averages with errors smaller or equal to 5.0 seconds per vehicle.   The algorithm in either driveway configuration produced reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service determination or evaluation of through delay at a signalized intersection.  

Lastly, the results for the roadway configuration of a turning bay with turning bay sensors provided accurate results.  Ninety-four percent of the turning bay results had average delays with errors smaller or equal to 5.0 second per vehicles.  There were again a few outliers in the data but overall the algorithm provided reliable results that could be used for a Level of Service or signal timing evaluations or travel time estimation.  

[bookmark: _Toc287873514][bookmark: _Toc289108469]Recommendations and Future Research

These results mark an end of the development phase of this multi-phase study.  The results of Phase I show that by using the average of Model 1 and Model 2, traffic delay can be accurately estimated.  It is recommended that Phase II begin and these algorithms be tested using a hardware-in-loop simulation.  This will determine whether developed algorithm functions properly in a dynamic computation environment. 

Phase II should be completed so that the algorithms can be integrated into a signal system in the future.  For the algorithm to work, the signal controller needs to be able to relay detection information to a central system that would allow the data to be stored.  Currently there is no setup for this to occur.  Phase II will develop a way for real-time sensor data to be stored centrally.  

Upon completion of Phase II, the algorithms developed in this study will be able to be implemented at signalized intersections.  Upon implementation, the algorithms will give engineers the ability to quickly generate delay and travel-time information.  This information will enable them to take action to reduce the overall delay for drivers.  
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		Total Flow (vph)

		Simulation Time Period (sec)

		Matched Travel Time Delay (Sec/Veh)

		Estimated Travel Time Delay (Sec/Veh)

		Difference in Delays (Sec/Veh)

		Difference in Delays %



		Single Lane

		700 vph

		330-1230 sec

		12.9

		12.9

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		13.1

		13.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		13.4

		13.4

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		13.9

		13.9

		0.0

		0%



		

		800 vph

		330-1230 sec

		13.5

		13.5

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		13.9

		13.9

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		15.1

		12.4

		2.6

		17%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		15.2

		15.2

		0.0

		0%



		

		900 vph

		330-1230 sec

		17.6

		17.6

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		18.5

		18.5

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		20.9

		20.9

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		21.5

		21.5

		0.0

		0%
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		Total Flow

		Simulation Time Period

		Matched Travel Time Delay (Sec/Veh)

		Estimated Travel Time Delay (Sec/Veh)

		Difference in Delays (Sec/Veh)

		Difference in Delays %



		Double Lane

		1400 vph

		330-1230 sec

		13.1

		13.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		13.2

		13.2

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		13.2

		13.2

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		13.1

		13.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		1600 vph

		330-1230 sec

		13.1

		13.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		14.1

		14.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		14.9

		14.9

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		15.2

		15.2

		0.0

		0%



		

		1800 vph

		330-1230 sec

		18.5

		18.5

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		18.7

		18.7

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		19.0

		19.0

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		19.0

		19.0

		0.0

		0%
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		Lane Flow

		Simulation Time Period

		Matched Travel Time Delay (Sec/Veh)

		Estimated Travel Time Delay (Sec/Veh)

		Difference in Delays (Sec/Veh)

		Difference in Delays %



		Triple Lane

		2100 vph

		330-1230 sec

		12.8

		12.8

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		12.5

		12.5

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		12.3

		12.2

		0.1

		1%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		12.5

		12.5

		0.0

		0%



		

		2400 vph

		330-1230 sec

		14.0

		14.0

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		14.1

		14.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		14.0

		14.0

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		14.1

		14.1

		0.0

		0%



		

		2700 vph

		330-1230 sec

		16.3

		15.1

		1.3

		8%



		

		

		390-1290 sec

		16.4

		16.4

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		510-1410 sec

		15.9

		15.9

		0.0

		0%



		

		

		570-1470 sec

		16.0

		16.0

		0.0

		0%
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Single Lane (300 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	-0.30132530120465634	-0.30132530120476819	-0.35653459560517581	-0.22166666666613818	-8.0095039590127328	-7.4807453281182017	-14.242388632872018	-14.272054531489827	-0.10101449275315152	-0.10275862068945328	-5.9355241658064175	-0.1778807947018422	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-0.30132530120465634	-0.30132530120476819	-9.7493606825616919	-0.22166666666613818	-0.24166666666676664	-0.21957627118638501	-7.1643047619041855	-0.19126984126929641	-0.10101449275315152	-0.10275862068945328	-0.18607843137250601	-0.1778807947018422	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	-0.30132530120465634	-0.30132530120476819	-5.0529476390834285	-0.22166666666613818	-4.1255853128396813	-3.8501607996522926	-10.70334669738812	-7.2316621863795936	-0.10101449275315152	-0.10275862068945328	-3.0608012985894812	-0.1778807947018422	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (200 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-5.9507395993838994	-0.11494247491680988	-0.12351305004316172	-2.9147945007830849	-2.6217727991310014	-0.14776243094040947	-0.18741856628247647	-0.19371594005463091	-0.22835784313777374	-0.25007334963328975	-0.25069879518058258	1.9131517338926471	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-3.0049293611796202	-3.0117652173916087	-2.9594012079376601	-2.9147945007830849	-0.10914040114651254	2.2647510007143596	-2.5687959767509652	-2.5470946866486401	-0.22835784313777374	-0.25007334963328975	-0.25069879518058258	-2.3208829195728127	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-4.477834480281758	-1.5633538461542091	-1.5414571289904213	-2.9147945007830849	-1.3654566001387565	1.0584942848869616	-1.3781072715167375	-1.3704053133516361	-0.22835784313777374	-0.25007334963328975	-0.25069879518058258	-0.20386559284008421	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (300 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-13.709655445776818	-0.6634685027171443	-3.8455838079191382	-3.8102975683965412	-0.28232198142450643	-0.36559523809576783	-0.3622916666674813	-2.9298725797873502	-0.34846753246769785	-0.3	962769255878183	-0.35843187660751852	-0.27989051880794541	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-3.9381686645570504	-3.9204233899350989	-3.8455838079191382	-3.8102975683965412	-0.28232198142450643	-0.36559523809576783	-0.3622916666674813	-2.9298725797873502	-0.34846753246769785	-2.6527521214100567	1.8962536418156841	-2.5204619473793612	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-8.8239120551669767	-2.2919459463261207	-3.8455838079191382	-3.8102975683965412	-0.28232198142450643	-0.36559523809576783	-0.3622916666674813	-2.9298725797873502	-0.34846753246769785	-1.5245145234989401	0.76891088260409302	-1.4001762330936498	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (200 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-1.9167380371131912	-0.11555861227957465	-1.96250738067965	1.7943356477679338	-8.9177330896042767E-2	1.4449906616068482	-1.6998765828924638	-1.7052679913884279	2.5346190476176202	2.5334	324055849837	-2.9645814555360412	-1.5871450785952121	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-1.9171954175706318	-1.9406862718539226	-1.96250738067965	-5.162589069354695E-2	-8.9287020109932225E-2	-1.6841547929385501	-1.6998765828924638	-0.10658181818083534	1.1600317460303309	-2.9951561290076367	-0.12553944968678371	-0.14092257001830788	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-1.9169667273419115	-1.0281224420667441	-1.96250738067965	0.87135487853720062	-8.9232175502987246E-2	-0.11958206566585083	-1.6998765828924638	-0.9059249047846315	1.8473253968239738	-0.23086186171132991	-1.5450604526114038	-0.86403382430675979	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (300 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-5.9331288802448494	-4.100261880627933	-0.23550368720562176	-0.24596367209099226	-0.18287072243387567	-0.20757049613065348	1.4898481973419258	-1.7938922470357836	1.1435391150558694	1.1298674179187991	-1.7651672776498499	1.218282312925254	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-0.24299568965459312	-2.1738392605336792	-2.1600248453347652	-2.1839861440010853	-1.8510017019738747	-1.8377784356391678	-0.1490702087302119	-1.7940990139530619	2.5928943257572667	-1.7483629660543922	-0.28981543624217232	-0.24792517006795262	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-3.0880622849496921	-3.1370505705808061	-1.1977642662701833	-1.2149749080460275	-1.016936212203863	-1.0226744658849114	0.67038899430586163	-1.7939956304944118	1.8682167204065807	-0.30924777406779658	-1.0274913569460158	0.48517857142865661	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

700	700	700	700	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	5.4711790653530824E-13	3.8724579098926672E-13	1.9539925233403634E-13	3.5527136788006757E-14	-7.4606987254814773E-14	-2.1316282072804101E-14	2.6298284351050967	-1.5276668818842717E-13	1.8474111129763408E-13	0	-5.0448534238969143E-13	-7.6028072726333416E-13	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec) 

1400	1400	1400	1400	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-4.6666666667043513E-3	-1.8829382497643432E-13	9.2370555648816255E-14	4.2632564145608504E-14	0	-1.5731707317421243E-2	-4.1566750041967658E-13	-3.0198066269805348E-13	5.6843418860810105E-13	4.7606363295928692E-13	3.552713678800662E-13	3.7658764995286592E-13	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec) 

2100	2100	2100	2100	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	2.9132252166165446E-13	3.1619151741325872E-13	6.8435114503877501E-2	2.3076923071130295E-4	-1.2079226507921895E-13	-8.8817841970017711E-14	4.4408920985008756E-13	5.4356519285650441E-13	1.2914092585	635359	6.3988095243630114E-3	4.1922021409848047E-13	-5.6843418860810312E-14	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec) 

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	3.6603504504498936	-1.842158987847164	11.169936708860726	0.18012546583853251	2.5035359116020151	3.8204139117831377	4.9608465608471288	5.6933251702981078	-1.6422577183832365	-1.381877930953328	3.3749046621844485	12.148323842643341	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-0.12324583333359852	-0.17946979865770496	2.148311243484756	1.9396534883720093	-0.13458390884014904	-5.9334016394232275E-2	-0.16428330928289511	4.1684036649220335	4.103983641601836	5.94539489944958	5.8823424181839314	-0.22868971296807528	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	1.768552308558148	-1.0108143932524174	6.6591239761726815	1.0598894771052698	1.1844760013809221	1.8805399476944578	2.3982816257821176	4.9308644176100724	1.2308629616093081	2.2817584842481167	4.62862354018419	5.9598170648377069	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-2.0270520457077019	8.9158912022109167	-1.2771997929604377	-1.2400232418647157	0.21842092154424159	3.5624957800812878	9.0867235785221823	2.4183858063173402	4.7620107133514376	4.8582263513505861	5.1215577899727274	1.0567776042674666	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	2.4504221610098367	-2.6914620178246924	0.9783272268358697	0.9182018318387648	0.98176754890628959	-0.27920314253708123	-0.22884507905405538	-1.4449616855920071	1.6934144956156478	1.5163366020876485	0.62633333983001149	-8.415509267928476	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	0.21168505765107248	3.1122145921931113	-0.14943628306229914	-0.16091070501297544	0.60009423522526895	1.6416463187721018	4.4289392497340625	0.48671206036266129	3.2277126044835436	3.1872814767191242	2.8739455649013683	-3.6793658318304203	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-4.0110256306116714	-0.75803303303284164	-4.5116996868889334	-0.91087893502784922	-0.58594660868977588	-2.1658716986678694	-0.70483812624328024	-5.3804001853760424	3.0622178283681993	-2.4033432267889152	1.0049582613282124	-0.18581883323962406	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-0.95899408910059225	-3.6259346203345202	-1.2061366099656539	-2.0339825081106895	-1.8240116027745632	2.3795725042310187	0.43025225569766995	-2.6772434683169219	1.5632808052413285	-2.4953031360169287	0.22482562611611437	-0.56067846571802704	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.4850098598561265	-2.1919838266836793	-2.8589181484272919	-1.47243072156927	-1.2049791057321559	0.10685040278157576	-0.13729293527280528	-4.0288218268463938	2.3127493168047266	-2.4493231814029444	0.61489194372215761	-0.3732486494788248	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	3.1997563218386347	-2.543826442014721	11.153069413419329	-0.45760645161279356	1.7436831366144319	3.4654061521456772	4.6342080559825494	5.3159849836032045	-2.2686175036152605	-1.891881009333624	3.0708800087347683	12.041386353664405	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	4.0491295597480459	-1.390972943311839	-6.0778293760770286	-2.8861859649125687	-0.23754114568220047	-2.2348548497274812	-1.9929196729192995	-1.8004099029171599	5.4284761749113724	7.2783675523349034	9.5455133040019344	1.4030219987435824	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	3.6244429407933403	-1.9673996926632698	2.5376200186711486	-1.6718962082626614	0.75307099546612422	0.61527565120911298	1.320644191531624	1.7577875403430285	1.5799293356480428	2.6932432715006209	6.3081966563683345	6.7222041762039755	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-1.6338572507548719	9.0976087274992032	-1.2989158555048339	-1.4100524816305406	0.36416244411329401	3.6902146129724729	9.291972853824781	2.5457555979840887	5.0578422295446632	5.2322651444541419	5.4893608139429499	1.4834929461649804	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	2.7056543771521602	-4.2032934131734807	-4.362149349054155	-4.1722593145024884	2.5668710785431443	-2.0492772166113484	0.22415492094589937	-2.3698004386625007	1.1281276030771819	3.419795917360366	1.8332477921709078	-10.422561575337976	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	0.53589856319864104	2.4471576571629656	-2.8305326022794945	-2.7911558980665054	1.4655167613282201	0.82046869818056312	4.758063887385342	8.7977579660793573E-2	3.0929849163109226	4.3260305309071745	3.6613043030568955	-4.4695343145864745	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-3.6834298779923977	-0.47591001715971137	-4.2720546768690255	-0.68182347093030415	-0.50721547943489464	-2.1676877521796878	-0.59241905038472709	-5.1998919451075789	2.9523558651779194	-2.4694031023716505	1.0286743543468067	-0.23166532034745321	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	0.57416423637242964	-2.8632524186326131	-3.1332135330427207	-4.7786566868101534	-0.40406558585025343	0.13735583756423092	0.41440695615937895	-2.0660014528842141	1.4383091030784758	-0.84348286642815395	1.3655582236776826	-1.587232712172941	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-1.554632820809954	-1.6695812178961578	-3.7026341049558757	-2.730240078870227	-0.45564053264257076	-1.0151659573077039	-8.900604711267783E-2	-3.6329466989958963	2.1953324841281967	-1.6564429843999169	1.1971162890122446	-0.90944901626021202	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	-0.12465385946641454	-0.12891072891002509	-0.11740207947580222	-1.0082644628266029E-2	-6.4532374100370132E-2	-6.2519351570410269	-6.9931506848967012E-2	-6.0318243243236918	5.2114458247072957	-2.7951807228227821E-2	-0.24113636363563629	-0.24674418604574519	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-8.194747317410469	-7.9888198198190867	-7.4403681811709683	-1.0082644628266029E-2	-6.4532374100370132E-2	-6.3617021276049013E-2	-6.9931506848967012E-2	-6.0318243243236918	-5.4030883367833997	-2.7951807228227821E-2	-0.24113636363563629	-0.24674418604574519	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	-4.1597005884384446	-4.0588652743645559	-3.7788851303233177	-1.0082644628266029E-2	-6.4532374100370132E-2	-3.1577760891585376	-6.9931506848967012E-2	-6.0318243243236918	-9.5821256038052263E-2	-2.7951807228227821E-2	-0.24113636363563629	-0.24674418604574519	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-5.9507395993838994	-0.11494247491681023	-0.12351305004316172	-2.9147945007830849	-2.6217727991310014	-0.14776243094041047	-0.18741856628247738	-0.19371594005463091	-0.22835784313777374	-0.25007334963328975	-0.25069879518058258	1.9131517338926471	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-3.0049293611796202	-3.0117652173916087	-2.9594012079376601	-2.9147945007830849	-0.10914040114651288	2.2647510007143685	-2.5687959767509652	-2.5470946866486401	-0.22835784313777374	-0.25007334963328975	-0.25069879518058258	-2.3208829195728127	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-4.477834480281758	-1.5633538461542091	-1.5414571289904258	-2.9147945007830849	-1.3654566001387565	1.0584942848869616	-1.3781072715167455	-1.3704053133516361	-0.22835784313777374	-0.25007334963328975	-0.25069879518058258	-0.20386559284008421	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-1.9167380371131912	-0.11555861227957465	-1.96250738067965	1.7943356477679338	-8.9177330896042767E-2	1.4449906616068482	-1.6998765828924638	-1.7052679913884279	2.5346190476176202	2.5334324055849837	-2.9645814555360412	-1.5871450785952121	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-1.9171954175706318	-1.9406862718539262	-1.96250738067965	-5.162589069354695E-2	-8.9287020109932225E-2	-1.6841547929385501	-1.6998765828924638	-0.10658181818083534	1.1600317460303309	-2.9951561290076367	-0.12553944968678371	-0.14092257001830788	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-1.9169667273419115	-1.0281224420667441	-1.96250738067965	0.87135487853720062	-8.9232175502987246E-2	-0.11958206566585083	-1.6998765828924638	-0.9059249047846315	1.8473253968239738	-0.23086186171132991	-1.5450604526114038	-0.86403382430675979	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (Sec)

Single Thru Lane

700	700	700	700	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	5.4711790653530138E-13	3.872457909892645E-13	1.9539925233403495E-13	3.5527136788006309E-14	-7.4606987254813776E-14	-2.1316282072803845E-14	2.6298284351050967	-1.5276668818842588E-13	1.8474111129763233E-13	0	-5.0448534238968739E-13	-7.602807272633285E-13	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec) 

Double Thru Lane

1400	1400	1400	1400	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-4.6666666667043513E-3	-1.8829382497643253E-13	9.2370555648815498E-14	4.2632564145607911E-14	0	-1.5731707317421243E-2	-4.1566750041967259E-13	-3.0198066269805086E-13	5.6843418860809651E-13	4.7606363295928166E-13	3.5527136788006236E-13	3.7658764995286299E-13	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec) 

Triple Thru Lane

2100	2100	2100	2100	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	2.9132252166165122E-13	3.1619151741325544E-13	6.8435114503877501E-2	2.3076923071130295E-4	-1.207922650792185E-13	-8.8817841970016411E-14	4.440892098500814E-13	5.4356519285649845E-13	1.2914092585635391	6.3988095243630114E-3	4.1922021409847542E-13	-5.6843418860809782E-14	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (100 In, 0 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	10.467121671598278	0.95158336091835949	12.432246031746526	-1.4363360323878978	4.2641415976489245	0.95693983843484343	6.0465109220279345	2.1601909547737042	5.1691958276521746	1.577799107518419	5	5.9971703439706454	6.4267567567563875	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-2.8893309426225038	-0.3891720795953395	1.9067042931166338	4.6137194791110865	-0.2647769423557948	-4.1352678571755057E-2	-7.942400751694903E-2	1.9389779918109962	3.9592247200432578	7.5502789454349024	7.6037405731513203	1.9869228969225787	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	3.7888953644879275	0.28120564066151216	7.1694751624315485	1.5886917233615963	1.9996823276465863	0.45779357993153974	2.9835434572555082	2.0495844732923452	4.564210273847678	4.5640390264766255	6.8004554585609656	4.2068398268394755	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (100 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	9.6901717948719419	-0.462584103667602	11.810220208223894	-2.9129915368129402	2.8215191923864542	-0.46714696577570086	4.8359965621887655	5.5585998812546924	4.3606496017682694	0.74793695318292208	5.7464000594822977	9.7786469344610705	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-8.2797968992244808	-0.50308724832163598	1.93952825620812	4.8026164596273775	-0.36671476869777214	-0.10956121034188823	-0.12443417064822294	4.0585295006040116	4.0623195253029385	3.8129729554869667	3.9331393624911852	0.14322827417430645	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	0.7051874478238247	-0.48283567599462529	6.8748742322159382	0.94481246140721431	1.2274022118443331	-0.28835408805879231	2.3557811957702777	4.8085646909293498	4.2114845635355547	2.2804549543349459	4.8397697109867845	4.960937604317686	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (100 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	2.6920226075499976	-3.3888419016031177	11.156160993740254	-6.6037559523807055	0.25491557017568223	6.7331393728224818	2.4915906432751562	2.5217341690773569	0.52914912280741078	-3.61463810137	42777	1.4149439280656608	10.363455555555106	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-0.14496676067745348	-0.20566463724043871	-0.35031517093991205	2.6896264786172601	-6.9064327485442514E-2	-7.1542857142912197E-2	-6.2111111110624513E-2	-2.2391061670568302	4.4111333333337424	4.1245646626523245	8.119069778406077	-0.19238708134032262	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	1.2735279234362824	-1.7972532694217938	5.4029229114001733	-1.9570647368817344	9.2925621345118628E-2	3.3307982578397848	1.2147397660822659	0.14131400101025021	2.4701412280705712	0.2549632806390365	4.7670068532358645	5.0855342371072405	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (50 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	3.6603504504498936	-1.842158987847164	11.169936708860726	0.18012546583853251	2.5035359116020115	3.8204139117831377	4.9608465608471288	5.6933251702981078	-1.6422577183832345	-1.38187793095	33264	3.3749046621844485	12.148323842643356	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-0.12324583333359852	-0.17946979865770468	2.1483112434847516	1.9396534883720093	-0.13458390884014904	-5.9334016394232192E-2	-0.16428330928289495	4.1684036649220335	4.103983641601836	5.94539489944958	5.8823424181839314	-0.22868971296807547	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	1.768552308558148	-1.0108143932524192	6.6591239761726815	1.0598894771052698	1.1844760013809221	1.8805399476944578	2.3982816257821176	4.9308644176100724	1.2308629616093081	2.2817584842481167	4.62862354018419	5.9598170648377069	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (0 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	8.6192653036819991	-4.9331617647062114	9.7907891414140487	-9.324785584651071	-0.25927011270876221	0.98131943410286449	2.0808953528399492	2.1041327345310412	-1.0492395833328838	4.343251302516359	5.2348377481726036	9.8845202127661747	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-3.592872004357913	-0.10191176470637962	-0.10666666666713197	0.19526245210777826	-8.4457831325071564E-2	-7.5999999999460513E-2	-6.5828571428429711E-2	2.6388333333334728	4.7421670484300025	1.8298969072169398	8.3967700446512108	-4.6882329145725103	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	2.5131966496620612	-2.5175367647063278	4.8420612373734455	-4.5647615662716445	-0.17186397201691683	0.45265971705170216	1.0075333907057598	2.3714830339322281	1.84646373254856	3.0865741048666502	6.8158038964119045	2.5981436490968237	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (100 In, 0 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	0.96363726229423863	8.5857156891644166	-0.90768085608652438	-3.7165186752308377	3.1206786234590873	6.7032504962785513	10.491987976956116	6.4672868057590875	5.1647645909648858	5.6949809390438384	7.9764991265377034	2.7664453716623432	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	1.1864003623198904	-2.4003004038510145	2.1874654594231977	2.4871106953988371	3.2413074141055311	1.730099314245684	1.2245142702007639	0.33705595960118018	2.4086183921336377	4.3329311626518106	0.56121940465002562	1.4594448147248738	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	1.0750188123070639	3.0927076426567002	0.63989230166834765	-0.6147039899160065	3.1809930187823681	4.2166749052621721	5.85825112357844	3.4021713826801352	3.7866914915492629	5.0139560508478445	4.2688592655938509	2.1129450931935732	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (100 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-2.2846728920630071	8.2352133233527489	0.87617761879186062	-2.1411342711828407	1.3554782500297258	4.9274853238762031	8.2467747373548459	3.8249609436965653	4.2312837837839217	2.7697669289712294	5.4253469059605974	-0.29605504587159714	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	1.2153312168223609	-2.5138526878833627	2.3513383974390933	-1.2323280221796578	2.1594100627915412E-2	-9.7095987233802337	-1.008295383007433	-1.0538156971636374	1.5602667829118033	5.2933117023366929	2.2147847306294044	0.19959496815018696	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-0.53467083762032308	2.8606803177347562	1.613758008115477	-1.6867311466812429	0.6885361753288205	-2.3910566997519767	3.6192396771737028	1.385572623266458	2.8957752833477977	4.0315393156539834	3.8200658182949887	-4.8230038860705086E-2	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (50 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-2.0270520457077019	8.9158912022109167	-1.2771997929604404	-1.2400232418647157	0.21842092154424142	3.5624957800812878	9.0867235785221823	2.4183858063173402	4.7620107133514376	4.8582263513505861	5.1215577899727274	1.0567776042674666	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	2.4504221610098367	-2.6914620178246924	0.9783272268358697	0.9182018318387648	0.98176754890629059	-0.27920314253708123	-0.22884507905405538	-1.4449616855920095	1.6934144956156478	1.5163366020876501	0.62633333983001149	-8.4155092679284564	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	0.21168505765107248	3.1122145921931113	-0.14943628306229864	-0.16091070501297544	0.60009423522526895	1.6416463187721018	4.4289392497340625	0.48671206036266057	3.2277126044835436	3.1872814767191242	2.8739455649013683	-3.6793658318304203	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (50 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-1.995103892568878	9.1456160182263613	-1.3566173054591779	-3.8579584894632295	0.7333482006215658	3.9391877997693356	9.3652702292342767	5.0441675645303317	4.1660343808757245	2.249	6137701227092	8.5060320063100772	0.48036606151292194	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	2.4752282639480967	-2.8020841650040067	0.97019280911164429	3.4189907827549848	-6.5086592482909822E-2	-0.29709178373782286	-0.23279756049558209	-0.25421665163460244	1.7363124796148321	1.5699557777548208	1.541091790562366	1.4062344752292038	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	0.24006218568961671	3.1717659266111147	-0.19321224817376809	-0.21948385335415491	0.33413080406932538	1.8210480080157581	4.5662363343693402	2.3949754564478627	2.951173430245253	1.9097847739387661	5.0235618984362285	0.94330026837106118	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (0 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-3.5060924984838424	8.147845617895392	6.9164377288753812E-2	-5.4025112837587486	-0.41246115953028806	2.8716794516650928	8.6382571185716479	1.6186652242651363	4.9109754024589787	0.	63606238234195756	2.4197737955340717	-4.3689316121473345	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	1.2774629941370819	-2.7602539846347725	-1.4136778229259832	3.8254117647058834	-1.2175523449402021	-1.3371398361090492	-6.5461538461992319E-2	-1.2762515539213961	1.8893865780469261	-0.18944373556667946	-0.18160448823597641	-2.3881905743454812	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-1.1143147521733914	2.6937958166303315	-0.6722567228186147	-0.78854975952643525	-0.8150067522352451	0.76726980777802822	4.2863977900549122	0.17120683517187202	3.4001809902529612	0.22330932338764242	1.1190846536490398	-3.3785610932464207	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (100 In, 0 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-2.9524797569457597	9.0342061841308482E-2	-1.8970622386003271	-1.6240654885646286	9.1679304279946208E-2	-4.3559805836583845	-6.4121468947512472	-3.3070417721235001	1.0207770571164332	-2.9083723874166054	-2.1821353075116652	-3.7054707120978292	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-1.1939529736025578	-2.8749264872665141	-3.0523245325294002	-0.58124363713791249	-1.9139190907052759	0.71162773611903118	-0.43569976710373132	-2.5596715686545402	0.26422395643158925	-0.9805391599480725	-0.41912114148890112	-3.7868792941869458	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.0732163652741535	-1.3922922127126018	-2.4746933855648567	-1.1026545628512829	-0.91111989321266496	-1.8221764237697107	-3.4239233309274892	-2.9333566703890153	0.64250050677401305	-1.9444557736823502	-1.3006282245002829	-3.7461750031423882	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (100 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-4.9906027951928866	-1.871962564067136	-5.5251524227309385	-1.8762562855200109	-0.39976868882144312	-3.5109709073109552	0.5048152169137109	0.4574290188508125	1.8478707590545378	-2.2840169324577246	-7.0780369139006414	-3.1777241225136672	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-2.5714862585708542	-3.6099183940519608	-2.0983512720153685	-2.0602208548995402	-2.4948883023050827	0.20827888046478193	1.827872338010657	-1.9080189557401013	2.1853985373809208	-1.1992966027875198	-1.1131884975335709	-3.2393418655018209	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-3.7810445268818222	-2.7409404790595477	-3.8117518473731424	-1.9682385702097847	-1.4473284955632517	-1.651346013423086	1.1663437774621812	-0.72529496844464081	2.0166346482177202	-1.7416567676226218	-4.0956127057171114	-3.2085329940077436	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (50 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-4.0110256306116714	-0.75803303303284164	-4.5116996868889334	-0.91087893502784922	-0.58594660868977522	-2.1658716986678694	-0.70483812624327946	-5.3804001853760424	3.0622178283681993	-2.4033432267	889152	1.0049582613282109	-0.18581883323962387	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-0.95899408910059136	-3.6259346203345202	-1.2061366099656539	-2.0339825081106895	-1.8240116027745632	2.3795725042310187	0.43025225569766956	-2.6772434683169219	1.5632808052413285	-2.4953031360169287	0.22482562611611437	-0.56067846571802704	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.4850098598561265	-2.1919838266836793	-2.8589181484272919	-1.47243072156927	-1.2049791057321573	0.10685040278157576	-0.13729293527280506	-4.0288218268464027	2.3127493168047319	-2.4493231814029417	0.61489194372215761	-0.3732486494788248	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (50 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-3.9398440545805737	-0.60671351766192361	-4.5734178776957286	-2.777689946018	2.4407551874276048	-2.1396995967817585	-0.92110601103209433	-2.5503468664022488	3.7899135294732975	-3.1112178130517307	-3.9861122703671232	-3.9480457106209315	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-1.109452354175757	-3.9267725022411302	-3.1139584424648277	-2.2613816292517201	-1.0699569694725501	2.4822615303818227	2.7558424669912327	-2.6472361058644092	-2.8461972639675873E-2	-2.2519931076277899	-1.283305748457455	-2.0969178384004232	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.5246482043781384	-2.2667430099515271	-3.8436881600803088	-2.5195357876348474	0.68539910897752776	0.17128096680003241	0.91736822797956918	-2.5987914861333281	1.8807257784168121	-2.6816054603397577	-2.634709009412294	-3.0224817745106782	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (0 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-2.7960241914912771	0.46660458958105638	-5.2817441801099934	-1.3137407525698901	-8.8616891758197633E-2	-3.0200192367649255	-0.13709195516408459	-3.1272867494655214	2.3026030534344977	-3.7120353836226574	-0.27612966720796595	-1.8469059011162567	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-1.8462192846867893	-3.8610175022019586	-3.8146556611847839	-1.1532466997036899	-1.786873380828748	1.8738955058864555	0.63625151319575768	-1.7622084124702262	1.0276917384495956	-1.8598278593511868	-0.30230492052574603	-1.1693174766790211	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.3211217380890292	-1.6972064563104399	-4.5481999206473969	-1.2334937261367962	-0.93774513629348644	-0.57306186543923499	0.24957977901583384	-2.4447475809678592	1.6651473959420588	-2.7859316214869598	-0.28921729386685463	-1.5081116888976258	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (100 In, 0 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	9.5457163461540677	-1.1204747413267981	11.528344947735098	-4.114226475278862	2.7672509450423211	-0.38865670787597217	5.2204486975006894	0.9908253633757127	3.5051596950337367	-0.10036386588193126	4.5354728194001623	5.1966075843281834	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-7.4138124999999082	-14.924591194968274	2.2842920540997711	-0.94823621553886994	4.6741578947370215	6.7508854166665655	9.3319696969692547	10.604321608039918	10.168909952606521	13.351378937348224	15.574512103564453	5.0975117198642295	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	1.06595192307708	-8.0225329681475568	6.906318500917437	-2.531231345408866	3.7207044198896586	3.1811143543953491	7.2762091972350342	5.7975734857078534	6.8370348238201295	6.6255075357331359	10.054992461482307	5.1470596520961855	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (100 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	9.4852000000001091	-1.2339481754744401	11.567184335442526	-4.4614285714286126	1.3871283064287181	-1.6794890710387556	4.1201387481706755	4.8049300022768247	3.0163760663225152	-0.77769156091767877	4.2732376897045059	9.067627906977151	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-13.676588185653712	-10.966106116246692	0.16300127331279241	1.3899623675555599	1.9102797324802521	1.5419484289614065	4.1004304954302402	6.9148191217873274	3.1488548549022402	7.9199355877622946	9.7721957873370986	7.4446993505140124	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	-2.0956940928268013	-6.1000271458605102	5.8650928043776505	-1.5357331019365263	1.6487040194544818	-6.877032103866923E-2	4.1102846218004645	5.8598745620320756	3.0826154606123772	3.5711220134223112	7.0227167385207645	8.2561636287455684	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (100 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	2.9289378488615734	-3.1684444444448783	11.267152777777801	-6.6385246305416654	0.75527714993028638	7.1951599657832475	2.9739348659008282	3.1732419446015991	0.23656250000043144	-3.6523320116307545	2.0019306930687377	11.103621393034098	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	5.7864715954869714	-5.5376509386103105	-6.5921741452987606	-12.086660826594224	-4.9051461988304794	-5.8156000000001722	-8.6219999999996713	1.9549311000238001	1.7285561056109771	7.3449111973058745	12.916784064120174	1.6781392344491692	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	4.3577047221742458	-4.3530476915275944	2.3374893162395187	-9.3625927285680959	-2.0749345244500956	0.68977998289153764	-2.8240325670494242	2.5640865223127012	0.98255930280570358	1.84628959283756	7.4593573785944622	6.3908803137416337	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (50 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	3.1997563218386347	-2.543826442014721	11.153069413419329	-0.45760645161279356	1.7436831366144319	3.4654061521456772	4.6342080559825494	5.3159849836032045	-2.2686175036152605	-1.8918810093	33624	3.0708800087347683	12.041386353664405	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	4.0491295597480459	-1.3909729433118339	-6.0778293760770286	-2.8861859649125687	-0.23754114568219958	-2.2348548497274812	-1.9929196729192995	-1.8004099029171599	5.4284761749113724	7.2783675523349034	9.5455133040019344	1.4030219987435864	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	3.6244429407933403	-1.9673996926632698	2.5376200186711486	-1.6718962082626669	0.75307099546612244	0.61527565120910976	1.320644191531624	1.7577875403430285	1.5799293356480464	2.6932432715006209	6.3081966563683345	6.7222041762039755	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (0 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	9.4110030309827302	-3.2817113830269942	10.481628968253951	-7.8211264367813254	4.7367698642706728E-2	1.3420891487031221	2.3696395604394072	2.8203245614035555	-0.95465893817163305	4.3112230	059688521	5.9478945544552655	10.589016666666836	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-10.210174148607797	-6.6123588449983846	-8.1779861111117018	-4.934323715692849	-9.4473493975901519	-12.775853811346714	-16.045257142856968	-3.7519125230198567	-8.7978958873052466	-2.8197422680407827	7.4508401209579507	1.7691037688444713	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	-0.39958555881253338	-4.9470351140126914	1.151821428571127	-6.3777250762370246	-4.6999908494737275	-5.7168823313217505	-6.837808791208781	-0.4657939808081677	-4.8762774127384434	0.74574036896400475	6.6993673377066223	6.1790602177556559	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (100 In, 0 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	0.30594729907819485	8.2342118226606384	-1.5053224697023	-4.4001230708354679	2.2911378902960955	6.018939827897869	9.938809011688571	5.7041292828742014	4.7906264487225334	5.3649011164273084	7.6189666821985806	1.9436664520477358	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-0.12010782946662318	-8.1182576435116989	0.49685504528547497	5.4474467792042125	1.8213924050641346	-0.97956087291400062	0.9948426150118127	-0.50107362784558562	4.1135683921342414	5.6859429824558703	2.1103379235702775	0.6803622472304055	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	9.2919734805784582E-2	5.7977089574516874E-2	-0.50423371220841462	0.52366185418437883	2.0562651476800977	2.5196894774919629	5.4668258133501935	2.6015278275143356	4.4520974204283803	5.525422049441616	4.8646523028844291	1.312014349639071	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (100 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-2.3918897187146548	8.2577684145382424	0.78828967168243125	-2.3171896347875425	1.0577751597362155	4.6848962277516915	8.262393709208828	3.8896354776324866	4.4345231367730724	2.9551622185158735	5.3514195222008105	-0.4889150471485878	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-1.2700677123589759	-10.830602598837476	-0.83353452240246251	-1.7063421717173266	-2.1072926595500245	-15.31667474854612	-1.9329522711892255	1.2063026770425012	1.6093654353040634	4.3355566938535031	2.6819760464670783	-0.42024008500024751	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-1.830978715536816	-1.2864170921495806	-2.26224253600158E-2	-2.0117659032524267	-0.52475874990690319	-5.3158892603971655	3.1647207190098072	2.5479690773375219	3.0219442860385675	3.6453594561846883	4.0166977843339984	-0.45457756607441935	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (50 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-1.6338572507548719	9.0976087274992032	-1.2989158555048339	-1.4100524816305366	0.36416244411329401	3.6902146129724644	9.291972853824781	2.5457555979840887	5.0578422295446632	5.23226514445411	5.4893608139429322	1.4834929461649839	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	2.7056543771521602	-4.2032934131734532	-4.362149349054155	-4.1722593145024884	2.5668710785431443	-2.0492772166113404	0.22415492094589937	-2.3698004386625007	1.1281276030771819	3.419795917360366	1.8332477921709078	-10.422561575337976	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	0.53589856319864104	2.447157657162951	-2.8305326022794945	-2.7911558980665054	1.4655167613282201	0.82046869818056312	4.758063887385342	8.7977579660793573E-2	3.0929849163109226	4.3260305309071745	3.6613043030568955	-4.4695343145864745	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (50 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-1.885745679306386	9.1313577362408189	-1.5324670719353941	-4.0096431205227621	0.95874403677745512	4.0795316955482024	9.5569493766404268	5.1322343729607756	4.3183107146651292	2.51	98242831901387	8.5746924313793347	0.68637565169974668	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	4.4857116607907308	-3.1250482368602777	-6.5915333333338122	-4.0710566437972684	-0.65560914568555628	-5.0671925394053607	-4.2593732428776434	-2.3965375878183295	-0.11722313546444316	1.0717454586137061	1.7107531555128475	-2.3607232453592752	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	1.2999829907421718	3.003154749690335	-4.0620002026346027	-4.0403498821599824	0.15156744554595275	-0.49383042192863225	2.6487880668813872	1.3678483925712299	2.1005437896003452	1.7957848709019233	5.1427227934460911	-0.83717379682976667	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Double Lane (0 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	1400	1400	1400	1400	1580	1580	1580	1580	1780	1780	1780	1780	-2.8599161999798564	8.4282229344728439	0.41436884236371391	-4.7700322000365372	-0.26742504396035138	2.9791200307408943	8.8303489379249527	1.9994292369624418	5.6243030006519366	1.4	465835622567589	3.1025958000246394	-3.5653081435339047	Method 2	1420	1420	1420	1420	1600	1600	1600	1600	1800	1800	1800	1800	-1.1880285254201322	-5.2072818484118955	-6.7767679631204194	-1.4502934316587641	-5.7798927704719834	-7.7971913825008023	-2.5834871794877072	-2.1159232795740603	-1.4962398456430959	-0.67379867901000889	2.3840169878395709	-2.9867400470373733	Average	1440	1440	1440	1440	1620	1620	1620	1620	1820	1820	1820	1820	-2.0239723627000092	1.610470543030486	-3.1811995603783796	-3.1101628158476506	-3.0236589072161597	-2.4090356758799532	3.1234308792186196	-5.8247021305809284E-2	2.0640315775044593	0.38639244162337538	2.7433063939321052	-3.2760240952856279	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (100 In, 0 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-3.7436211111151692	-0.62058660082475059	-2.475206705581698	-2.2414455761621461	-0.36430910686516432	-4.9740606247114814	-7.1334160688672119	-3.9991160847582568	0.3780903199949085	-3.6849769792354792	-3.0975353991755483	-4.573963712097683	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-1.1643596465306771	-7.8719144654082616	-3.3376018790355264	-0.66484310370361765	-3.3897832184177012	-2.9279364881276111	-0.57693794004154952	-2.5486210358308146	-1.1651696237816509	-2.1290899828403202	-1.9547486005628087	-4.6867443189088425	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.4539903788229589	-4.2462505331165064	-2.9064042923086122	-1.4531443399328818	-1.8770461626414265	-3.9509985564195342	-3.8551770044544069	-3.2738685602945372	-0.39353965189337381	-2.9070334810378959	-2.5261419998691768	-4.630354015503233	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (100 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-5.0295619761437456	-1.912467698293657	-5.5581935633872375	-1.8799656498871398	-0.47088632378611689	-3.6002009976941505	0.48311436221265186	0.54912660256409396	1.6298699530948142	-2.4410552272895307	-7.4691230442487893	-3.4677740600916875	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-2.2311694811237377	-6.9839413068685694	-2.4313430302570538	-1.7360443328278095	-4.2137020980594411	-4.7673315731186685	0.65971451211042775	-1.3068298368289919	-0.37198732708643928	-0.46462930955451781	-0.56781313302893466	-2.0693097067733852	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-3.630365728633751	-4.4482045025811123	-3.9947682968221487	-1.8080049913574738	-2.3422942109227782	-4.1837662854064117	0.57141443716153262	-0.37885161713245813	0.62894131300420453	-1.4528422684220246	-4.0184680886388824	-2.7685418834325435	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (50 In, 50 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-3.6834298779923822	-0.47591001715970976	-4.2720546768690255	-0.68182347093030415	-0.50721547943489464	-2.167687752179674	-0.59241905038472709	-5.1998919451075789	2.9523558651779194	-2.46940310237	16505	1.0286743543468067	-0.23166532034745321	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	0.57416423637242964	-2.8632524186326131	-3.1332135330427207	-4.7786566868101534	-0.40406558585025187	0.13735583756423042	0.41440695615937795	-2.0660014528842141	1.4383091030784758	-0.84348286642815395	1.3655582236776826	-1.5872327121729448	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-1.554632820809954	-1.6695812178961578	-3.7026341049558757	-2.730240078870227	-0.45564053264257076	-1.0151659573077039	-8.9006047112677303E-2	-3.6329466989958963	2.1953324841281967	-1.6564429843999129	1.1971162890122446	-0.90944901626021002	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (50 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-3.2988434304907011	-4.9058966122686523E-2	-3.9654374088641919	-2.1343888212734221	2.5975295882184111	-1.9959034632141819	-0.61717226577178852	-2.3455070087516412	4.2490035677876339	-2.6883042161	663715	-3.3775805856298433	-3.4079086096354407	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	1.4840536897801648	-4.4156208275633535	-8.002000644455757	-7.1265846742432162	-0.58475886133166333	0.36500615937108138	-0.70494808694173372	-4.0396176018510834	1.4439569942677792	-1.7716385914028976	-2.1215404341609978	-3.3182911342323247	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-0.9073948703552851	-2.2323398968430199	-5.9837190266599753	-4.6304867477583445	1.0063853634433702	-0.81544865192155069	-0.66106017635676162	-3.1925623053013488	2.8464802810277066	-2.2299714037846141	-2.7495605098954212	-3.3630998719338834	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Triple Lane (0 In, 100 Out)

Method 1	2100	2100	2100	2100	2370	2370	2370	2370	2670	2670	2670	2670	-2.0284329395690364	1.2421413103521424	-4.4604363433117475	-0.66723631822005913	0.47166044533583157	-2.353814517118467	0.57372904004749514	-2.4863042851746062	2.4312488214593277	-3.4078078514272252	7.7554315476582758E-2	-1.5127282695375026	Method 2	2130	2130	2130	2130	2400	2400	2400	2400	2700	2700	2700	2700	-2.3095676022823599	-4.8133399602393236	-7.1951361759668941	-4.0841678366201855	-2.7142016854266888	0.17621943038720297	0.27375789695626906	-2.0395662131208767	-0.78408995568452644	-0.34524120290984417	0.13094593215430692	-1.0527220659337841	Average	2160	2160	2160	2160	2430	2430	2430	2430	2730	2730	2730	2730	-2.1690002709256881	-1.7855993249435853	-5.8277862596392698	-2.3757020774201347	-1.1212706200454299	-1.0887975433656341	0.42374346850187905	-2.2629352491477452	0.82357943288741464	-1.8765245271685327	0.10425012381544363	-1.2827251677356433	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)

Single Lane (200 Out)

Method 1	700	700	700	700	790	790	790	790	890	890	890	890	-0.12465385946641409	-0.12891072891002509	-0.11740207947580222	-1.0082644628266029E-2	-6.4532374100370132E-2	-6.2519351570410269	-6.9931506848967012E-2	-6.0318243243236696	5.2114458247072957	-2.795	1807228227623E-2	-0.24113636363563629	-0.24674418604574419	Method 2	710	710	710	710	800	800	800	800	900	900	900	900	-8.194747317410469	-7.9888198198190867	-7.4403681811709337	-1.0082644628266029E-2	-6.4532374100370132E-2	-6.3617021276048916E-2	-6.9931506848967012E-2	-6.0318243243236696	-5.4030883367833997	-2.7951807228227623E-2	-0.24113636363563629	-0.24674418604574419	Average	720	720	720	720	810	810	810	810	910	910	910	910	-4.1597005884384446	-4.0588652743645559	-3.7788851303233177	-1.0082644628266029E-2	-6.4532374100370132E-2	-3.1577760891585376	-6.9931506848967012E-2	-6.0318243243236696	-9.5821256038052263E-2	-2.7951807228227623E-2	-0.24113636363563629	-0.24674418604574419	Total Flow (vph)

Difference in Delays (sec)
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330-123010.911.2-.3-2.8%11.2-.3-2.8%-.3-2.8%


390-129011.411.7-.3-2.6%11.7-.3-2.6%-.3-2.6%


510-141011.311.6-.4-3.2%21.-9.7-86.7%-5.1-44.9%


570-147011.812.-.2-1.9%12.-.2-1.9%-.2-1.9%


330-123010.418.4-8.-76.9%10.7-.2-2.3%-4.1-39.6%


390-129012.319.8-7.5-60.6%12.6-.2-1.8%-3.9-31.2%


510-141012.827.1-14.2-111.2%20.-7.2-55.9%-10.7-83.6%


570-147013.327.5-14.3-107.7%13.4-.2-1.4%-7.2-54.6%


330-12309.910.-.1-1.0%10.-.1-1.0%-.1-1.0%


390-129011.211.3-.1-0.9%11.3-.1-0.9%-.1-0.9%


510-141011.817.7-5.9-50.4%12.-.2-1.6%-3.1-26.0%


570-147011.511.7-.2-1.6%11.7-.2-1.6%-.2-1.6%
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330-123012.418.3-6.-48.0%15.4-3.-24.2%-4.5-36.1%


390-129012.712.8-.1-0.9%15.7-3.-23.8%-1.6-12.3%


510-141012.512.6-.1-1.0%15.4-3.-23.7%-1.5-12.4%


570-147012.415.3-2.9-23.6%15.3-2.9-23.6%-2.9-23.6%


330-123012.314.9-2.6-21.3%12.4-.1-0.9%-1.4-11.1%


390-129013.13.2-.1-1.1%10.72.317.4%1.18.1%


510-141013.313.5-.2-1.4%15.9-2.6-19.3%-1.4-10.3%


570-147013.713.9-.2-1.4%16.3-2.5-18.6%-1.4-10.0%


330-123015.916.2-.2-1.4%16.2-.2-1.4%-.2-1.4%


390-129016.216.5-.3-1.5%16.5-.3-1.5%-.3-1.5%


510-141016.16.3-.3-1.6%16.3-.3-1.6%-.3-1.6%


570-147015.813.91.912.1%18.2-2.3-14.6%-.2-1.3%
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330-123011.525.2-13.7-119.2%15.4-3.9-34.2%-8.8-76.7%


390-129011.512.2-.7-5.7%15.5-3.9-34.0%-2.3-19.9%


510-141011.615.5-3.8-33.1%15.5-3.8-33.1%-3.8-33.1%


570-147011.615.4-3.8-33.0%15.4-3.8-33.0%-3.8-33.0%


330-123011.812.1-.3-2.4%12.1-.3-2.4%-.3-2.4%


390-129012.312.7-.4-3.0%12.7-.4-3.0%-.4-3.0%


510-141012.713.-.4-2.9%13.-.4-2.9%-.4-2.9%


570-147012.915.8-2.9-22.8%15.8-2.9-22.8%-2.9-22.8%


330-123014.14.4-.3-2.5%14.4-.3-2.5%-.3-2.5%


390-129014.314.7-.4-2.8%16.9-2.7-18.6%-1.5-10.7%


510-141014.514.8-.4-2.5%12.61.913.1%.85.3%


570-147014.614.8-.3-1.9%17.1-2.5-17.3%-1.4-9.6%
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330-123011.813.7-1.9-16.2%13.7-1.9-16.2%-1.9-16.2%


390-129011.611.7-.1-1.0%13.5-1.9-16.8%-1.-8.9%


510-141011.413.3-2.-17.3%13.3-2.-17.3%-2.-17.3%


570-147011.69.81.815.4%11.7-.1-0.4%.97.5%


330-123013.713.8-.1-0.7%13.8-.1-0.7%-.1-0.7%


390-129013.812.41.410.5%15.5-1.7-12.2%-.1-0.9%


510-141013.715.4-1.7-12.4%15.4-1.7-12.4%-1.7-12.4%


570-147013.715.4-1.7-12.4%13.8-.1-0.8%-.9-6.6%


330-123015.613.2.516.3%14.41.27.5%1.811.9%


390-129015.512.92.516.4%18.5-3.-19.4%-.2-1.5%


510-141014.717.6-3.-20.2%14.8-.1-0.9%-1.5-10.5%


570-147014.716.3-1.6-10.8%14.9-.1-1.0%-.9-5.9%
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330-123011.517.4-5.9-51.8%11.7-.2-2.1%-3.1-26.9%


390-129011.215.3-4.1-36.4%13.4-2.2-19.3%-3.1-27.9%


510-141011.211.4-.2-2.1%13.3-2.2-19.4%-1.2-10.7%


570-147011.411.6-.2-2.2%13.6-2.2-19.2%-1.2-10.7%


330-123012.712.9-.2-1.4%14.6-1.9-14.5%-1.-8.0%


390-129012.813.-.2-1.6%14.6-1.8-14.4%-1.-8.0%


510-141013.11.51.511.4%13.2-.1-1.1%.75.2%


570-147013.114.9-1.8-13.7%14.9-1.8-13.7%-1.8-13.7%


330-123014.713.61.17.8%12.12.617.6%1.912.7%


390-129014.813.71.17.6%16.5-1.7-11.8%-.3-2.1%


510-141014.916.7-1.8-11.8%15.2-.3-1.9%-1.-6.9%


570-147015.214.1.28.0%15.5-.2-1.6%.53.2%
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330-123014.64.210.571.5%17.5-2.9-19.7%3.825.9%


390-129015.214.21.6.3%15.6-.4-2.6%.31.9%


510-141016.33.812.476.4%14.41.911.7%7.244.1%


570-147017.118.5-1.4-8.4%12.54.627.0%1.69.3%


330-123016.812.64.325.4%17.1-.3-1.6%2.11.9%


390-129018.117.11.5.3%18.1.-0.2%.52.5%


510-141018.512.46.32.7%18.6-.1-0.4%3.16.1%


570-147018.716.52.211.6%16.81.910.4%2.11.0%


330-123022.217.15.223.2%18.34.17.8%4.620.5%


390-129023.21.41.66.9%15.47.632.8%4.619.8%


510-141024.718.86.24.2%17.17.630.7%6.827.5%


570-147025.118.76.425.6%23.22.7.9%4.216.7%
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330-123013.10.32.720.7%13.1-.1-1.1%1.39.8%


390-129013.616.9-3.4-25.0%13.8-.2-1.5%-1.8-13.3%


510-141014.23.111.278.4%14.6-.4-2.5%5.438.0%


570-147015.121.7-6.6-43.9%12.42.717.9%-2.-13.0%


330-123013.913.7.31.8%14.-.1-0.5%.10.7%


390-129015.18.36.744.7%15.1-.1-0.5%3.322.1%


510-141015.713.22.515.9%15.8-.1-0.4%1.27.7%


570-147015.813.32.515.9%18.1-2.2-14.2%.10.9%


330-123018.618.1.52.8%14.24.423.7%2.513.3%


390-129019.222.8-3.6-18.8%15.14.121.5%.31.3%


510-141020.419.1.46.9%12.38.139.7%4.823.3%


570-147020.610.310.450.2%20.8-.2-0.9%5.124.7%
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330-123013.49.73.727.3%13.5-.1-0.9%1.813.2%


390-129013.915.8-1.8-13.2%14.1-.2-1.3%-1.-7.3%


510-141014.93.711.275.1%12.72.114.4%6.744.8%


570-147015.415.2.21.2%13.51.912.6%1.16.9%


330-123015.112.62.516.6%15.2-.1-0.9%1.27.8%


390-129016.612.73.823.1%16.6-.1-0.4%1.911.4%


510-141017.312.35.28.7%17.4-.2-1.0%2.413.9%


570-147017.812.15.732.0%13.64.223.4%4.927.7%


330-123021.22.6-1.6-7.8%16.94.119.6%1.25.9%


390-129021.623.-1.4-6.4%15.75.927.5%2.310.6%


510-141023.19.73.414.7%17.25.925.5%4.620.1%


570-147023.411.312.151.9%23.6-.2-1.0%6.25.4%
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330-123012.64.8.668.3%16.2-3.6-28.5%2.519.9%


390-129013.118.-4.9-37.6%13.2-.1-0.8%-2.5-19.2%


510-141012.83.9.876.5%12.9-.1-0.8%4.837.8%


570-147013.522.8-9.3-69.1%13.3.21.4%-4.6-33.8%


330-123013.513.8-.3-1.9%13.6-.1-0.6%-.2-1.3%


390-129014.713.71.6.7%14.8-.1-0.5%.53.1%


510-141015.413.32.113.5%15.4-.1-0.4%1.6.6%


570-147015.413.32.113.6%12.82.617.1%2.415.4%


330-123017.318.3-1.-6.1%12.64.727.4%1.810.7%


390-129018.113.84.324.0%16.31.810.1%3.117.0%


510-141019.414.25.227.0%11.8.443.3%6.835.1%


570-147019.69.79.950.5%24.3-4.7-23.9%2.613.3%
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330-123013.812.81.7.0%12.61.28.6%1.17.8%


390-129013.85.28.662.2%16.2-2.4-17.4%3.122.4%


510-141014.14.9-.9-6.5%11.82.215.7%.64.6%


570-147014.17.7-3.7-26.6%11.52.517.8%-.6-4.4%


330-123015.912.83.119.6%12.63.220.4%3.220.0%


390-129017.210.56.739.0%15.41.710.1%4.224.6%


510-141019.18.610.555.0%17.81.26.4%5.930.7%


570-147019.412.96.533.4%19..31.7%3.417.6%


330-123021.516.35.224.0%19.12.411.2%3.817.6%


390-129022.216.55.725.6%17.94.319.5%5.22.6%


510-141023.115.18.34.5%22.5.62.4%4.318.5%


570-147023.320.52.811.9%21.81.56.3%2.19.1%
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330-123013.415.7-2.3-17.0%12.21.29.0%-.5-4.0%


390-129013.55.28.261.2%16.-2.5-18.7%2.921.3%


510-141013.612.7.96.4%11.22.417.3%1.611.9%


570-147013.415.5-2.1-16.0%14.6-1.2-9.2%-1.7-12.6%


330-123014.813.51.49.2%14.8.0.1%.74.6%


390-129016.211.34.930.5%25.9-9.7-60.0%-2.4-14.8%


510-141017.39.18.247.6%18.3-1.-5.8%3.620.9%


570-147017.513.63.821.9%18.5-1.1-6.0%1.47.9%


330-123018.514.34.222.9%16.91.68.4%2.915.7%


390-129019.16.32.814.6%13.75.327.8%4.21.2%


510-141019.814.35.427.4%17.62.211.2%3.819.3%


570-147020.20.3-.3-1.5%19.8.21.0%.-0.2%
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330-123013.615.6-2.-14.9%11.12.518.0%.21.6%


390-129013.64.78.965.5%16.3-2.7-19.8%3.122.9%


510-141013.715.-1.3-9.3%12.71.7.2%-.1-1.1%


570-147013.715.-1.2-9.0%12.8.96.7%-.2-1.2%


330-123013.713.4.21.6%12.71.7.2%.64.4%


390-129014.911.43.623.9%15.2-.3-1.9%1.611.0%


510-141016.6.99.156.8%16.2-.2-1.4%4.427.7%


570-147016.313.92.414.9%17.7-1.4-8.9%.53.0%


330-123019.114.34.824.9%17.41.78.9%3.216.9%


390-129019.414.54.925.1%17.81.57.8%3.216.5%


510-141019.614.55.126.1%19..63.2%2.914.6%


570-147019.918.81.15.3%28.3-8.4-42.3%-3.7-18.5%
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330-123013.315.3-2.-15.0%10.92.518.6%.21.8%


390-129013.44.39.168.2%16.2-2.8-20.9%3.223.7%


510-141013.614.9-1.4-10.0%12.61.7.1%-.2-1.4%


570-147013.717.5-3.9-28.2%10.33.425.0%-.2-1.6%


330-123013.813.1.75.3%13.9-.1-0.5%.32.4%


390-129015.11.13.926.2%15.3-.3-2.0%1.812.1%


510-141015.96.59.458.9%16.1-.2-1.5%4.628.7%


570-147016.111.15.31.3%16.4-.3-1.6%2.414.9%


330-123018.13.84.223.2%16.21.79.7%3.16.4%


390-129018.216.2.212.3%16.71.68.6%1.910.5%


510-141018.610.18.545.7%17.11.58.3%5.27.0%


570-147018.918.4.52.5%17.51.47.4%.95.0%
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330-123012.916.4-3.5-27.2%11.61.39.9%-1.1-8.7%


390-129012.94.78.163.3%15.6-2.8-21.4%2.720.9%


510-141013.12.9.10.5%14.4-1.4-10.9%-.7-5.2%


570-147013.18.4-5.4-41.5%9.23.829.4%-.8-6.1%


330-123012.913.3-.4-3.2%14.1-1.2-9.5%-.8-6.3%


390-129014.111.32.920.3%15.5-1.3-9.5%.85.4%


510-141014.96.28.658.1%14.9-.1-0.4%4.328.8%


570-147015.113.51.610.7%16.3-1.3-8.5%.21.1%


330-123017.612.74.927.9%15.71.910.7%3.419.3%


390-129017.817.2.63.6%18.-.2-1.1%.21.3%


510-141017.615.22.413.7%17.8-.2-1.0%1.16.3%


570-147017.321.7-4.4-25.3%19.7-2.4-13.8%-3.4-19.5%
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330-123013.116.1-3.-22.5%14.3-1.2-9.1%-2.1-15.8%


390-129012.912.8.10.7%15.7-2.9-22.3%-1.4-10.8%


510-141012.714.6-1.9-14.9%15.8-3.1-24.0%-2.5-19.4%


570-147012.914.6-1.6-12.6%13.5-.6-4.5%-1.1-8.5%


330-123015.215.1.10.6%17.1-1.9-12.6%-.9-6.0%


390-129015.219.6-4.4-28.6%14.5.74.7%-1.8-12.0%


510-141014.821.2-6.4-43.4%15.2-.4-2.9%-3.4-23.2%


570-147014.718.-3.3-22.5%17.3-2.6-17.4%-2.9-19.9%


330-123017.616.61.5.8%17.3.31.5%.63.7%


390-129017.720.6-2.9-16.4%18.7-1.-5.5%-1.9-11.0%


510-141017.319.5-2.2-12.6%17.8-.4-2.4%-1.3-7.5%


570-147017.321.-3.7-21.4%21.1-3.8-21.8%-3.7-21.6%
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330-123013.318.3-5.-37.6%15.8-2.6-19.4%-3.8-28.5%


390-129013.14.9-1.9-14.4%16.6-3.6-27.8%-2.7-21.1%


510-141012.818.3-5.5-43.3%14.9-2.1-16.4%-3.8-29.9%


570-147013.14.9-1.9-14.5%15.-2.1-15.9%-2.-15.2%


330-123014.915.3-.4-2.7%17.4-2.5-16.7%-1.4-9.7%


390-129014.918.4-3.5-23.6%14.7.21.4%-1.7-11.1%


510-141014.514..53.5%12.71.812.6%1.28.0%


570-147014.414..53.2%16.3-1.9-13.2%-.7-5.0%


330-123017.315.51.810.7%15.12.212.6%2.11.6%


390-129017.319.5-2.3-13.2%18.5-1.2-6.9%-1.7-10.1%


510-141016.623.7-7.1-42.5%17.8-1.1-6.7%-4.1-24.6%


570-147016.719.8-3.2-19.1%19.9-3.2-19.4%-3.2-19.2%
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330-123012.716.8-4.-31.5%13.7-1.-7.5%-2.5-19.5%


390-129012.513.3-.8-6.1%16.1-3.6-29.0%-2.2-17.5%


510-141012.416.9-4.5-36.5%13.6-1.2-9.8%-2.9-23.1%


570-147012.613.5-.9-7.2%14.6-2.-16.1%-1.5-11.7%


330-123014.515.1-.6-4.0%16.4-1.8-12.6%-1.2-8.3%


390-129014.616.8-2.2-14.8%12.22.416.3%.10.7%


510-141014.615.3-.7-4.8%14.1.43.0%-.1-0.9%


570-147014.519.9-5.4-37.0%17.2-2.7-18.4%-4.-27.7%


330-123016.713.63.118.4%15.11.69.4%2.313.9%


390-129016.719.1-2.4-14.4%19.2-2.5-15.0%-2.4-14.7%


510-141016.415.41.6.1%16.2.21.4%.63.8%


570-147016.616.8-.2-1.1%17.2-.6-3.4%-.4-2.2%


2100


2400


2700


Triple Lane (50 In, 50 Out)


Method 1Method 2Average
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330-123013.16.9-3.9-30.4%14.1-1.1-8.6%-2.5-19.5%


390-129012.713.3-.6-4.8%16.6-3.9-30.9%-2.3-17.8%


510-141012.517.1-4.6-36.5%15.6-3.1-24.9%-3.8-30.7%


570-147012.715.5-2.8-21.9%14.9-2.3-17.8%-2.5-19.9%


330-123014.411.92.417.0%15.4-1.1-7.5%.74.8%


390-129014.516.6-2.1-14.8%12.2.517.1%.21.2%


510-141014.415.3-.9-6.4%11.62.819.2%.96.4%


570-147014.416.9-2.6-17.8%17.-2.6-18.4%-2.6-18.1%


330-123018.214.53.820.8%18.3.-0.2%1.910.3%


390-129018.221.3-3.1-17.1%20.5-2.3-12.4%-2.7-14.7%


510-141017.621.6-4.-22.6%18.9-1.3-7.3%-2.6-14.9%


570-147017.921.8-3.9-22.1%20.-2.1-11.7%-3.-16.9%


2100


2400


2700


Triple Lane (50 In, 100 Out)


Method 1Method 2Average
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330-123012.615.4-2.8-22.1%14.5-1.8-14.6%-2.3-18.4%


390-129012.311.9.53.8%16.2-3.9-31.3%-1.7-13.8%


510-141012.217.5-5.3-43.3%16.-3.8-31.3%-4.5-37.3%


570-147012.413.7-1.3-10.6%13.5-1.2-9.3%-1.2-10.0%


330-123014.214.2-.1-0.6%15.9-1.8-12.6%-.9-6.6%


390-129014.217.3-3.-21.2%12.41.913.2%-.6-4.0%


510-141014.14.1-.1-1.0%13.4.64.5%.21.8%


570-147014.17.2-3.1-22.3%15.8-1.8-12.5%-2.4-17.4%


330-123016.213.92.314.2%15.11.6.4%1.710.3%


390-129015.919.6-3.7-23.3%17.8-1.9-11.7%-2.8-17.5%


510-141015.215.5-.3-1.8%15.5-.3-2.0%-.3-1.9%


570-147015.317.1-1.8-12.1%16.5-1.2-7.6%-1.5-9.9%


Average
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330-123014.65.19.565.2%22.1-7.4-50.7%1.17.3%


390-129015.216.3-1.1-7.4%30.1-14.9-98.2%-8.-52.8%


510-141016.34.711.570.8%14.2.314.0%6.942.4%


570-147017.121.2-4.1-24.1%18.-.9-5.6%-2.5-14.8%


330-123016.814.12.816.5%12.14.727.8%3.722.1%


390-129018.118.5-.4-2.1%11.36.837.3%3.217.6%


510-141018.513.35.228.2%9.29.350.5%7.339.3%


570-147018.717.71.5.3%8.110.656.7%5.831.0%


330-123022.218.73.515.8%12.110.245.7%6.830.7%


390-129023.23.1-.1-0.4%9.613.458.1%6.628.8%


510-141024.720.24.518.3%9.215.662.9%10.140.6%


570-147025.120.5.220.7%20.15.120.3%5.120.5%
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330-123014.34.89.566.4%28.-13.7-95.7%-2.1-14.7%


390-129014.916.1-1.2-8.3%25.8-11.-73.7%-6.1-41.0%


510-141016.4.411.672.3%15.8.21.0%5.936.6%


570-147016.921.3-4.5-26.5%15.51.48.2%-1.5-9.1%


330-123015.313.91.49.1%13.41.912.5%1.610.8%


390-129016.618.3-1.7-10.1%15.11.59.3%-.1-0.4%


510-141017.213.14.124.0%13.14.123.9%4.123.9%


570-147017.712.94.827.1%10.86.939.0%5.933.1%


330-123022.119.13.13.7%18.93.114.3%3.114.0%


390-129022.723.5-.8-3.4%14.87.934.9%3.615.7%


510-141024.520.24.317.5%14.79.839.9%7.28.7%


570-147025.15.99.136.3%17.57.429.8%8.333.1%
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330-123013.10.12.922.5%7.25.844.5%4.433.5%


390-129013.616.7-3.2-23.4%19.1-5.5-40.9%-4.4-32.1%


510-141014.23.11.379.2%20.8-6.6-46.3%2.316.4%


570-147015.121.7-6.6-44.1%27.1-12.1-80.3%-9.4-62.2%


330-123013.913.2.85.4%18.8-4.9-35.2%-2.1-14.9%


390-129015.17.97.247.8%20.9-5.8-38.6%.74.6%


510-141015.712.73.18.9%24.3-8.6-54.9%-2.8-18.0%


570-147015.812.63.220.1%13.92.12.4%2.616.2%


330-123018.618.4.21.3%16.91.79.3%1.5.3%


390-129019.222.9-3.7-19.0%11.97.338.2%1.89.6%


510-141020.418.42.9.8%7.512.963.2%7.536.5%


570-147020.69.511.153.8%18.91.78.1%6.431.0%
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Method 1Method 2Average
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330-123013.410.23.223.9%9.44.30.2%3.627.0%


390-129013.916.5-2.5-18.3%15.3-1.4-10.0%-2.-14.1%


510-141014.93.711.275.0%21.-6.1-40.9%2.517.1%


570-147015.415.9-.5-3.0%18.3-2.9-18.7%-1.7-10.9%


330-123015.113.41.711.6%15.3-.2-1.6%.85.0%


390-129016.613.13.520.9%18.8-2.2-13.5%.63.7%


510-141017.312.64.626.8%19.3-2.-11.5%1.37.7%


570-147017.812.55.329.8%19.6-1.8-10.1%1.89.9%


330-123021.23.2-2.3-10.8%15.55.425.9%1.67.5%


390-129021.623.5-1.9-8.8%14.37.333.7%2.712.5%


510-141023.20.3.113.3%13.59.541.4%6.327.4%


570-147023.411.412.51.4%22.1.46.0%6.728.7%


Average
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330-123012.63.29.474.6%22.8-10.2-80.9%-.4-3.2%


390-129013.116.4-3.3-25.0%19.7-6.6-50.4%-4.9-37.7%


510-141012.82.310.581.9%21.-8.2-63.9%1.29.0%


570-147013.521.3-7.8-57.9%18.4-4.9-36.5%-6.4-47.2%


330-123013.513.5.0.4%23.-9.4-69.9%-4.7-34.8%


390-129014.713.31.39.1%27.5-12.8-87.0%-5.7-38.9%


510-141015.413.2.415.4%31.4-16.-104.4%-6.8-44.5%


570-147015.412.62.818.3%19.2-3.8-24.3%-.5-3.0%


330-123017.318.3-1.-5.5%26.1-8.8-50.9%-4.9-28.2%


390-129018.113.84.323.8%20.9-2.8-15.6%.74.1%


510-141019.413.55.930.6%12.7.538.4%6.734.5%


570-147019.69.10.654.1%17.81.89.0%6.231.5%


Average
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330-123013.813.5.32.2%13.9-.1-0.9%.10.7%


390-129013.85.68.259.6%21.9-8.1-58.8%.10.4%


510-141014.15.5-1.5-10.8%13.5.53.6%-.5-3.6%


570-147014.18.4-4.4-31.5%8.55.439.0%.53.7%


330-123015.913.62.314.4%14.11.811.5%2.112.9%


390-129017.211.16.35.1%18.1-1.-5.7%2.514.7%


510-141019.19.19.952.1%18.11.5.2%5.528.7%


570-147019.413.75.729.5%19.9-.5-2.6%2.613.4%


330-123021.516.74.822.3%17.44.119.1%4.520.7%


390-129022.216.85.424.2%16.55.725.6%5.524.9%


510-141023.115.57.633.0%21.2.19.1%4.921.1%


570-147023.321.31.98.3%22.6.72.9%1.35.6%
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330-123013.415.8-2.4-17.8%14.7-1.3-9.4%-1.8-13.6%


390-129013.55.28.361.3%24.3-10.8-80.5%-1.3-9.6%


510-141013.612.8.85.8%14.4-.8-6.1%.-0.2%


570-147013.415.7-2.3-17.3%15.1-1.7-12.8%-2.-15.1%


330-123014.813.81.17.1%16.9-2.1-14.2%-.5-3.5%


390-129016.211.54.729.0%31.5-15.3-94.7%-5.3-32.9%


510-141017.39.18.347.7%19.3-1.9-11.2%3.218.3%


570-147017.513.63.922.3%16.31.26.9%2.514.6%


330-123018.514.14.424.0%16.91.68.7%3.16.3%


390-129019.16.13.15.5%14.74.322.8%3.619.2%


510-141019.814.45.427.1%17.12.713.6%4.20.3%


570-147020.20.5-.5-2.4%20.4-.4-2.1%-.5-2.3%


Average
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330-123013.615.2-1.6-12.0%10.92.719.9%.53.9%


390-129013.64.59.166.8%17.8-4.2-30.9%2.418.0%


510-141013.715.-1.3-9.5%18.-4.4-31.9%-2.8-20.7%


570-147013.715.1-1.4-10.3%17.9-4.2-30.4%-2.8-20.3%


330-123013.713.3.42.7%11.12.618.8%1.510.7%


390-129014.911.23.724.7%17.-2.-13.7%.85.5%


510-141016.6.79.358.1%15.8.21.4%4.829.8%


570-147016.313.72.515.6%18.6-2.4-14.6%.10.5%


330-123019.114.15.126.5%18.1.15.9%3.116.2%


390-129019.414.15.227.0%15.93.417.7%4.322.3%


510-141019.614.15.528.0%17.81.89.3%3.718.7%


570-147019.918.41.57.5%30.3-10.4-52.4%-4.5-22.5%


Average
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330-123013.315.2-1.9-14.1%8.84.533.6%1.39.8%


390-129013.44.39.168.1%16.5-3.1-23.3%3.22.4%


510-141013.615.1-1.5-11.3%20.2-6.6-48.5%-4.1-29.9%


570-147013.717.7-4.-29.3%17.8-4.1-29.7%-4.-29.5%


330-123013.812.91.6.9%14.5-.7-4.7%.21.1%


390-129015.10.94.127.2%20.1-5.1-33.8%-.5-3.3%


510-141015.96.49.660.1%20.2-4.3-26.8%2.616.6%


570-147016.111.5.131.8%18.5-2.4-14.9%1.48.5%


330-123018.13.64.324.0%18.1-.1-0.7%2.111.7%


390-129018.215.72.513.8%17.11.15.9%1.89.9%


510-141018.610.18.646.0%16.91.79.2%5.127.6%


570-147018.918.2.73.6%21.3-2.4-12.5%-.8-4.4%


Average
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330-123012.915.7-2.9-22.2%14.1-1.2-9.2%-2.-15.7%


390-129012.94.48.465.5%18.1-5.2-40.5%1.612.5%


510-141013.12.6.43.2%19.8-6.8-52.1%-3.2-24.5%


570-147013.17.8-4.8-36.7%14.5-1.5-11.1%-3.1-23.9%


330-123012.913.1-.3-2.1%18.7-5.8-44.9%-3.-23.5%


390-129014.111.23.21.1%21.9-7.8-55.2%-2.4-17.0%


510-141014.96.8.859.4%17.4-2.6-17.4%3.121.0%


570-147015.113.12.13.3%17.2-2.1-14.0%-.1-0.4%


330-123017.612.5.631.9%19.1-1.5-8.5%2.111.7%


390-129017.816.41.48.1%18.5-.7-3.8%.42.2%


510-141017.614.53.117.6%15.22.413.5%2.715.6%


570-147017.320.9-3.6-20.6%20.3-3.-17.3%-3.3-18.9%
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330-123013.116.9-3.7-28.5%14.3-1.2-8.9%-2.5-18.7%


390-129012.913.5-.6-4.8%20.7-7.9-61.1%-4.2-33.0%


510-141012.715.2-2.5-19.4%16.1-3.3-26.2%-2.9-22.8%


570-147012.915.2-2.2-17.3%13.6-.7-5.1%-1.5-11.2%


330-123015.215.6-.4-2.4%18.6-3.4-22.3%-1.9-12.3%


390-129015.220.2-5.-32.6%18.2-2.9-19.2%-4.-25.9%


510-141014.821.9-7.1-48.3%15.4-.6-3.9%-3.9-26.1%


570-147014.718.7-4.-27.2%17.3-2.5-17.3%-3.3-22.2%


330-123017.617.2.42.2%18.7-1.2-6.6%-.4-2.2%


390-129017.721.4-3.7-20.8%19.8-2.1-12.0%-2.9-16.4%


510-141017.320.4-3.1-17.9%19.3-2.-11.3%-2.5-14.6%


570-147017.321.9-4.6-26.4%22.-4.7-27.0%-4.6-26.7%


Triple Lane (100 In, 0 Out)


Method 1Method 2Average
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330-123013.318.3-5.-37.9%15.5-2.2-16.8%-3.6-27.4%


390-129013.14.9-1.9-14.7%20.-7.-53.8%-4.4-34.2%


510-141012.818.3-5.6-43.6%15.2-2.4-19.1%-4.-31.3%


570-147013.14.9-1.9-14.5%14.7-1.7-13.4%-1.8-13.9%


330-123014.915.4-.5-3.2%19.1-4.2-28.3%-2.3-15.7%


390-129014.918.5-3.6-24.2%19.7-4.8-32.0%-4.2-28.1%


510-141014.514..53.3%13.9.74.5%.63.9%


570-147014.413.9.53.8%15.7-1.3-9.0%-.4-2.6%


330-123017.315.71.69.4%17.7-.4-2.1%.63.6%


390-129017.319.7-2.4-14.1%17.7-.5-2.7%-1.5-8.4%


510-141016.624.1-7.5-44.9%17.2-.6-3.4%-4.-24.2%


570-147016.720.1-3.5-20.8%18.7-2.1-12.4%-2.8-16.6%
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Triple Lane (100 In, 50 Out)
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330-123012.716.4-3.7-28.9%12.2.64.5%-1.6-12.2%


390-129012.513.-.5-3.8%15.4-2.9-22.9%-1.7-13.4%


510-141012.416.6-4.3-34.5%15.5-3.1-25.3%-3.7-29.9%


570-147012.613.3-.7-5.4%17.4-4.8-37.9%-2.7-21.7%


330-123014.515.-.5-3.5%14.9-.4-2.8%-.5-3.1%


390-129014.616.8-2.2-14.8%14.5.10.9%-1.-7.0%


510-141014.615.2-.6-4.1%14.1.42.8%-.1-0.6%


570-147014.519.7-5.2-35.8%16.6-2.1-14.2%-3.6-25.0%


330-123016.713.73.17.7%15.21.48.6%2.213.2%


390-129016.719.2-2.5-14.8%17.5-.8-5.1%-1.7-9.9%


510-141016.415.41.6.3%15.1.48.3%1.27.3%


570-147016.616.9-.2-1.4%18.2-1.6-9.5%-.9-5.5%
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Triple Lane (50 In, 50 Out)


Method 1Method 2Average
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330-123013.16.3-3.3-25.5%11.51.511.5%-.9-7.0%


390-129012.712.8.-0.4%17.1-4.4-34.7%-2.2-17.6%


510-141012.516.5-4.-31.7%20.5-8.-63.9%-6.-47.8%


570-147012.714.8-2.1-16.8%19.8-7.1-56.2%-4.6-36.5%


330-123014.411.82.618.1%14.9-.6-4.1%1.7.0%


390-129014.516.5-2.-13.8%14.1.42.5%-.8-5.6%


510-141014.415.-.6-4.3%15.1-.7-4.9%-.7-4.6%


570-147014.416.7-2.3-16.3%18.4-4.-28.1%-3.2-22.2%


330-123018.214.4.223.3%16.81.47.9%2.815.6%


390-129018.220.9-2.7-14.8%20.-1.8-9.7%-2.2-12.2%


510-141017.621.-3.4-19.2%19.8-2.1-12.0%-2.7-15.6%


570-147017.921.3-3.4-19.1%21.2-3.3-18.6%-3.4-18.8%


2100


2400


2700


Triple Lane (50 In, 100 Out)


Method 1Method 2Average
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330-123012.614.7-2.-16.1%14.9-2.3-18.3%-2.2-17.2%


390-129012.311.11.210.1%17.1-4.8-39.0%-1.8-14.5%


510-141012.216.7-4.5-36.6%19.4-7.2-59.0%-5.8-47.8%


570-147012.413.-.7-5.4%16.5-4.1-33.0%-2.4-19.2%


330-123014.213.7.53.3%16.9-2.7-19.2%-1.1-7.9%


390-129014.216.6-2.4-16.5%14.1.21.2%-1.1-7.6%


510-141014.13.4.64.1%13.7.32.0%.43.0%


570-147014.16.5-2.5-17.7%16.1-2.-14.5%-2.3-16.1%


330-123016.213.72.415.0%16.9-.8-4.9%.85.1%


390-129015.919.3-3.4-21.4%16.2-.3-2.2%-1.9-11.8%


510-141015.215.1.10.5%15.1.10.9%.10.7%


570-147015.316.8-1.5-9.9%16.3-1.1-6.9%-1.3-8.4%


Average
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2700


Triple Lane (0 In, 100 Out)
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330-123011.912.-.1-1.0%20.1-8.2-69.0%-4.2-35.0%


390-129012.512.6-.1-1.0%20.4-8.-64.2%-4.1-32.6%


510-141012.312.5-.1-1.0%19.8-7.4-60.3%-3.8-30.6%


570-147013.13..-0.1%13..-0.1%.-0.1%


330-123011.111.2-.1-0.6%11.2-.1-0.6%-.1-0.6%


390-129012.718.9-6.3-49.4%12.7-.1-0.5%-3.2-24.9%


510-141013.13.1-.1-0.5%13.1-.1-0.5%-.1-0.5%


570-147013.219.2-6.-45.8%19.2-6.-45.8%-6.-45.8%


330-123010.85.65.248.3%16.2-5.4-50.0%-.1-0.9%


390-129011.811.9.-0.2%11.9.-0.2%.-0.2%


510-141012.712.9-.2-1.9%12.9-.2-1.9%-.2-1.9%


570-147012.512.7-.2-2.0%12.7-.2-2.0%-.2-2.0%


AverageMethod 1Method 2
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